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Volvo 850 OBDII
FAQ

This FAQ answers questions about using an ELM327 device to communicate with a 1996-1997 Volvo 850 or 1997-1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70 using both the OBDII emission diagnostics and the Volvo keyword D3 B0 protocol.  

Some of its information may not yet be on any of the jonesrh.info/volvo850/ web pages.

This document mentions the Online Technical Publications Volvo 850 Repair Manuals DVD (OTP-TP-51956)
referred to in this https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo_850_diag_links.html#OTP_Volvo_850_DVD link.
The remainder of this FAQ will most commonly refer to that DVD as "OTP Volvo 850 DVD" 
(or possibly "OTP 850 DVD", "OTP 850 Repair DVD", "OTP 850 Repair Manuals DVD", 
or a similar name including "OTP", "850", and "DVD").

		IMPORTANT NOTE:
		jonesrh.info .html pages are usually more up-to-date than this FAQ.
		Portions of this FAQ are considerably out of date.
		When you find conflicts between this FAQ and the jonesrh.info/volvo850/ .html pages,
		it is safe to assume that the .html pages contain the more correct information.
		Keep that caveat in mind while absorbing this FAQ.


Q. Why do I use the term "ECU" to refer to any of the car's computers when the conventional usage of ECU is for the "engine control unit"?

A. Personal preference.  For me, "ECU" means, more generically, "electronic control unit", so I use ECU as a synonym for any of the car's computers.


Q. What version of the ELM327 is required to communicate with 1996-1997 Volvo 850 cars?
What version of the ELM327 is required to communicate with 1996-1997 Volvo 850 and 1998 Volvo S70/V70/C70/XC70 cars?
What version of the ELM327 is required to communicate with 1996-1997 Volvo 850 and 1997-1998 Volvo S70/V70/C70/XC70 cars?
What version of the ELM327 is required to communicate with 1996-1998 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 cars?

A. Listed below are details of the (minimum) ELM327 version required in order to issue various ELM327 AT commands to communicate with a 1997 Volvo 850 T5 (and other similar Volvo 850 / S70 / V70 / C70 / XC70 cars that were 1996-1998 models, and maybe some of the 1995 models with OBDII ports, and maybe even some of the early-1999 models, and for the C70 this might even go up to 2004):

- v1.4, in order to use ATSI to explicitly trigger a Slow Init, and
                                   ATTA 13 to set tester address like Volvo Scan Tool (VST)
                                          [else can use ATSH, ATWM, and ATPP 06 to set tester address];
- v1.3, in order to use ATRA 13 to force the receive address so KWPD3B0 responses are always displayed immediately,
                                   ATKW to see keywords,
                                   ATS1 to ensure spaces separate hex values in response (if ATS0 has disabled the spaces), and
           in order to use a single digit (after OBDII and KWPD3B0 commands) to instruct ELM327 to only wait for that # of responses;
- v1.2, in order to use ATKW0, ATIIA, ATWM, ATAT 0,
                                   ATSR 13 to force the receive address so responses are displayed immediately
                                          (if ATRA 13 can not be issued since version is not at least v1.3);
- v1.1, in order to use several different kinds of ATPP oriented commands, including:
                                   ATPPS to see programmable parameters, and
                                   ATPP 06 SV 13 / ATPP 06 ON to set tester address to 13
                                          (if ATWM and ATSH are not implemented, and
                                           if ATTA 13 can not be issued since version is not at least v1.4);
- v1.0, in order to use ATD, ATZ, ATPC, ATWS, ATL1 (and ATL0), ATE1 (and ATE0), ATI, ATIB 10, ATSP 3, ATSP 3A,
		   ATDP, ATDPN, ATRV, ATH1 (and ATH0), ATAL (and ATNL), ATSW, ATSH, ATBD, ATST, ATMA.

As far as the minimum ELM327 version required for OBDII emission diagnostics that were legally mandated for the USA beginning in 1996...

Any ELM327 version -- v1.0, v1.0a, v1.1, v1.2, v1.2a, v1.3, v1.3a, v1.4, v1.4b, v1.5 (clone), v2.0, v2.1, v2.2, v2.3, etc -- can be used to perform OBDII emission diagnostics -- **IF** your ECM (Motronic 4.3, Motronic 4.4, Fenix 5.2, MSA 15.7, etc) has the capability to respond to OBDII emission diagnostic requests.

As far as the minimum ELM327 version required for Volvo special KWPD3B0 diagnostics used to communicate with the '96-'98 850/S70/V70 COMBI, SRS, ABS, etc...

In my opinion, ELM327 v1.4 is the preferred minimum version functionality, so that you have the flexibility to manually initiate the Slow Init (via ATSI).  The reason this manual initiation of the 5-baud Slow Init is preferred is that, sometimes, you want to look at the initiation sequence recorded in the ATBD buffer in order to ensure you are:
- talking to the correct ECU, and
- talking with the expected "keywords D3 B0" protocol (KWPD3B0) vs. the emission diagnostics "keywords 08 08" protocol vs. some unexpected protocol.

If you already have an ELM327 v1.3, you can adapt the information on this portal and still be able to communicate quite well, since you have all the most essential tools.  You're lacking ATSI, but that's relatively minor, and if you want to check the keywords, you can still use ATKW.

The ATKW0 command to disable keyword checking and the ATIIA command to set the ISO slow init address are absolutely essential for successfully completing these Volvo "keywords D3 B0" protocol inits.  ATKW0 and ATIIA became available in v1.2, so you'll need at least an ELM327 v1.2 (if you want to communicate with the '96-'98 850/S70/V70 KWPD3B0 ECUs such as COMBI, SRS, ABS, etc).  And, if you're going to issue commands to the ELM327 manually (instead of using a program on your computer to control the ELM327), then you'll want to use the ATWM command to automatically generate the watchdog every few seconds.  That also became available in v1.2.

If you only have an ELM327 v1.2 or v1.2a, you *can* still adapt the information on this portal to communicate with ECUs via KWPD3B0.  To use v1.2 or v1.2a in this manner, you'll have to use the ATSR 13 command instead of the synonymous ATRA 13 command (which became available in v1.3).

		Note:
		I originally chose to use ATRA 13 (instead of ATSR 13) as my standard 
		due to it being spelled similar to its corresponding ATTA 13 command.
		For me, ATRA was much easier to remember than ATSR, and
		I assumed very few people still used ELM327 v1.2 or v1.2a tools.

		However, as this site aged, I converted more and more examples
		of the ATTA 13 / ATRA 13 duo into a single ATSR 13 command, since:
		a) it is a more general purpose method to handle all ELM327-compatible tools all the way back to v1.2,
		b) ATTA 13 is superfluous if ATWM and ATSH are available (and always used instead), and
		c) it is simpler.

	As of volvo850diag v0.9, the ATTA 13 (and ATPP 06 SV 13 / ATPP 06 ON) commands have been
	completely removed from volvo850diag, and the default way to limit reception
	to only the messages sent to tester address 13 is by using the ATSR 13 command 
	(instead of the previously used, synonymous, ATRA 13 command -- which is still allowed if desired).

The ELM327 v1.3 provided ability to control the expected # of response messages was used heavily by volvo850diag v0.5 (see https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo850diag.html for details on volvo850diag).  However, that did not work well with the S70/V70/C70/XC70 cars, so it has been completely removed from volvo850diag v0.6 (and later versions).

See the How to detect fake ELM327 devices that can not talk KWPD3B0? question (near the end of this FAQ) for some details on how to avoid buying a scan device which is falsely claimed to be ELM327-compatible and consequently can not talk with our '96-'98 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 COMBI, SRS, ABS, etc using the KWPD3B0 protocol.

applagapp's "ELM327 Identifier" Android app to identify a device's actual ELM327 command support...

That is a wonderfully nifty, free, extremely functional, easy-to-use Android app to help identify the real capabilities of your purported ELM327-compatible device.  Here is its Google Play link:

	https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.applagapp.elm327identifier

And here's a link to my brief introduction to "ELM327 Identifier":

	https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo_850_diag_links.html#applagapp_elm327_identifier_android_app


Q. What about the ELM327 v1.5 cables?  What can they do?

A. There is actually no such official ELM327 v1.5 chip from Elm Electronics.  I actually bought what was advertised as an ELM327 v1.4 cable (hoping that it would not be a Chinese clone).  However, it turns out that the cable identifies itself as ELM327 v1.5 when the ATI command is issued.  That very likely means it is a Chinese clone.  After researching what facilities I have, I've come to realize I have at least part of the ELM327 v1.4 feature set -- the most important features of v1.4 for our 1997 Volvo 850 purposes being the ATSI and the ATTA commands [neither of which are considered mandatory any longer for the '96-'97 850 or '97-'98 S70/V70/C70/XC70].

When I inquired of my US supplier, the eBay seller interfuse, as to the ELM327 version # discrepancy and what where the differences between their v1.5 and both the ELM327 v1.4 and v1.4b chips, he contacted the factory and they told him that their v1.5 device has the capability to communicate with Bluetooth more reliably.  To be specific, interfuse said: "What I have received from them is that the v1.4 and v1.5 is identical, the only difference is there was a change to their Bluetooth hardware to make the units more reliable. This is when they made the switch and began distributing them as v1.5. They have no information in regards to the v1.4b."

The maker of my ELM327 v1.5 clone USB2 cable does have other ELM327 clone Bluetooth devices.  They are also very affordable.

My ELM327 v1.5 looks like this:

      https://jonesrh.info/images/jonesrh_ELM327_overview_for_web.jpg

See the How to detect fake ELM327 devices that can not talk KWPD3B0? question (near the end of this FAQ) for some additional info on how to test if a claimed ELM327-compatible device that identifies itself as "ELM327 v1.5" will actually work with our '96-'98 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 COMBI, SRS, ABS, etc.  The vast majority of ELM327 v1.5 clones seem to work fine (as best I can tell).  However, I've seen one falsely claimed ELM327 v1.5 device [circa 2015-07] that failed to perform 13 different commands that a typical ELM327 v1.5 clone performs just fine -- and some of those 13 failed commands are absolutely crucial for KWPD3B0 communication!


Q. Where does the ELM327 USB cable plug in?  
    Where does *any* kind of ELM327 device plug in?

A. Plugging in to the car...

Any ELM327 diagnostic tool -- be it a USB cable, an RS-232 cable, a Bluetooth device, or a wifi device -- has:

- a 16-pin J1962 male OBDII connector that plugs into the car's 16-pin J1962 female OBDII port, otherwise known as the Diagnostic/Data Link Connector (DLC).

On my '97 850 T5, the car's OBDII port (ie, DLC) is located underneath the coin holder (near the cigarette lighter, and in front of the gear shift).  I believe that applies to the other '96-'97 850.

On a '97-'98 S70/V70/XC70, the car's OBDII port (ie, DLC) is at the top back of the center console (somewhat close to where an elbow would rest on an armrest).

Plugging in to the computer (if required)...

Many instructions on this jonesrh.info/volvo850/ portal assume you have an ELM327 USB cable which also has:

- a USB2 connector that plugs into a computer's USB2 port.

But some ELM327 devices have:

- a DB9 RS-232 connector (or other style RS-232 connector) that plugs into the computer's serial port.

Nowadays, most people probably use ELM327 Bluetooth devices that plug in strictly to the car's OBDII port and only need:

- pairing the Bluetooth connector to the computer using Bluetooth pairing protocols.

Finally, there's the possibility of using ELM327 wifi devices that plug in strictly to the car's OBDII port and only need:

- establishment of appropriate wifi connections.


Q. Can an ELM327 device be plugged into an OBDII extension cable which has been inserted between the ELM327 device and the car's OBDII port?

A. Yes.  Sometimes this is useful for getting easier access to see the lights on the ELM327 device.


Q. Can an ELM327 device be plugged into an OBDII Y splitter cable which has been inserted between the ELM327 device and the car's OBDII port?

A. Yes.  An alternative way to connect an ELM327 device to the car is via an OBDII Y splitter cable.  Simply plug the ELM327 device's J1962 male OBDII connector into one of the 2 female OBDII connectors at the end of the 2 "top" legs of the Y, then plug the Y's "bottom" leg J1962 male OBDII connector into the car's 16-pin J1962 female OBDII port.  

In this configuration, sometimes the ELM327 device will be run in ATMA mode to passively monitor the car's communication with some other device which is plugged into the 2nd "top" leg of the OBDII Y connector.  

But this configuration can be used simply as an OBDII extension cable in which you only use 1 leg of the Y.  The use of an OBDII Y cable as an extension cable is how I almost always hooked up my ELM327 v1.5 clone USB cable and/or OBDLink SX USB cable to the car.


Q. What software can communicate with the ELM327 in order to talk to the 1996-1997 Volvo 850 cars and 1998 Volvo S70/V70/C70/XC70 cars?

A. There's a number of packages -- most of them GUIs -- which reportedly can be used with the ELM327 to read and clear emissions diagnostic DTCs.  Some of them can do graphing, logging, and other nifty functions.  However, at present, the primary ones that will be demonstrated on this portal are OBDwiz, TouchScan, or Torque.  They are sufficient for my purposes for reading/clearing emissions diagnostics DTCs, monitoring fuel trims, etc (as an alternative to using volvo850diag v0.9's "OBDII Scan" and "Clear CEL" buttons).  They eliminate most of the need to use a flashing LED tool to read the engine diagnostic DTCs on a 1997 Volvo 850 T5 Motronic 4.3 ECU.  [See https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo_850_diag_links.html#flashing_led_tool for some "flashing LED tool" info.]

But the most rudimentary way to use the ELM327 is to control it with terminal emulator software like Hyperterminal on WinXP (or STNterm on WinXP / Win7 / Win10, Realterm on WinXP / Vista / Win7 / Win8 / Win8.1 / Win10, "OBD Now Terminal" app on Android, PuTTY on Linux, etc).  With these terminal emulators you can issue AT commands to the ELM327 and see how the ELM327 responds to those commands.  You can also issue commands directly to one or more of the car's ECUs, letting the ELM327 automatically add the headers and checksums, then see the ECUs' responses.  All of the car's ECUs (that I know of) can communicate with the ELM327 in a useful manner.

For instance, all of those ECUs can have their non-emissions diagnostics DTCs both read and cleared with an ELM327 -- at least with the several ELM327 compatible devices that I have used.  For my 1997 Volvo 850 T5, the DTC reading/clearing also includes the KWPD3B0-conversant ECUs: ABS, SRS, COMBI Instrument Panel, AW 50-42 Automatic Transmission, Power Seat Left, and Power Seat Right.  This would also include the Immobilizer ECU for those cars that have it.  Same goes for the 850 that have the MSA 15.7 ECM.

In addition, these ECUs contain other very useful data which can be read.  For example, the vehicle mileage can be read from the COMBI Instrument Panel ECU.  The Service Light Reset counters and limits can also be read from the COMBI ECU.


Q. Is there any nice, close to affordable, GUI software that can communicate with the ELM327 and 1996-1997 Volvo 850 (and 1997-1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70) cars using the ELM327, handles both emissions diagnostic data and non-emissions diagnostic data, can communicate with all the ECUs, perform all the functions of Vol-FCR Full v1.7.3, can display the vehicle mileage(s) and Service Reminder Interval (SRI) values stored in the COMBI, can allow adjustment of the SRI limits, and interprets all the data in realtime?

A. There were none that I knew about (as late as 2017-07-29).

The hope was that this portal would provide enough info that some software packages could be enhanced to include the ELM327 based COMBI mileage reading and Service Light Reset parameters reading facilities described here.  And/Or, hopefully, the info here could be used to enhance some handheld scanners (eg, Autel MaxiScan MS700 series) so they could read the mileage stored by the COMBI and could read / change the Service Light Reset parameters.

I provided on this site an open source GUI -- volvo850diag -- which communicates with a '96-'98 Volvo 850 / S70 / V70 / C70 / XC70 using an ELM327 device in conjunction with Internet Explorer (v8 on WinXP or v11 on Win7/Win10), IE's ActiveX controls, Javascript, and Realterm.  It handles emission diagnostics and non-emission diagnostic data, communicates with the KWPD3B0-conversant ECUs, reads/clears DTCs for both emission diagnostics and for the KWPD3B0-conversant ECUs (ABS / SRS / COMBI / auto tranny / Power Seats / Motronic 4.4 / MSA 15.7 / Immobilizer / '98 ECC / '98 VGLA / etc), scans the vehicle mileage(s) and Service Light Reset (SLR) values stored in the COMBI, and has ways to allow adjustment of the SLR limits.  Additionally, volvo850diag has ways to detect all KWPD3B0-conversant ECUs in the car and ways to scan for all the KWPD3B0 requests which are used by the car.  As of the 2016-03-26 release, volvo850diag also allows you to more easily select which ECUs are scanned by checking/unchecking some checkboxes in the volvo850diag OPTIONS box.

However, there was then in 2017 (and still is, as of the 2019-07-14 release of v0.9) one major limitation to volvo850diag:

a) volvo850diag does not provide immediate (realtime) interpretation of the communication.

There is a way to interpret the communication which volvo850diag records in log files, but the interpretation does not appear immediately in the volvo850diag (or Realterm) GUIs.  Instead, the contents of either volvo850diag's log files (or Realterm's Terminal pane) have to be pasted into the "Paste Volvo 850/SVC70 communication here" box on the https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html page, then that page's "Interpret" button has to be pressed.

***************************************************************************************************************************
Updated on 2019-07-23:
See the following question for potential capable, low-cost substitutes to volvo850diag.
Note especially the xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app on Google Play.
***************************************************************************************************************************


Q. Is there any free or low cost GUI which can do much of what volvo850diag does, but interprets the data in realtime?
Q. Are there any free or low cost GUIs which can do much of what volvo850diag does, but interpret the data in realtime?

A. There are only two (2) significant pieces of software that come close (as of 2021-06-10) to meeting the criteria in the previous question.

1. xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app (became available on Google Play in Summer 2017).

As of Summery 2017, the XantheFIN "Volvo 850 OBD-II" Android app had matured enough to become publicly available via Google Play as the newly renamed:

	xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app

See:

	https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=xiaotec.fi.obdii

xiaotec's Android app (V1.1.0) is superior to volvo850diag in that:

- It *does* perform realtime (or near realtime) interpretation 
      (of Vehicle Mileage, SERVICE Reminder Interval counters and limits, DTCs, Live data, etc).
- It has quicker scanning of all the DTCs (than volvo850diag).
- It has very rapid live data scanning of both: 
      a) KWPD3B0-conversant ECUs (COMBI, SRS, ABS, AW 50-42, M44, etc) live data, and
      b) OBDII emission diagnostic live data.
- It allows user-entered, custom, individualized SERVICE Reminder Interval limits from its GUI.
- It can clear DTCs for all ECUs with a single ClearDTC button.

I had the occasion in late 2018-10 to test the nearly free (US$1.99) xiaotec "850 OBD-II" V1.1.0 app (which was released to Google Play on 2018-10-20), and was **very** favorably impressed.

Then in 2019-01 the "850 OBD-II" app V1.1.6 evolution was tested.
Then in 2019-06 the "850 OBD-II" app V1.2.9 evolution was tested.

A fairly detailed analysis (and recommendation) of xiaotec "850 OBD-II" app V1.1.6 (and V1.1.0) resides at:

	https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html#xiaotec_850_obd-ii_android_app

That analysis lists details of the "850 OBD-II" V1.1.6 capabilities (and some of its limitations).
It also provides some "How-To" instructions of what buttons to press and when to press them.

As of V1.1.6, there are still a few ways that xiaotec's "850 OBD-II" app is inferior to the "volvo850diag / kwpd3b0_interpreter.html" approach (on Windows XP / 7 / 8.1 / 10).  Nevertheless...

The xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app is already extremely useful.  Its author continues to improve it.  Judging from the activity at kwpd3b0_interpreter.html, apparently more and more people are using "850 OBD-II" -- instead of using volvo850diag !!!  It's likely that more and more '96-'97 Volvo 850 DIYers or '97-'98 Volvo S70/V70/C70/XC70 DIYers -- who also own an Android phone or Android tablet -- will continue to find that "850 OBD-II" V1.1.6 (or higher) is a very affordable, increasingly useful, convenient, and indispensable part of their 850 / SVC70 diagnostic arsenal !!!!!

***************************************************************************************************************************
Updated on 2019-07-23:
The V1.2.9 version of xiaotec "850 OBD-II" [released to Google Play on 2019-06-07] also includes: test/control capabilities for MSA 15.7 diesel timing, AW 50-42 solenoids, ABS solenoids; scanning of some ECUs available strictly on C70; ability to Clear DTCs of only one single ECU; and more useful goodies.  The new test/control capabilities and the scanning of some C70-specific ECUs are at least 4 different additional things that "850 OBD-II" app can do that volvo850diag v0.9 still can not do !!!
***************************************************************************************************************************
Updated on 2020-06-06:
The V1.3.4 version of xiaotec "850 OBD-II" [released to Google Play on 2020-04-14] also includes: more live data for M44 and MSA15.7, VIN code reading (if available), etc.  The new MSA15.7 live data and the VIN code reading are 2 additional things that "850 OBD-II" app can do that volvo850diag v0.9 still can not do !!!
***************************************************************************************************************************
Updated on 2021-06-10:
The V1.4.2 version of xiaotec "850 OBD-II" [released to Google Play on 2021-04-18] also includes: test/control for ECC; live data for ECC.  The new ECC test/control capabilities and the interpretation of ECC live data are 2 additional things that "850 OBD-II" app can do that volvo850diag v0.9 still can not do !!!
***************************************************************************************************************************

I consider xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app the 2nd choice for software for new owners of '96-'97 850 and '97-'98 S70/V70/C70/XC70 (where the 1st choice is any good, mature OBDII diagnostic app / program that works with an ELM327-compatible tool that includes all ISO9141-2 oriented capabilities available in the official ELM327 v1.4).

2. jonesrh-enhanced freediag (became available on 2017-12-12).

      * https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/freediag_v1_08_20171212.zip
      * https://www.matthewsvolvosite.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=83711   (release announcement)

This is another notable, budding, '96-'98 850/SVC70 scanning software tool that is available to the public.  It is totally free ($0.00).  And it is open source, built on the rich "freediag" code.

jonesrh-enhanced freediag (freediag_v1_08_20171212.zip) is also superior to volvo850diag in that:

- It *does* perform realtime (or near realtime) interpretation 
	(of Vehicle Mileage, SERVICE Reminder Interval counters and limits, DTCs, Live data, etc).
- It has the most robust communication (compared to volvo850diag v0.8 or v0.9, or "850 OBD-II" V1.1.6 or V1.2.9 or V1.3.4),
	since it implements a mature, optimized-for-96-98-850-SVC70 retry mechanism that works
	for these 4 devices:
	* ELM327 v1.5 USB clones operating at 38400 baud,
	* Scantool.net OBDLink SX USB devices operating at 115200 baud,
	* Scantool.net OBDLink LX BT devices operating at 115200 baud, and
	* Scantool.net OBDLink LX BT devices operating at 38400 baud.
- It has faster-than-volvo850diag live data scanning of both: 
	a) KWPD3B0-conversant ECUs (COMBI, SRS, ABS, AW 50-42, M44, etc) live data, and
	b) OBDII emission diagnostic live data.
- It has much more thorough OBDII emission diagnostics than volvo850diag.
- It will inform the owner of a KWPD3B0-deficient purported ELM327-compatible tool
	as to which KWPD3B0-required commands are not working correctly.

The jonesrh-enhanced freediag is supplied as both a Windows executable and its accompanying sources.  But it can be built for several different host computer architectures.  Apparently, it has an application interface that allows for superposition of a GUI.  It would be nice if someone would expend the effort to implement a GUI that frees us from the freediag command line!!!  Many, many thanks to fenugrec, Adam Goldman (most especially), and others for laying the foundation so I could (spend only 1 month to) add the jonesrh enhancements to get a sizable portion of the volvo850diag scanning and a sizable portion of the kwpd3b0_interpreter.html interpretations operational in that jonesrh-enhanced freediag fork.


Q. Is there any way to run the KWPD3B0 interpreter locally on my laptop?  It may be difficult to connect to the Internet while I am scanning my Volvo.

A. The answer is basically: NO.  The interpreter was consciously chosen to be implemented in PHP because: I like its flexibility and C-likeness, and I purposefully chose not to make it locally accessible because I needed the user submissions in order to hone in on understanding all the variations in: ELM327 AT commands, OBDII emission diagnostics commands, KWPD3B0 commands sent to the ELM327 device, and the underlying requests and responses exchanged between the ELM327 and the car.  In my case, I was most recently interested in understanding *all* my '98 Volvo S70 GLT M44 A5xx live data (and ideally some more of its COMBI B9xx data).  Once I got that solved, I was going to consider making that PHP backend publicly accessible.  That way someone could run a server on their machine -- XAMPP (or whatever is appropriate) -- then let the PHP backend physically run on the local machine.  However, for various reasons, I've decided to delay that idea for the time being.

At the present time, the alternatives to running the interpreter locally are to:

a) plug in a USB stick that provides broadband access, or
b) use your laptop's wireless capability -- most laptop's have that -- to connect to the router that provides your internet access.

Each of those methods has been shown to work sufficiently well for the two known, most extensive users of volvo850diag.

To repeat: running the PHP backend locally is not  a near-term possibility.

P.S. The main reason for not spending time on making the PHP backend publicly available is...
The crude volvo850diag design is inherently flawed.  The way things should *really* be done is similar to how Vol-FCR, Brick-Diag, OBDwiz, TouchScan, xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app, and most other communications programs are written -- to run locally, send commands/requests, immediately interpret any responses and alter future commands/requests based on the responses, displaying the raw results as is presently done in Realterm (when used with volvo850diag), recording the logs automatically or upon manual request, selecting car year / model / ECUs as can be done partially in Vol-FCR, but is done much, much better in Brick Diag Free, allowing toggling of software switches, ports, displayed ECUs, etc instead of hardcoding them and requiring editing of the volvo850diag .html and/or .js files, displaying DTC reasons like Vol-FCR and Brick-Diag Free can, allowing the equivalent of all existing volvo850diag (v0.9 or newer) buttons, and also including Service Reminder Interval limit reprogramming and Service Light Reset.  That's the design that should be pursued.  That's the design worth expending time on.

Some important further reasons for not making the PHP backend publicly available are: a) potential security holes could be introduced on the user's local machine, b) CPU requirements of local KWPD3B0 interpreter are too high for certain old PCs that run the "volvo850diag / (onliine) kwpd3b0_interpreter" combo fine otherwise, and c) "850 OBD-II" Android app is much easier than the volvo850diag / kwpd3b0_interpreter combo for most people.  It is unlikely that I'm ever going to make the local KWPD3B0 interpreter publicly available -- at least not for years into the future, after completing many more changes to the online KWPD3B0 interpreter.


Q. What about Brick-Diag? Isn't it affordable GUI software that can communicate with 1996-1997 Volvo 850 cars?
What about Brick-Diag? Isn't it affordable GUI software that can communicate with 1996-1997 Volvo 850 cars (as well as the 1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70)?

A. There is a promising German program, Brick-Diag, which is hosted at volvo-forum.de that works with a VAG/COM KKL FTDI USB2 cable (like Vol-FCR Demo v1.7.3 works with).  But Brick-Diag doesn't work with ELM327 cables (as of 2012-12-20 and 2013-05-22) and probably never will.  The volvo-forum.de site is in German and I had to do a lot of Google Translate-ing to understand it.  Using Google Chrome's automatic translation feature is an even better way to interact with the site (for us foreign language challenged native English speakers).

I had to register before I could view anything worthwhile about Brick-Diag.  But after I registered, I still was not allowed to view what I needed to.  I tried again off and on for a few weeks to login and access the Brick-Diag Manual, but was always unsuccessful.  I, by and large, had written it off as a possibility.  Then 3 months after joining the forum, I tried logging in again and tried accessing the Brick-Diag info.  This time it worked!  Voila!

[Apparently it's the norm on this site that there is an up to 1 week delay when something involves administrator intervention.  So keep that in mind when registering and when ordering Brick-Diag Free Beta.  Your response should be patient endurance.  That's the site's culture, as I infer from the veterans, so we should go with the flow.  I think even Brick-Diag Free is worth the wait.]

When I accessed on 2013-05-22, it wasn't until *after* I re-read the Forum Rules that I could begin to see almost everything.  You might want to remember that once you get successfully registered.

I waded through several hours worth of an OBD2 Diagnostics oriented forum segment, found some informative Brick-Diag threads, and read through a sticky thread labelled "Brick-Diag Manual", then in 2013-09 reviewed some of the threads.  As of 2013-10, I've downloaded and begun to occasionally explore Brick-Diag Free Beta v0.0.6.6 capabilities.  I'm very favorably impressed !!

Here's what I've concluded...

- Brick-Diag Full is not available yet (as of 2012-12-20, 2013-05-22, 2013-09, nor anytime between 2014 and 2017-06), 
  though apparently there is a Brick-Diag Full Betatest version
  (which appears in German as "Brick-Diag Voll Betatest" or "Brick-Diag Vollversion Betatest").
  But even Brick-Diag Full Betatest is not available for any new beta testers.  Drat!  
  Not even if you pay for it.  Double Drat!!
  Oh, the virtues of patience.

- Brick-Diag Free costs a very small amount of money if you use the convenient Paypal option to order it.
  * It cost me only $1.05.

- Brick-Diag Free is ordered via the "Shirts and Glue" store at volvo-forum.de.  
  * I had success only with the tab at the left side of the display, not the one at the top of the display.

- Brick-Diag only works with VAG/COM KKL style cables.  It does *NOT* work with ELM327 cables.
  * From my reading of the forum, I've concluded that the Brick-Diag author has decided 
     to never incorporate the ability to use an ELM327 as an optional interface.

- Brick-Diag accepts user input to tell it which ECUs are available in your car.  
  * That's much more flexible than how Vol-FCR Demo operates.  I really like that capability.

- Brick-Diag Free can read and clear all the DTCs of each selectable ECU.
  * In this respect, it is superior to Vol-FCR Demo, since the read/clear DTCs functions are disabled in Vol-FCR Demo.

- Brick-Diag Free does not seem to be able to read all the DTCs in one fell swoop like volvo850diag can do
  (eg, with volvo850diag's "Read All DTCs" button), or like xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app can do
  (eg, with its "Scan" button).   I thought I had read that Brick-Diag could do that, but maybe that "read all DTCs" facility
   is only in the Brick-Diag Full Betatest version or maybe I've misunderstood something.

- Brick-Diag Free can connect to my 1997 850 COMBI, regardless whether "instruments VDO",  "instruments Yazaki", or
   "Info-Center (S40)" is selected, and it can then read/clear COMBI DTCs.
  * I tried these 3 settings while the model was "S70", "V70 I" and the year was 1998 and successfully read/cleared DTCs.
  * For "C70 I Cabrio", and "C70 I Coupe", either of the 3 instrument panel options could be selected,
    and DTCs could be read/cleared.
  * The "XC70 I" selection however does not display any of the instrument panel options.
  * I tried "V70 I" with year 2000 and could read COMBI DTCs.
  * To me, all the above -- in conjunction with the fact that I've seen the actual COMBI message exchange 
     now for multiple '98 S70 / V70 / XC70 -- indicate:
     - '98 S70, '98 V70, '98 XC70, and S40 (of the proper year) can have their COMBI DTCs read/cleared
       with the exact same commands that this site lists to read/clear the 1997 Volvo 850 COMBI DTCs
        (as long as the 2-byte AE01 and AF01 commands are used to perform the reading/clearing of DTCs).
     - The Vehicle Mileage is readable in the '98 S70 / V70 / XC70 via the B903 command issued by volvo850diag.
     - The actual recording of '98 XC70 COMBI message exchanges overrides the fact that Brick-Diag Free
        did not display any of the instrument panel options for the "XC70 I" model.
        Maybe Brick-Diag Free can not do this, but volvo850diag can.
    - '00 V70 (at least some of them) might be able to read the COMBI DTCs.
       I'll believe that when I see a Full Scan All ECUs from volvo850diag submitted to kwpd3b0_interpreter.html
       for more than one '00 V70.

- Brick-Diag Free unfortunately does not display the Vehicle Mileage and Service Reminder Interval limits and counters.
  * For that you have to (wait for Brick-Diag Full Betatest or) use some alternative approach.
  * In this respect, Brick-Diag Free is inferior to both volvo850diag and xiaotec's "850 OBD-II" Android app, 
    since volvo850diag in conjunction with kwpd3b0_interpreter.html,
    and xiaotec's "850 OBD-II" app with its own built-in realtime interpretation,
    can be used to read and interpret the Vehicle Mileage and the Service Reminder Interval limits and counters.
  * In this respect, Brick-Diag Free is inferior to volvo850diag v0.6 (and later) releases, 
    since those volvo850diag releases include an easy-to-use way to change the Service Reminder Interval (SRI) limits
    by selecting the limit(s) from a pulldown list, then clicking the "Reprogram SRI limit(s)" button.

- Brick-Diag Free can connect to my 1997 850 ABS, regardless whether the selected model / year was:
  * 1998 / S70, 
  * 1998 / S40,
  * 2000 / V70 I (supposedly),
  and it can then read ABS DTCs.
  * To me, all the above tend to imply:
     - '98 S70, '98 V70, etc, '98 S40 can have their ABS DTCs read (and probably also cleared) 
        with the exact same commands that this site lists to read/clear the 1997 Volvo 850 ABS DTCs
        (as long as the 2-byte AE01 and AF01 commands are used to perform the reading/clearing of DTCs).
     - '00 V70 (at least some of them) might be able to read the ABS DTCs.
        I'll believe that when I see a Full Scan All ECUs from volvo850diag submitted to kwpd3b0_interpreter.html
        for more than one '00 V70.

- Brick-Diag Free can connect to my 1997 850 SRS, regardless whether the selected model / year was:
  * 1998 / S70, 
  * 1998 / S40,
  * 1998 / V90,
  * 2000 / V70 I (supposedly),
  and it can then read/clear SRS DTCs.
  * To me, all the above tend to imply:
     - '98 S70, '98 V70, etc, '98 S40, '98 V90 can have their SRS DTCs read/cleared 
        with the exact same commands that this site lists to read/clear the 1997 Volvo 850 SRS DTCs
        (as long as the 2-byte AE01 and AF01 commands are used to perform the reading/clearing of DTCs).
     - '00 V70 (at least some of them) might be able to read/clear the SRS DTCs.
        I'll believe that when I see a Full Scan All ECUs from volvo850diag submitted to kwpd3b0_interpreter.html
        for more than one '00 V70.

- Brick-Diag Free can connect to my 1997 850 AW 50-42, regardless whether the selected model / year was:
  * 1998 / S70, 
  and it can then read/clear AW 50-42 DTCs.
  * To me, all the above tend to imply:
     - '98 S70, '98 V70, ?? can have their auto transmission DTCs read/cleared 
        with the exact same commands that this site lists to read/clear the 1997 Volvo 850 AW 50-42 DTCs
        (as long as the 2-byte AE01 and AF01 commands are used to perform the reading/clearing of DTCs).

- Brick-Diag Free can connect to my 1997 850 Power Seats, regardless whether the selected model / year was:
  * 1998 / S70, 
  and it can then read the DTCs for both seats and it can clear the DTCs for Power Seat Left.
  * Clearing of the Power Seat Right DTCs causes loss of the comm link connection, 
     so I'm strongly suspecting a timing problem in Brick-Diag, since I don't presently have such a problem in volvo850diag,
     though I did have various kinds of "sending the next command too soon" communication problems during development.
  * To me, all the above tend to imply:
     - '98 S70, '98 V70, ?? can have their Power Seats DTCs read/cleared 
        with the exact same commands that this site lists to read/clear the 1997 Volvo 850 Power Seats DTCs
        (as long as the 2-byte AE01 and AF01 commands are used to perform the reading/clearing of DTCs).
     - I need to spend some time exploring the settings / general settings "Init fix", "comm timeouts for M4.4, MSA15.7, all others".
       I definitely will try increasing the "M4.4, MSA15.7, all others" "time after command" from 60 ms to its max of 100 ms.
       Extremely fast speed is not one of my goals.  Consistency of maintaining the connection is a high priority goal to me.
       I'll consult my delays in volvo850diag's volvo850diag_all_ecus_scan.js for reference.

- Brick-Diag Free seems to make a record of the DTCs read and the DTCs cleared (which we can read and copy),
  however, it seems to reset after each operation.
  * In this respect, I think volvo850diag's automatic logging is a far superior option.

- Brick-Diag Free seems to be able to read the OBDII pin 3 Motronic 4.3 data as long as pin 7 is switched to pin 3 
  (with the right interface, which any DIYer could build with a DIP switch and assorted low-cost Radio Shack goodies).
  * Downright cool.  This eliminates the need of the flashing LED tool to read any extra Motronic 4.3 DTCs --
     the Volvo 3-digit DTC variety -- which might be reported from this KWP71 based communication via OBDII pin 3.
     In my opinion, this Brick-Diag Free approach is superior to the flashing LED approach, since:
         a) the paper clips (and other assorted metal objects that we typically use to build a flashing LED tool)
             do not really fit well into the OBDII port's female pins, 
         b) Brick-Diag Free reads and interprets the DTCs near immediately with a simple button press,
         c) Brick-Diag Free clears the DTCs with a single button press, and
         d) Brick-Diag Free doesn't require the complexity of the flashing LED tool's cycling through all the DTCs, 
             making sure you press the buttons just right, recording the # of flashes, until you're finally 
             back to the original DTC (which, of course, you can't remember by now, so you actually
             have to cycle again through all the DTCs until you reach the first one before you're able to
             clear the DTCs with the flashing LED tool).
  * The Motronic 4.3 Volvo 3-digit DTC codes (available from Brick-Diag Free or the flashing LED tool) may possibly 
     involve more DTC codes and/or contain more specific info than the OBDII emission diagnostic DTCs -- 
     the Pnnnn variety -- that are reported from the OBDII ISO9141-2 based communication via OBDII port 7.
    Those Pnnnn style OBDII emission diagnostic DTCs are available for the USA 1996-1998 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70.
     I'm not sure if the Pnnnn style DTCs were available in the Canada market.  But they were not available
     originally in the European market.  So any European '96-'97 850 would have to resort to either Brick-Diag Free or
     a flashing LED tool (unless, of course, you've reflashed your engine ECU with USA software).
     [Alternatively, a European '96-'97 850 owner might resort to having the ECM (eg, maybe a M43 or M44)
     to be reflashed with the USA style OBDII emission diagnostic capability, or its ECM might simply be replaced
    with one extracted from a USA car.]
  * I have tried Brick-Diag Free with this swapping of pin 7 and pin 3 -- by placing the cable mentioned at
    https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo_850_diag_links.html#jonesrh_8-pole_dip_switch_obdii_ext_cable 
    between the VAG/COM KKL USB's OBDII port and the 850's OBDII port, flipping on only the one DIP switch
    which makes the pin 7 to pin 3 switchover, then running Brick-Diag Free -- and was able to see the 
    following information:
          - ECU number: 0261203072
            SW version: 1037358504
            Volvo OEM number: 9125266
          - There was "no DTC stored" for Motronic 4.3.
     But Brick-Diag Free did not (and does not) read Motronic 4.3 "live data" or freeze frames.

- Brick-Diag Free is *not* able to read the Electronic Climate Control (ECC) info via pin 6, if pin 7 is switched to pin 6
  (using the same interface), even though Brick-Diag Full does have that capability.
  * Since volvo850diag can read the ECC unit on '98 70-series cars using the KWPD3B0 protocol,
     the pin 6 to pin 7 switching (necessary on '96-'97 850) is likely unnecessary on '98 S70/V70/etc.
     In fact, the pin 6 to pin 7 switch probably does not work on the 1998 cars.
  * What's puzzling to me, is that when the "climate unit (850)" is selected, the "connecting information" pane displays
    a direct connect, instead of an indirect connect.  I know from experience from scanning for all available ECUs
    on a 1997 Volvo 850 T5 that there is no ECC ECU that responds to the ELM327's ATSI to perform an 
    ISO9141-2 style Slow Init at 5 baud / 10400 baud,
    so I'm guessing that Brick-Diag Free might not be able to read the ECC using pin 7 / pin 6 crossover.
  * My understanding is that Brick-Diag Free is missing a module required to work with the pin 6 to pin 7 switching.
  * The bottom line is:
    - '96-'97 850 require the flashing LED tool on pin 6 to read/clear the ECC DTCs.
    - Brick-Diag Free can not be used for an 850 ECC, even via a pin 6 / pin 7 crossover.
    - '98 S70/V70/C70/XC70 have a KWPD3B0-conversant ECU 29 for the ECC and 
      Brick-Diag Free will probably work for those cars.

- Brick-Diag Free appears to *not* be able to read the 850 Cruise Control info via pin 13, if pin 7 is switched to pin 13
  (using the same interface).
  * The Cruise Control button is disabled.
  * The bottom line is:
    - '96-'97 850 require the flashing LED tool on pin 13 to read the Cruise Control.

Nowadays the only glitches I encounter are: 
a) the need to refresh the page after I login [but that seems to be common in many forums], 
b) occasional hiccups in the Google Chrome translation process, and 
c) much too often loss of the KWPD3B0 connection (probably due to the KeepAlive being sent way too frequently),
    though admittedly Brick-Diag Free does have a robust re-connection mechanism.


Q. How do I download and install Brick-Diag Free?

A. My "short" and "medium" length answers to this question can be found at:

        https://www.brickboard.com/AWD/volvo/1579791/brickdiag_free_v0066_scanner_elm327.html

That is the best place to look initially.

My "long" answer follows...

Here's some instructions for native English speakers that can't read hardly any German.

1. Turn off any automatic language translation in your browser for the time being, if it is enabled.  I've had problems accessing the main pages and registration pages when automatic language translation is turned on (eg, as in Google Chrome).  I wouldn't be surprised if they are blocking the Google Chrome translation user-agent (if there is such a thing) to throttle a surge of us foreign devils accessing the site.  You will have to admit that it is their choice to do so.

2. Go to the http://volvo-forum.de page and view it in German.

3. Look for the 2nd box, the one that says:

"Willkommen bei VOLVO-FORUM -die VOLVO-Familie-.

Wenn dies Dein erster Besuch hier ist, musst Du Dich registrieren, bevor Du Beiträge verfassen kannst. Klicke oben auf 'Registrieren', um den Registrierungsprozess zu starten. Du kannst jetzt noch keine Beiträge lesen. Lies bitte auch die Hilfe - Häufig gestellte Fragen durch."

4. Click on the highlighted word registrieren.  It is a Register button.

5. Follow the registration instructions.  You'll have to do the translating your own, since my registration screen presently says:

"Systemmitteilung

Aufgrund zeitlicher Einschränkungen sind neue Registrierungen nur mittwochs möglich. 
Wir versuchen die Registrierung während der normalen Arbeitszeiten abzudecken."

which translates to saying basically: 

"message

Due to time constraints new registrations are only possible on Wednesdays.
We are attempting to register during normal working hours..."

That's a new one on me.

6. Make a note to come back the following Wednesday (during normal Germany working hours) so you can start the registration.  And chalk it up to your first exercise in "volvo-forum.de site" patience.

7. Once you are no longer blocked by the "Due to time constraints new registrations are only possible on Wednesdays..." message, then continue with the registration process, translating snippets at a time with Google Translate.

The significant things that I remember from my registration are:

- it took a long time, 
- they asked for state and/or zip like field which didn't seem to be prepared to handle US state and zip codes so I had to wing some kind of answer, 
- at some point I left a note to the admin explaining my quandary about the state and/or zip and/or postal code and I included the message in both  
   English and clearly labeled (Google Translate) German, in case the admin is not fluent in English, 
- you have to explain why you want to join and/or how you would contribute to the forum community, 
   so I did so in both English and (Google Translate) German,
- I became very famiiliar with how Google Translate works, and
- I recorded some of the key German phrases.

8. Once you get done with the registration, you need to wait for at least 3 days before checking that it worked.  And if it were me, since that "only possible on Wednesdays" message now exists, I'd wait minimum of 7 days and probably wait at least 14 days before trying to access the site again.

It's true that you can view some things on the site without being registered, so you might want to do that while you're waiting.

Some of the most important pages to read and save, especially in English, are:

a. The "Brick-Diag Anleitung", ie,  "Brick-Diag Instructions" in English, at http://forum.volvo-forum.de/showpost.php?p=1064808&postcount=1 .

    It is much more readable in English if you don't use Google Chrome, but use Google Translate instead, 
    since Google Chrome squishes out the blank space.

    There are some VERY useful tables on that page that show what Brick-Diag Full is capable of.

    If you assume that all the DTC reading and clearing is available in Brick-Diag Free, ie, the FL flags,
    and if you assume that none of the live data and parameter clearing is in Brick-Diag Free, ie, no DPQ flags,
    and if you assume that none of the indirect connections are available in Brick-Diag Free, ie, no flags with "->",
    then that should give you an idea of what is available in Brick-Diag Free.

    Now you can probably assume that all the remaining FL cases that Brick-Diag Free can handle
    are also probably capable of being implemented with an ELM327,
    and if you add the D flag for any ECUs whose FL flags are set for Brick-Diag Free and were originally set for Brick-Diag,
    and if you add the P flag for all the COMBI ECUs and maybe a D' for those COMBI ECUs to indicate the
    (presently unpublished) ability to change the Service Reminder Intervals via the ELM327,
    then you have an idea of what the ELM327 might be used for, 
    once all the new ECUs' #s are determined and after determining all their addressable data.

b. daniel2345's 2009-05-24 intro to Brick-Diag at:

          http://forum.volvo-forum.de/showthread.php?t=73568&page=12
               or
          http://forum.volvo-forum.de/showpost.php?p=1023391&postcount=1

    and a later 2009-07-05 update to it.

c. The OBD2 / "Brick-Diag Voll Betatest Thread" thread at:

          http://forum.volvo-forum.de/showthread.php?t=79758

    or any such thread for newer versions of Brick-Diag Full.

d. Various OBD2 / "Brick-Diag Free..." threads, working your way to the latest version (v0.0.6.6 ).

I'm not sure how much of those threads you can view while you are unregistered, but you might be able to see some of them.

9. Once you finally get registered, note that if you get the following message:

"Systemmitteilung

Du bist nicht angemeldet oder du hast keine Rechte diese Seite zu betreten. Dies könnte einer der Gründe sein:
Du bist nicht angemeldet. Bitte fülle die Felder unten auf der Seite aus und versuche es erneut.
Du hast keine ausreichenden Rechte, um auf diese Seite zuzugreifen. Dies kann der Fall sein, wenn du Beiträge eines anderen Benutzers ändern möchtest oder administrative bzw. andere nicht erlaubte Funktionen aufrufst.
Du versuchst einen Beitrag zu verfassen und hast keine Schreibrechte oder wartest noch auf die Aktivierung deiner Registrierung."

it translates to:

"message

You are not logged in or you do not have permission to access this page. This could be one of the reasons:
You are not logged. Please fill in the form at the bottom of this page and try again.
You do not have sufficient privileges to access this page. This may be the case if you trying to edit someone else's post, access administrative features or some other privileged system.
You are trying to post, and do not have write permissions, or it may be awaiting activation of your registration."

If you ever get that immediately after you login, then refresh your page.  If that doesn't clear up the problem, then erase your browsers cache.  Erasing the cache will usually then show you logged in (if you had just successfully logged in).

10. Once you finally get registered, you might consider using Google Chrome, Google Translate, Bing Translate, or some other similar facility.

11. Once you finally get registered, then login (and keep in mind the pointers suggested in step 9).

12. Once you can login and have US$2 in Paypal, then follow steps 10-18 from the "medium" length answer included in:

            https://www.brickboard.com/AWD/volvo/1579791/brickdiag_free_v0066_scanner_elm327.html


Q. How do I setup STNterm on WinXP/Win7/Win10 to talk with and record the ELM327 conversation?

A. Setting up ScanTool.net's free, no-strings-attached STNterm terminal emulator is extremely easy:

1. Download the STNterm terminal emulator from the STNterm link which is listed at:

            https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html#terminal_emulators

ie, from:

            https://www.scantool.net/scantool/downloads/5/stnterm.exe

2. Answer the download questions:

    2a. A "Do you want to run or save stnterm.exe from scantool.net?" popup appears.
    2b. Click Save.
    2c. A new popup appears saying "The stnterm.exe download has completed".
    2d. Click Open folder so you'll know where it is.
    2e. The saved file is the actual stnterm.exe executable, **not** a .zip file.
    
3. (optionally) Right-click stnterm.exe and either:

            * Pin to Start Menu, and/or
            * Pin to Task Bar, and/or
            * Create shortcut, then move the shortcut to the Desktop.

    then optionally rename the shortcut(s) of stnterm.exe to be simply: STNterm.

Running and using STNterm is likewise easy -- **if ** your ELM327 is connected, and has drivers installed (if necessary), and is Bluetooth paired (if necessary):

4. Run STNterm (via its shortcut or via the actual stnterm.exe).

5. Select COM Port Number.

6. Select Baud Rate -- usually either 38400 or 115200.

7. Click ATZ, and wait to see if an ELM327 identifier is returned -- eg, ELM327 v1.5, or ELM327 v1.3a, or ELM327 v1.4, or ELM327 v2.3, etc.

8. Type in the box to the left of the Send button so the box contains ATL1, then click Send.

If you don't know what COM Port Number to use, just: a) try one in the COM Port Number pulldown list, then b) optionally change the Baud Rate, then c) click ATZ.  Repeat that 3-step sequence until you finally get one that returns an ELM327 identification string in the form of: ELM327 v?.??.


Q. How do I setup Hyperterminal on WinXP to talk with and record the ELM327 conversation?

A. See the "How to setup HyperTerminal?" section of the page:

            https://glmsoftware.com/TipsAndTricks.aspx

If that page is not accessible, then access a Wayback Machine snapshot of it.  For example, you might try the following snapshot:

            http://web.archive.org/web/20170403120745/https://glmsoftware.com/TipsAndTricks.aspx

The GLM Software "Tips and Tricks" page is the best description that I've seen of Hyperterminal.  But adapt its steps 5, 8, 10-13, 15, and 18 as follows for our particular ELM327 use:

5. In the "Connect using:" Combo box, select the correct COM port number -- as previously setup using the instructions at https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_setup_on_winxp.html and already used by the EasyObdII software -- or whatever COM port you have already determined is the serial port that your ELM327 is attached to. 

8. Hyperterminal should now display a new dialog window titled COMnn Properties, where nn is the COM port number just chosen.  In this window change the "Bits per second" to either 9600 or 38400 to match what you entered on the "Port Settings" tab in the Device Manager's "Silicon Labs CP210x USB to UART Bridge (COMnn) Properties" window.  This should also match your ELM327's hardware settings.  Ignore glmsoftware.com's advice to not change anything else in the window.  Instead, after changing the baud rate, then do ensure that: "Data bits" = 8, "Parity" = None, "Stop bits" = 1, and "Flow control" = None.  Click OK to dismiss the COMnn Properties window.

10-13. You now have a choice to make.  You can ignore steps 10-13 and use the ELM327's ATL1 command everywhere I've listed it on the jonesrh.info/volvo850/ Volvo 850 OBDII portal pages.  Alternatively, you can follow steps 10-13, then when you see the ELM327's ATL1 command listed at jonesrh.info/volvo850/, use ATL0 instead.  Since my ELM327 cable came with ATL0 as the default after an ATZ command, and because the ATZ / ATL1 combination appears garbled when you do not follow steps 10-13, my suggestion is for you to go ahead and follow steps 10-13 -- especially the setting of "Append line feeds to incoming line ends" described in step 12.  You would then use the ATZ / ATL0 combo together, or, if your ELM327 default is also ATL0 after an ATZ, then you can just use ATZ by itself.  But you'll have to setup this "append line feeds to incoming line ends" mechanism in each terminal emulator that you use, else use the ATL1 command after an ATZ.

15. The main window Status bar should now read Disconnected, Auto Detect, 38400 8–N-1 or 9600 8-N-1, depending on what baud rate that you choose.

18. When you are finished with the session, save the session settings using the File / Save As dialog box, so that you don’t need to repeat the above procedure the next time you wish to use Hyperterminal with the ELM327. 

Note #1: My Hyperterminal's speed settings for communicating with the ELM327 are: 38400-8-N-1.  The ELM327 data sheet says it can communicate with the terminal emulator at either 9600 baud or 38400 baud.  Since the ELM327 communicates with the Volvo 850 at 10400 baud (after first performing its 5 baud slow init), I would assume that the slower 9600 baud choice might sometimes cause some lost communication to the terminal emulator.  If you can get your terminal emulator to ELM327 communication going at the faster 38400, that would be the better choice.

Note #2: Some ELM327 devices can communicate faster than the official ELM327 default maximum of 38400 baud.  For example, ScanTool.net OBDLink devices seem to have a default speed of 115200 baud.  The OBDLink LX BT is even known to be able to communicate at either 115200 baud or 38400 baud, and to be able to flexible switch between them under program control.


Q. How do I setup Realterm on WinXP (or later versions of Windows) to talk with and record the ELM327 conversation?

A. I'd suggest following a sequence similar to the following in order to get Realterm talking to the Volvo 850 or S70/V70/C70/XC70 via an ELM327:

1. Download Realterm v2.0.0.70 from SourceForge at:

	https://sourceforge.net/projects/realterm/files/Realterm/2.0.0.70/

I'd suggest downloading **both**  the 2014-05-22 signed wrapper setup **and**  the older 2012-04-10 setup that doesn't have the signed wrapper.

2. Install Realterm.

3. Download the latest volvo850diag distribution: ie, the https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo850diag.zip file.  It contains the volvo850diag.html, some readme files, an .ico file, a .css file, a .jpg file, the extremely useful .js (Javascript) file used for sending via Realterm's very effective "PutString" mechanism, ELM327 .txt file scripts used primarily as "cheat sheets" and can be used for sending (unbearably slowly) via Realterm's "Send File" mechanism, a dummy log file (to act as a placeholder so a log directory gets created), the setx_envir_vars.bat file, some screen snapshots (that might help during setup), and a license file.

4. Extract the files whereever you choose, but make sure your extraction uses the subdirectory structure from the .zip file.

Here is what's contained in the volvo850diag v0.9 distribution:

	COPYING_(CC0_legal_code).txt
	readme_volvo850diag.txt
	setx_envir_vars.bat
	volvo850diag.html
	volvo850diag.ico
	\volvo850diag_files
		volvo850diag_all_ecus_scan.js    (for sending via Realterm's fast PutString mechanism)
		volvo850diag.css
		*.jpg
	\logs
		volvo850diag_YYMMDD_HHMMSS.log
	\screen_snapshots
		readme_screen_snapshots.txt
		Win7_IE11_Options_Advanced_*.png
		volvo850diag_v0_8_snapshot_??_*.png
	\scripts
		elm327_*.txt				      (for "cheat sheets" and for sending via Realterm's Send File mechanism)
		\saved_from_elm327_volvo_850_scan_html
			elm327_volvo_850_scan_*.txt
		\saved_from_elm327_volvo_850_svc70_scan_html
			elm327_volvo_850_svc70_scan_*.txt
		\touchscan_obdwiz
			readme_(for_volvo850diag_scripts_adapted_for_touchscan_and_obdwiz).txt
			touchscan_*.txt

I suggest copying the extraction folder to the Desktop and naming it \local_volvo850diag_(v0_9).  Of course, adapt what is between the parenthesis to whatever version you have downloaded / extracted.

5. Briefly review the readme_volvo850diag.txt file.

6. In WinXP Control Panel, select System / Advanced / Environment Variables. In Win7 Control Panel, search for "envir", click "Edit environment variables for your account".  Then in the "User variables for ..." pane, click New, create an environment variable called RT_ELM327_SEND_FILES_DIR to point to the directory where you have extracted the ELM327 scripts, ie, wherever the \scripts directory is. Terminate the RT_ELM327_SEND_FILES_DIR definition with a backslash (\).

Click New again and create another new User environment variable the same way and call it RT_ELM327_LOGS_DIR. It will point to a directory where a uniquely named Realterm capture log is automatically created every time you run Realterm from volvo850diag. Terminate the RT_ELM327_LOGS_DIR definition with a backslash (\).  Define it for the \logs directory created during the .zip file extract.  Realterm will not create the directory dynamically if it does not exist.

If you don't create those environment variables the defaults for those two directories is the directory indicated by the TEMP environment variable.

Optionally, click New a third time and create a new User environment variable and call it RT_ELM327_PORT. It should equal the COM port # for your ELM327 device.  If you don't know your ELM327 device's COM port #, then refer to the "How to Setup an ELM327 on WinXP" page at https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_setup_on_winxp.html for some help in determining the ELM327 COM port #.  Else review the volvo850diag readme (readme_volvo850diag.txt) and the volvo850diag.html "Requirements" and "First Time Use" sections.

If you don't define RT_ELM327_PORT, then the port # will default based on what the "scanner_type" variable is.  You can dynamically change "scanner_type" via the volvo850diag OPTIONS box.  But if you have not changed "scanner_type" from its distributed value of "ELM327", then the port # will default to "\Silabser0", which is the standard port when a Silicon Labs CP210x chip/driver is used.  There is an extensive writeup in readme_volvo850diag.txt (and in volvo850diag.html itself) concerning changes to the "scanner_type" variable based on what kind of ELM327 device you have.

7. Display your local copy of volvo850diag.html in Internet Explorer.

This should be the "local" version of volvo850diag.html extracted from the volvo850diag.zip mentioned in steps 3 and 4, not a Saved copy of the "online" volvo850diag.html page.

8. Read the two "Warnings" at the top of the "local" volvo850diag.html page at least the first time you display it.  

Also, read the "*** Important README Notes for new volvo850diag v0.9 ***".

9. The first time you display the "local" volvo850diag, page down to the "Intro to volvo850diag.html" section, familiarize yourself with it, see if you've met all the "Requirements" in the next section.

10. Follow the instructions in the "First Time Use" section.

For further reference, see https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo850diag.html, or, better yet, download https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo850diag.zip -- the one mentioned in step 3 -- and examine the contents of the "adapted for local use" volvo850diag.html file in that .zip.  

And while you're at it, examine the essential .js Javascript file which is used by the "Read All DTCs", "Quick Scan All ECUs", "Full Scan All ECUs", "My Extra Scans", "ATZ Setup...", "OBDII Scan", and ECU xx buttons.  You can easily edit this file with a simple text editor.

You could check out the \scripts\*.txt scripts which Realterm sends to the ELM327 when using the Realterm's "Send File" button.  However, as of volvo850diag v0.5 (and later versions), I suggest you no longer use Realterm's "Send File" mechanism unless you are absolutely forced to for some reason.  So I wouldn't spend much time on this review.  The .txt scripts have been retained: 

a) so the Realterm "Send File" button can still be used (if you so desire), and, 
b) (much more importantly) so you have an easily readable "cheat sheet" list of the ELM327 AT commands, OBDII emission diagnostic commands, and/or Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 KWPD3B0 commands that are sent (with a few minor variations) when the volvo850diag buttons are pressed.

On subsequent times that you scan, you can probably just jump right into the "Typical Use" section.  

Or, for that matter, you might try ignoring the instructions and just clicking volvo850diag buttons experimentally until you understand how things work.  You'll still need to read any messages that appear after or underneath the volvo850diag buttons.  But you can pretty much just go back and forth from volvo850diag's blue box to Realterm's Terminal pane with the yellow text on black background, then click "Cleanup" and "Close Realterm" when you're done.

I  *strongly* recommend experimenting with the volvo850diag v0.9 (or later) GUI.  It will eliminate most of the need to manually enter commands to the ELM327 (as described in some of the immediately following questions).

And I  *strongly* recommend experimenting with the flexibility provided in the OPTIONS box of volvo850diag v0.9.  It is important to do the following before clicking "Start Realterm": 

a) select the appropriate value of "scanner_type", 
b) unselect ECUs which your car does *not* have,
c) select ECUs which your car *does* have, then
d) click "Save".


Q. How do I read emission diagnostics DTCs by manually issued commands to the ELM327?

A. One simple way to read the emission diagnostics DTCs (on most any 1996 or later Volvo 850 destined for the US market) is by:

1. Plug the ELM327 into the car's OBDII plug and into the computer's USB port.
2. Run Hyperterminal (and optionally use the Capture Text function to record the conversation).
3. Hit the <Enter> key from 1 to 3 times to get a prompt.  You should see:
        >
4. Issue the following command (followed by pressing the <Enter> key once):
        >ATZ
    This will initially appear as:
        >LM327 v1.5
    since what is really generated is "<CR><CR>ELM327 v1.5<CR><CR>>",
    so the final '>' overwrites the 'E' of "ELM327 v1.5".
5. Issue the following command (followed by pressing the <Enter> key once):
        >ATL1
    This will appear as:
        >ATL17 v1.5
        OK
    because the ATL1 overwrote the first 4 chars of the already partially overwritten "ELM327 v1.5" string.
6. For all subsequent commands, terminate the command by pressing <Enter> once.
    We will not mention that any more.
7. Immediately issue another:
        >ATL1
    This will appear as:
        >ATL1
        OK
    Now we are in sync with CRs (carriage returns) and LFs (line feeds).
    At this point, you will get the characteristic ELM327 '>' prompt after each command's response is displayed:
        >
8. Issue the following commands the very first time you use the ELM327 cable, though normally you will not need
    to do this unless you just want to:
        >ATI
        ELM327 v1.5
        >AT@1
        OBDII to RS232 Interpreter
        >AT@2
        ?
    Those were the responses to AT@1 and AT@2 for my ELM327 clone.
9. Issue the commands which will try to establish a connection to the ECUs and determine the
    OBDII emissions diagnostics capabilities, emissions diagnostics Readiness indicators, and 
    the emissions diagnostics DTCs and pending DTCs:
        >0100
        >0101
        >03
        >07
    Hopefully, for the first one you saw something like one of the following for a '96-'98 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70:
        SEARCHING...
        41 00 80 00 00 00
        41 00 xx xx xx xx
    or:
        BUS INIT: ...OK
        41 00 80 00 00 00
        41 00 xx xx xx xx
    or:
        41 00 80 00 00 00
        41 00 xx xx xx xx
    or, if display of headers/checksums had already been turned on, something like:
        SEARCHING...
        48 6B 1F 41 00 80 00 00 00 93
        48 6B 17 41 00 xx xx xx xx zz
    or:
        BUS INIT: ...OK
        48 6B 1F 41 00 80 00 00 00 93
        48 6B 17 41 00 xx xx xx xx zz
    or:
        48 6B 1F 41 00 80 00 00 00 93
        48 6B 17 41 00 xx xx xx xx zz
    or:
        any of the above 6 cases, but where the 1st response line, the one containing "41 00 80 00 00 00", is missing,
        indicating the transmission ECU has ceased communicating,
    where:
        * "xx xx xx xx" and "zz" can only contain hexadecimal digits A thru F,
        * "xx xx xx xx" might very well equal "BE 1D B0 00", but might also vary in your particular Volvo, and
        * "zz" is the checksum.
    For some explanation, you can read the "Talking to the Vehicle" section of the ELM327DS.pdf available from:
        https://www.elmelectronics.com/DSheets/ELM327DS.pdf
    Maybe your "xx xx xx xx" actually matches the "BE 1F B8 10" listed in ELM327DS.pdf.
    What really matters is that you:
    - get a "41 00 xx xx xx xx" or "48 6B uu 41 00 xx xx xx xx zz" style response to the 0100 command,
    - get a "41 01 xx xx xx xx" or "48 6B uu 41 01 xx xx xx xx zz" style response to the 0101 command,
    - get a response to the 03 command which is either:
       * "NO DATA" or "43 00 00 00 00 00 00" or something like "48 6B uu 43 00 00 00 00 00 00 zz", if you have 0 emission diagnostic DTCs, or 
       * something like "43 x1 x2 00 00 00 00" or "48 6B uu 43 x1 x2 00 00 00 00 zz", if you have 1 DTCs: Px1x2, or
       * something like "43 x1 x2 y1 y2 00 00" or "48 6B uu 43 x1 x2 y1 y2 00 00 zz", if you have 2 DTCs: Px1x2 and Py1y2, or
       * etc, where up to 3 non-zero OBDII DTCs can appear in each response line, and
         any OBDII DTCs beyond the first 3 appear on subsequent line(s),
       where:
       * "uu" is the ECU functional address: 1F for transmission ECU, 17 for engine ECU,
       * "zz" is the checksum, and
       * x1, x2, y1, y2 represent any two hexadecimal digits and help show
         how the digits are ordered in a Pxxxx DTC (like P0133).
10. Check out the next question on interpreting these results in greater detail.


Q. How do I interpret all my Volvo 850's emission diagnostics values obtained via manually issued commands to the ELM327?

A. You can analyze the output of 0100, 0101, and 03 (then if necessary 0120, 0140, etc.) to determine which OBDII values your Volvo supports.

Example 1: In my case, the 0100, 0101, and 03 values when there are no emissions diagnostics DTCs and all readiness monitors were ready, was like the heavily commented output below:

        >ATH1
        >0100
        48 6B 1F 41 00 80 00 00 00 93 -- ECU 1F: 1 (of 32) PIDs supported (ie, 1 bit set).
              A        PIDs supported: 01
        48 6B 17 41 00 BE 1D B0 00 96 -- ECU 17: 13 (of 32) PIDs supported (ie, 13 bits set).
              A        PIDs supported: 01,03,04,05,06,07
              B        PIDs supported: 0C,0D,0E,10
              C        PIDs supported: 11,13,14
         ------ The above 0100 messages' format is documented well in
                "ISO-15031-5.pdf" which I found by searching for "ISO 15031-5".
                You can probably find the same or a similar document by
                searching for: "British standard ISO 15031-5:2006",
                then perusing the results for something that looks like
                it might be free.  I found this .pdf to be a good explanation
                of the ISO9141 init sequence involving 08 08 and 94 94,
                along with a wealth of other hard to find OBDII emission diagnostic
                details.
         ------ Refer to the following pages:
                on page 36/194 (28) for the header,
                on pages 39-41/194 (31-33) for the Service $01 responses, and
                on page 122/194 (114) for the Supported PID definitions,
                on page 37/194 (29) for the checksum.
         ------ The above 2 responses to 0100 imply ECUs 1F and 17 are the 
                  only ones that can respond to Service $01.
                They also imply these are the only two emissions-related
                  OBD ECUs which support at least one of the services
                  defined in ISO 15031.
                I believe 1F is likely the transmission.
                  I've read somewhere that it acts like some sort of controller
                  or something like that for the bus.  
                  Also, I've read somewhere that the range 18-1F is the
                  typical target range for transmission.
                I believe 17 is likely the engine.
                  I've read somewhere that the range 10-17 is the typical
                  target range for engine.
                The engine ECU's PID $00 did not include $20 as being
                  supported, so 0120, 0140, ... commands do not need exploring.
        >0101
        48 6B 1F 41 01 00 04 00 00 18 -- ECU 1F: MIL OFF, # DTCs = 0.
        48 6B 17 41 01 00 07 E5 00 F8 -- ECU 17: MIL OFF, # DTCs = 0.
         ------ More detailed decoding from transmission ECU (ie, 1F).
              B        Supported tests which are continuous /
              B        Support status of continuous monitors:
                bit 0: Misfire monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 1: Fuel system monitoring supported = NO. 
                bit 2: Comprehensive component monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 3: ISO/SAE reserved = 0.
                bit 4: Misfire monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 5: Fuel system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 6: Comprehensive component monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 7: ISO/SAE reserved = 0.
              C        Supported tests run at least once per trip /
              C        Support status of non-continuous monitors:
                bit 0: Catalyst monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 1: Heated catalyst monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 2: Evaporative system monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 3: Secondary air system monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 4: A/C system refrigerant monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 5: Oxygen sensor monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 6: Oxygen sensor heater monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 7: EGR system monitoring supported = NO.
              D        Status of tests run at least once per trip /
              D        Completion status of non-continuous monitors
              D          since DTCs cleared:
                bit 0: Catalyst monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 1: Heated catalyst monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 2: Evaporative system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 3: Secondary air system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 4: A/C system refrigerant monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 5: Oxygen sensor monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 6: Oxygen sensor heater monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 7: EGR system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
              The bytes B, C, and D don't seem to have an analogy in the
              Autel MaxiScan MS300.  They seem to say:
              - most everything is Not Applicable,
              - there is some sort of Comprehensive component monitoring
                (though I don't know if this means comprehensive transmission
                monitoring or comprehensive J1979 emission monitoring).
              - Reminder: The transmission's Service $01 PID $00 seemed to
                indicate that only this PID $01 was used.  Nothing else
                seems monitorable (with respect to emissions diagnostics)
                via the standard protocols.
         ------ More detailed decoding from engine ECU (ie, 17).
              B        Supported tests which are continuous /
              B        Support status of continuous monitors:
                bit 0: Misfire monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 1: Fuel system monitoring supported = YES. 
                bit 2: Comprehensive component monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 3: ISO/SAE reserved = 0.
                bit 4: Misfire monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 5: Fuel system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 6: Comprehensive component monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 7: ISO/SAE reserved = 0.
              C        Supported tests run at least once per trip /
              C        Support status of non-continuous monitors:
                bit 0: Catalyst monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 1: Heated catalyst monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 2: Evaporative system monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 3: Secondary air system monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 4: A/C system refrigerant monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 5: Oxygen sensor monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 6: Oxygen sensor heater monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 7: EGR system monitoring supported = YES.
              D        Status of tests run at least once per trip /
              D        Completion status of non-continuous monitors
              D          since DTCs cleared:
                bit 0: Catalyst monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 1: Heated catalyst monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 2: Evaporative system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 3: Secondary air system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 4: A/C system refrigerant monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 5: Oxygen sensor monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 6: Oxygen sensor heater monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 7: EGR system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
              The bytes B, C, and D jive with what my Autel MaxiScan MS300
              reports for my OBD Readiness Monitors.
         ------ The engine ECU bytes B, C, and D jive with what my 
                Autel MaxiScan MS300 reports for my OBD Readiness Monitors.
                All the engine ECU info basically says:
                * MIL (Check Engine light) is off.
                  - But remember that MIL may report as on when engine is turned on.
                * # DTCs is 0.
                  - But remember this might change when engine is turned on.
                * Non-continuous Readiness monitors are Not Ready.
         ------ The above 0101 messages' format is documented well in
                "ISO-15031-5.pdf":
                on page 36/194 (28) for the header,
                on pages 39-41/194 (31-33) for the Service $01 responses, and
                on pages 124-133/194 (116-125) for definitions of PIDs $01-$14,
                on page 37/194 (29) for the checksum.
                A free copy of ISO-15031-5.pdf can probably be found by searching
                for "British standard ISO 15031-5:2006" and perusing the listings.
        >03
        NO DATA
        
Example 2: In my case, the 0100, 0101, and 03 values when there were two P0133 emissions diagnostic DTCs and only the Catalyst monitoring readiness monitor was not ready, was as follows -- less heavily commented:

        >ATH1
        >0100
        48 6B 1F 41 00 80 00 00 00 93 -- ECU 1F: 1 (of 32) PIDs supported (ie, 1 bit set).
              A        PIDs supported: 01
        48 6B 17 41 00 BE 1D B0 00 96 -- ECU 17: 13 (of 32) PIDs supported (ie, 13 bits set).
              A        PIDs supported: 01,03,04,05,06,07
              B        PIDs supported: 0C,0D,0E,10
              C        PIDs supported: 11,13,14
         ------ Same comments relating to 0100 apply from Example 1.
        >0101
        48 6B 1F 41 01 00 04 00 00 18 - ECU 1F: MIL OFF, # DTCs = 0.
        48 6B 17 41 01 02 07 E5 01 FB - ECU 17: MIL OFF, # DTCs = 2.
         ------ Same detailed decoding comments relating to ECU 1F (transmission) 
                apply from the Example 1.
         ------ More detailed decoding from engine ECU (ie, 17).
              B        Supported tests which are continuous /
              B        Support status of continuous monitors:
                bit 0: Misfire monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 1: Fuel system monitoring supported = YES. 
                bit 2: Comprehensive component monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 3: ISO/SAE reserved = 0.
                bit 4: Misfire monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 5: Fuel system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 6: Comprehensive component monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                bit 7: ISO/SAE reserved = 0.
              C        Supported tests run at least once per trip /
              C        Support status of non-continuous monitors:
                bit 0: Catalyst monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 1: Heated catalyst monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 2: Evaporative system monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 3: Secondary air system monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 4: A/C system refrigerant monitoring supported = NO.
                bit 5: Oxygen sensor monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 6: Oxygen sensor heater monitoring supported = YES.
                bit 7: EGR system monitoring supported = YES.
              D        Status of tests run at least once per trip /
              D        Completion status of non-continuous monitors
              D          since DTCs cleared:
                bit 0: Catalyst monitoring ready = NO.
                bit 1: Heated catalyst monitoring ready = N/A.
                bit 2: Evaporative system monitoring ready = YES.
                bit 3: Secondary air system monitoring ready = N/A.
                bit 4: A/C system refrigerant monitoring ready = N/A.
                bit 5: Oxygen sensor monitoring ready = YES.
                bit 6: Oxygen sensor heater monitoring ready = YES.
                bit 7: EGR system monitoring ready = YES.
        >03
        48 6B 17 43 01 33 01 33 00 00 75
         ------ These are the trouble codes: P0133, P0133.

Example 3: In my case, the 0100, 0101, and 03 values when there were no emissions diagnostics DTCs, but none of the non-continuous monitors were ready, was as follows:

        >ATH1
        >0100
        48 6B 1F 41 00 80 00 00 00 93 
        48 6B 17 41 00 BE 1D B0 00 96 
         ------ * ECU 1F:  1 (of 32) PIDs supported (ie, 1 bit set)
                           for transmission ECU.
                * byte A:  PIDs supported: 01
         ------ * ECU 17:  13 (of 32) PIDs supported (ie, 13 bits set)
                           for engine ECU.
                * byte A:  PIDs supported: 01,03,04,05,06,07
                * byte B:  PIDs supported: 0C,0D,0E,10
                * byte C:  PIDs supported: 11,13,14
         ------ Same comments relating to 0100 apply from previous Example 1.
        >0101
        48 6B 1F 41 01 00 04 00 00 18 
        48 6B 17 41 01 00 07 E5 E5 DD 
         ------ * ECU 1F:  MIL OFF, # DTCs = 0 for transmission ECU.
         ------ Same detailed decoding comments relating to ECU 1F (transmission) 
                apply from Example 1.
         ------ The transmission ECU bytes B, C, and D don't seem to have
                an analogy in the Autel MaxiScan MS300 or in EasyObdII.  
                They seem to say:
                * most everything is Not Applicable,
                * there is some sort of Comprehensive component monitoring
                  (though I don't know if this means comprehensive transmission
                  monitoring or comprehensive J1979 emission monitoring).
                * Reminder: The transmission's Service $01 PID $00 seemed to
                  indicate that only this PID $01 was used.  Nothing else
                  seems monitorable via the standard protocols for ECU 1F
                  with respect to emissions diagnostics. 
         ------ * ECU 17:  MIL OFF, # DTCs = 0 for engine ECU.
                * byte B:  Supported tests which are continuous /
                             Support status of continuous monitors:
                  - bit 0: Misfire monitoring supported = YES.
                  - bit 1: Fuel system monitoring supported = YES. 
                  - bit 2: Comprehensive component monitoring supported = YES.
                  - bit 3: ISO/SAE reserved = 0.
                  - bit 4: Misfire monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                  - bit 5: Fuel system monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                  - bit 6: Comprehensive component monitoring ready = YES (or N/A).
                  - bit 7: ISO/SAE reserved = 0.
                * byte C:  Supported tests run at least once per trip /
                             Support status of non-continuous monitors:
                  - bit 0: Catalyst monitoring supported = YES.
                  - bit 1: Heated catalyst monitoring supported = NO.
                  - bit 2: Evaporative system monitoring supported = YES.
                  - bit 3: Secondary air system monitoring supported = NO.
                  - bit 4: A/C system refrigerant monitoring supported = NO.
                  - bit 5: Oxygen sensor monitoring supported = YES.
                  - bit 6: Oxygen sensor heater monitoring supported = YES.
                  - bit 7: EGR system monitoring supported = YES.
                * byte D:  Status of tests run at least once per trip /
                             Completion status of non-continuous monitors
                             since DTCs cleared:
                  - bit 0: Catalyst monitoring ready = NO.
                  - bit 1: Heated catalyst monitoring ready = N/A.
                  - bit 2: Evaporative system monitoring ready = NO.
                  - bit 3: Secondary air system monitoring ready = N/A.
                  - bit 4: A/C system refrigerant monitoring ready = N/A.
                  - bit 5: Oxygen sensor monitoring ready = NO.
                  - bit 6: Oxygen sensor heater monitoring ready = NO.
                  - bit 7: EGR system monitoring ready = NO.
        >03
        NO DATA

Example 4: In my case, the 0100, 0101, and 03 values when the MIL was on, there was 1 DTC, and all the non-continuous monitors were ready, was as follows:

        >ATH1
        >0100
        48 6B 1F 41 00 80 00 00 00 93 
        48 6B 17 41 00 BE 1D B0 00 96 
         ------ Same comments relating to 0100 apply from Example 3.
        >0101
        48 6B 1F 41 01 00 04 00 00 18 
        48 6B 17 41 01 81 07 E5 00 79 
         ------ * ECU 1F:  MIL OFF, # DTCs = 0 for transmission ECU.
         ------ Same detailed decoding comments relating to ECU 1F (transmission) 
                apply from Example 3.
         ------ * ECU 17:  MIL ON, # DTCs = 1 for engine ECU.
                * byte B:  Continuous monitoring:
                           Misfire monitoring                   READY
                           Fuel system monitoring               READY
                           Comprehensive component monitoring   READY
                * byte C-D:Non-continuous monitoring:
                           Catalyst monitoring                  READY
                           Heated catalyst monitoring           N/A
                           Evaporative system monitoring        READY
                           Secondary air system monitoring      N/A
                           A/C system refrigerant monitoring    N/A
                           Oxygen sensor monitoring             READY
                           Oxygen sensor heater monitoring      READY
                           EGR system monitoring                READY
        >03
        48 6B 17 43 01 72 00 00 00 00 80
         ------ The trouble code: P0172.
         ------ [This is a constructed message, since I didn't actually issue 
                an 03 command manually when this trouble code manifested 
                according to EasyObdII.  Hopefully, I've reconstructed it correctly.]
                The flashing LED tool said 232.

In all cases, the number of OBDII values monitored is the same.  And for my car, it means the following are the only mode $01 commands necessary:

        >0101
        >0103
        >0104
        >0105
        >0106
        >0107
        >010C
        >010D
        >010E
        >0110
        >0111
        >0113
        >0114

Some 850, S70, V70, C70, and/or XC70 are known to also use one or more of the following commands:

        >010F
        >0112
        >0115
        >011C
        >011D
        >011E
        >0120

and there might be more in the 0121 thru 013F range (though I have *not* seen those PIDs being used even once by our '96-'98 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70).

To make the ELM327 display many of those OBDII values, issue the following commands (which I've followed with comments explaining the value's scaling factors that must be applied to make sense of the raw data):

        >ATZ
        ELM327 v1.5
         ------ Show ELM chip id, but will appear garbled with the
                following ATL1 command, if Hyperterminal does not have
                "Append line feeds to incoming line ends" set.
        >ATL1
        OK
         ------ Turned on linefeeds.
        >ATE1
        OK
         ------ Turned on echo.
        >ATH1
        OK 
         ------ Turned on headers.  
                I suggest always having the headers turned on
                when manually issuing commands to the ELM327
                so that you can clearly see what is being generated
                and avoid being blinded to certain problems.
        >ATI
        ELM327 v1.5
         ------ Show ELM chip id.
        >ATDP
        AUTO, ISO 9141-2
         ------ Show protocol description.
        >ATRV
        28.3V
        >ATRV
        12.9V
         ------ Show battery voltage.
                Almost always you'll have to issue this twice
                the very first time after initializing the ELM327,
                since it will read 28.3V the first time.
        >0100
        48 6B 1F 41 00 80 00 00 00 93 
        48 6B 17 41 00 BE 1D B0 00 96 
         ------ * ECU 1F:  1 (of 32) PIDs supported (ie, 1 bit set)
                           for transmission ECU.
                * byte A:  PIDs supported: 01
         ------ * ECU 17:  13 (of 32) PIDs supported (ie, 13 bits set)
                           for engine ECU.
                * byte A:  PIDs supported: 01,03,04,05,06,07
                * byte B:  PIDs supported: 0C,0D,0E,10
                * byte C:  PIDs supported: 11,13,14
        >0101 - get # of DTCs
        48 6B 1F 41 01 00 04 00 00 18 
        48 6B 17 41 01 00 07 E5 00 F8 
         ------ * ECU 1F:  MIL OFF, # DTCs = 0 for transmission ECU.
         ------ * ECU 17:  MIL OFF, # DTCs = 0 for engine ECU.
                * byte B:  Continuous monitoring:
                           Misfire monitoring                   READY
                           Fuel system monitoring               READY
                           Comprehensive component monitoring   READY
                * byte C-D:Non-continuous monitoring:
                           Catalyst monitoring                  READY
                           Heated catalyst monitoring           N/A
                           Evaporative system monitoring        READY
                           Secondary air system monitoring      N/A
                           A/C system refrigerant monitoring    N/A
                           Oxygen sensor monitoring             READY
                           Oxygen sensor heater monitoring      READY
                           EGR system monitoring                READY
        >03
        NO DATA
         ------ ie, no trouble codes, ie, no DTCs.
        >ATKW
        1:08 2:08 
        ------ Show the keywords for an emission diagnostics connection.
        ------ My understanding is...
               * the 08 08 (instead of 94 94) means P2min = 25 ms
                 (instead of P2min = 0 ms)
                 according to "ISO-15031-4 (20071001).pdf", Table B.2,
                 ISO 9141-2 key bytes on page 38 (of 44).
                 In other words, the ECU will delay 25 ms before sending
                 a response.
        ------ Now, get the presently monitored OBDII mode $01 emissions diagnostics
               values after having analyzed recently to see which ones
               are monitored according to the 0100 response...
        >0103
        48 6B 17 41 03 10 00 1E -- PID 03 = fuel system status =
                                            closed loop, but fault with 
                                            at least one oxygen sensor -
                                            may be using single oxygen sensor
                                            for fuel control
        >0104
        48 6B 17 41 04 05 14    -- PID 04 = Calculated LOAD Value =
                                            05 -> 5 * (100/255) % = 1.96 %.
        >0105
        48 6B 17 41 05 74 84    -- PID 05 = Engine Coolant Temperature =
                                            $74 = 116 -> 116 - 40 = 76 C
                                                                  = 168 F 
        >0106
        48 6B 17 41 06 80 91    -- PID 06 = Short Term Fuel Trim - Bank 1 =
                                            $80 = 128 -> (128-128) * (100/128)
                                                         = 0.00 % 
        >0107
        48 6B 17 41 07 7C 8E    -- PID 07 = Long Term Fuel Trim - Bank 1 =
                                            $7C = 124 -> (124-128) * (100/128)
                                                         = -3.125 % 
        >010c
        48 6B 17 41 0C 0D 20 44 -- PID 0C = Engine RPM =
                                          = (2 bytes, 1st byte higher order) 
                                              / 4 =
                                          = $0D20 = 3360 -> 3360/4 = 840.
        >010d
        48 6B 17 41 0D 00 18    -- PID 0D = Vehicle Speed Sensor (VSS) =
                                          = $00 = 00 km/h.
        >010e
        48 6B 17 41 0E 8C A5    -- PID 0E = Ignition Timing Advance for Cyl #1
                                            (where 0 degrees = 0x80)
                                            [spark advance, not including
                                            mechanical advance]
                                          = $8C -> ($8C-$80)/2 = $0C/2 
                                          = 6 degrees.
        >0110
        48 6B 17 41 10 01 FB 17 -- PID 10 = Mass Air Flow (MAF)
                                            [assuming 1st byte is highest order]
                                          = $01FB = 507 -> 5.07 g/s.
        >0150
        NO DATA                 -- PID 50 -> verified that PID 50 is not used
                                             with PID 10.
        >0111
        48 6B 17 41 11 1D 39    -- PID 11 = Absolute Throttle Position
                                          = $1D = 29 -> 29 * (100/255) = 11 %.
        >0113
        48 6B 17 41 13 01 1F    -- PID 13 = Location of Oxygen Sensors (O2SLOC)
                                          = $01 -> O2S11 only.
        >0114
        48 6B 17 41 14 5C 84 FF -- PID 14 = Oxygen Sensor: Bank 1 Sensor 1 (O2S11).
                                          = Output Voltage =
                                            $5C = 92 -> 92 * .005 V = .46 V.
                                          = Short Term Fuel Trim =
                                            $84 = 132 -> (132-128)*(100/128) =
                                            3.125 %.
        >011c
        NO DATA                 -- PID 1C = OBD requirements to which vehicle 
                                            is designed [not used on my 850].
        >011d
        NO DATA                 -- PID 1D = [N/A on my 850].
        >011f
        NO DATA                 -- PID 1F = Time since engine start [N/A].
        >0121
        NO DATA                 -- PID 21 = Distance travelled while MIL 
                                            is activated [N/A].
        >012f
        NO DATA                 -- PID 2F = Fuel Level Input [N/A].
        >0130
        NO DATA                 -- PID 30 = Number of warm-ups since DTCs 
                                            cleared (WARM_UPS) [N/A].
        >0131
        NO DATA                 -- PID 31 = Distance since DTCs cleared 
                                            (CLR_DIST) [N/A].
        >0132
        NO DATA                 -- PID 32 = Evaporative Vapor Pressure [N/A].
        >013c
        NO DATA                 -- PID 3C = Catalyst Temperature, 
                                            Bank 1, Sensor 1 [N/A].
        >0141
        NO DATA                 -- PID 41 = Monitor status this driving cycle [N/A].
        >0146
        NO DATA                 -- PID 46 = Ambient Air Temperature [N/A].
        >014d
        NO DATA                 -- PID 4D = Time run by engine while MIL is 
                                            activated [N/A].
        >014e
        NO DATA                 -- PID 4E = Time since DTCs cleared (CLR_TIME) [N/A].
        >0154
        NO DATA                 -- PID 54 = Evaporative Vapor Pressure 
                                            (wider range) [N/A].
        >01e0
        NO DATA                 -- PID E0 = Reserved for ISO/SAE [N/A].
        >03
        NO DATA                 -- ie, no trouble codes


Q. How do I see the Volvo 850's emission diagnostics freeze frames via manually issued commands to the ELM327?

A. The pertinent OBDII emission diagnostics freeze frame commands are:

        >ATH1
        >020200
        >020000
        >020300
        >020400
        >020500
        >020600
        >020700
        >020C00
        >020D00

You can feed the above list of 02xx00 commands, along with their responses, to https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html to see what the OBDII emission diagnostics freeze frame means.

OBDII PID 02 is only used with mode 02.  If Mode 02 PID 02 returns zero (ie, if 020200 responds with "48 6B 17 42 02 00 00 00 0E" or "42 02 00 00 00"), then there is no freeze frame snapshot and all other Mode 02 data (ie, emissions freeze frame data for the DTC which caused the freeze frame to be created) is meaningless.  In that "Mode 02 PID 02 returns zero" case, there is no need to issue any of the other OBDII 02xx00 commands.

If you're wondering why there are no 0102 or 020100 commands, see the Wikipedia "OBD-II_PIDs" article's section on "Standard PIDs".  There's a paragraph in that section that explains PID 01 is used for Mode 01 and PID 02 is used for Mode 02:

		"Note that modes 1 and 2 are basically identical, except that Mode 1 provides current information, 
		whereas Mode 2 provides a snapshot of the same data taken at the point 
		when the last diagnostic trouble code was set. 
		The exceptions are PID 01, which is only available in Mode 1, 
		and PID 02, which is only available in Mode 2. 
		If Mode 2 PID 02 returns zero, then there is no snapshot and 
		all other Mode 2 data is meaningless."


Q. Where can I find more information about the Volvo keyword D3 B0 protocol used on the 1996-1997 Volvo 850 (and 1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70)?

A. The 1st post by rkam on 2009-05-19 in the (now defunct) ECUPROJECT.COM Tuning Forums > Volvo > General Topics > "Diagnose and communication" thread contained a wealth of info on the protocol(s) used by Motronic 4.3 and Motronic 4.4.

*** WARNING ***
The link to that post has been removed from this version of the FAQ (as well as the remainder of the jonesrh.info/volvo850/  Volvo 850 OBDII portal), since forum.ecuproject.com responded in a very suspect way -- multiple, full-screen popup windows, reminiscent of scareware tactics for propagating malware -- when clicking on any field to login (while checking my site's links to ecuproject.com recently).  That's a shame.  Consequently, I no longer feel safe linking to ecuproject.com from my site (or even providing a text link to it).  And I strongly suggest you avoid the site **if** it continues to behave this way.  Also, I haven't located any archival copies of that page that could be linked to instead.

Now that you are forewarned, here's the Rosetta stone that I found so useful...

rkam refers to one of the protocols as "Volvo special 10400bps used by VST".  He also refers to it as:

	"M4.4 Volvo special
	send 0x7A at 5bps
	receive 55 D3 B0
	send 4F (complement of B0)
	receive 85 (complement of ecu address 7A)"

He listed the "Possible command set" as:

	A1 No Operation Performed (keep alive)
	A3 Security Access Mode (error 11 command not supported)
	A5 Read Current Data By Offset (used for live data)
	A6 Read Current Data By Identifier
	A7 Read Current Data By Address (error 22)
	A8 Set Data Transmission
	A9 Stop Data Transmission
	AA Dynamically Define Record
	AB Read Freeze Frame Data By Offset
	AC Read Freeze Frame
	AD Read Freeze Frame By DTC
	AE Read DTC (Tested OK)
	AF Clear DTC

	B0 Input Output Control By Offset
	B1 Input Output Control By Identifier
	B2 Control Routine By Offset (Activation)
	B4 Define Read Write ECU data (error 11)
	B8 Write Data Block By Offset (error 11)
	B9 Read Data Block By Offset (OK)
	BA Write Data Block By Address (error 11)
	BB Read Data Block By Address (error 11)

I found that list extremely enlightening and extremely helpful.

It turns out that's a protocol which we can communicate with using our ELM327-compatible (v1.2 and higher) devices.  

See the answer (a little later) to the question Which of rkam's "Possible command set" are known to be used on the Volvo 850? for my list of the above commands which I've gotten to work so far on my 1997 Volvo 850 T5 (and my 1998 Volvo S770 GLT), and focus on the commands:  A1, AE01, AF01, B9xx, A5xx01, ADxx00, A0, and A700aabb0108.


Q. What physical addresses are used to address the ECUs on the 1997 Volvo 850 T5 (or other 1996-1997 850)?

A. Let's just list all the known #s used for functionally addressing in the Volvo 850s:

	33	Emission Diagnostics.

and all the known 850 ECU #s that are physically addressable in the '96-'97 Volvo 850s:

	01	ABS
	11	MSA 15.7
	2E	Power Seat Left
	2F	Power Seat Right
	41	Immobilizer
	51	COMBI, ie, Instrument Panel
	58	SRS
	6E	AW 50-42, ie, Auto Transmission (Gas)
	7A	Motronic 4.4

The COMBI seems to be equally capable of being addressed -- with its high bit set -- as:

	D1	COMBI, ie, Instrument Panel

even when D1 is used as the "xx" ECU # of: 
"ATIIA xx" / "ATWM 82 xx 13 A1", and every single "ATSH yy xx 13" command.

All the ECUs can also be connected to and successfully communicated with by specifying their "ATIIA xx" init address with the high bit set as follows:

	81	ABS
	91	MSA 15.7
	AE	Power Seat Left
	AF	Power Seat Right
	C1	Immobilizer
	D1	COMBI, ie, Instrument Panel
	D8	SRS
	EE	AW 50-42, ie, Auto Transmission (Gas)
	FA	Motronic 4.4

but using their standard non-high bit set addresses specified in the 850's 01-7A list above as the target ECU # of the ATWM and ATSH commands.  For example:

- Power Seat Left can also be communicated to by using the following as the tailend of its initialization and 1st data request:
ATIIA AE / ATWM 82 2E 13 A1 / ATSH 83 2E 13 / AE 01.

- MSA 15.7 can (probably [though not yet tested by me]) also be communicated to by using the following as the tailend of its initialization and 1st data request:
ATIIA 91 / ATWM 82 11 13 A1 / ATSH 83 11 13 / AE 01.

- Immobilizer can (probably [though not yet tested by me]) also be communicated to by using the following as the tailend of its initialization and 1st data request:
ATIIA C1 / ATWM 82 41 13 A1 / ATSH 83 41 13 / AE 01.

volvo850diag v0.9 selects the ECU # from the 850's 01-7A list or the 81-FA list, as appropriate, to ensure the "ATIIA xx" init address has odd parity, as required by the ISO9141-2 spec -- at least it behaves that way for the vast majority of volvo850diag functions.  For more details, see Fine-tuning of "ATIIA xx" usage in volvo850diag v0.9 release note below.


Q. What physical addresses are used to address the ECUs on the 1997-1998 Volvo S70/V70/C70/XC70?

A. All the known #s used for functionally addressing in the Volvo S/V/C70s:

	33	Emission Diagnostics.

and all the known SVC70 ECU #s that are physically addressable in the '97-'98 Volvo S/V/C70s:

	01	ABS
	11	MSA 15.7
	18	Add Heater 912-D
	29	ECC (Electronic Climate Control)
	2D	VGLA (Volvo Guard Lock and Alarm)
	2E	Power Seat Left
	2F	Power Seat Right
	41	Immobilizer
	51	COMBI, ie, Instrument Panel
	58	SRS
	6E	AW 50-42, ie, Auto Transmission (Gas)
	7A	Motronic 4.4

The COMBI and the VGLA seem to be equally capable of being addressed -- with their high bit set -- as:

	AD	VGLA
	D1	COMBI, ie, Instrument Panel

even when the AD or D1, respectively, is used as the "xx" ECU # of: 
"ATIIA xx" / "ATWM 82 xx 13 A1", and every single "ATSH yy xx 13" command, for those respective ECUs.

All the ECUs can also be connected to and successfully communicated with by specifying their "ATIIA xx" init address with the high bit set as follows:

	81	ABS
	91	MSA 15.7
	98	Add Heater 912-D
	A9	ECC (Electronic Climate Control)
	AD	VGLA
	AE	Power Seat Left
	AF	Power Seat Right
	C1	Immobilizer
	D1	COMBI, ie, Instrument Panel
	D8	SRS
	EE	AW 50-42, ie, Auto Transmission (Gas)
	FA	Motronic 4.4

but using their standard non-high bit set addresses specified in the SVC70's 01-7A list above as the target ECU # of the ATWM and ATSH commands.  For example:

- VGLA can also be communicated to by using the following as the tailend of its initialization and 1st data request:
ATIIA AD / ATWM 82 2D 13 A1 / ATSH 83 2D 13 / AE 01.

- Power Seat Left can also be communicated to by using the following as the tailend of its initialization and 1st data request:
ATIIA AE / ATWM 82 2E 13 A1 / ATSH 83 2E 13 / AE 01.

- MSA 15.7 can (probably [though not yet tested by me]) also be communicated to by using the following as the tailend of its initialization and 1st data request:
ATIIA 91 / ATWM 82 11 13 A1 / ATSH 83 11 13 / AE 01.

- Add Heater 912-D can (probably [though not yet tested by me]) also be communicated to by using the following as the tailend of its initialization and 1st data request:
ATIIA 98 / ATWM 82 18 13 A1 / ATSH 83 18 13 / AE 01.

- Immobilizer can (probably [though not yet tested by me]) also be communicated to by using the following as the tailend of its initialization and 1st data request:
ATIIA C1 / ATWM 82 41 13 A1 / ATSH 83 41 13 / AE 01.

Let us know if there are there any other ECU #s besides the ones mentioned above for the 1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70 variants.  For example, I'm nearly certain that there are more ECUs, especially for the C70, since Vol-FCR displays clickable boxes for other ECUs.

	Fine-tuning of "ATIIA xx" usage in volvo850diag v0.9 release
	volvo850diag v0.9 selects the ECU # from the SVC70's 01-7A list or the 81-FA list,
	as appropriate, to ensure the "ATIIA xx" init address has **odd** parity, as required by the ISO9141-2 spec --
	at least it behaves that way for the vast majority of volvo850diag functions.  What that does is isolate
	when the ABS light blinks to only the times when ECU 01 is explicitly connected to (and, of course, 
	when there is an ABS fault).

	But volvo850diag v0.9 -- in some of its "My Extra Scans" / CCSxxxx1i functions
	(eg, CCSwmK1i and CCSwOmK1i) does just the opposite.  In those special CCSxxxx1i functions, 
	volvo850diag selects the ECU # to ensure the "ATIIA xx" init address has **even** parity,
	the opposite of what the ISO9141-2 spec requires.  The advantage of doing it that
	way is that **ALL** the KWPD3B0-conversant ECUs, except ECU 01 (ABS),
	can be communicated to after only 1 single initial KWPD3B0 connect is performed for one -- 
	only one -- of those non-ABS KWPD3B0-conversant ECUs.  

	For example, there is one loop in volvo850diag v0.9 -- the CCSwmK1i loop --
	which first establishes a connection to ECU 51 (COMBI)
	[which automatically also establishes a connection to the other non-ABS KWPD3B0-conversant ECUs
	(none of which need to have ATIIA or ATWM issued during this special kind of 
	"multi KWPD3B0 ECUs via 1-init using even ATIIA address" connection)], then
	for the next 15 minutes scans ECU 51 (COMBI), ECU 6E (AW 50-42), ECU 7A (M44),
	actively intermixing COMBI and AW 50-42 and M44 requests, then 
	after 15 minutes the ECU 51 (COMBI) connection is stopped via ECU 51 A0
	[and consequently all the other KWPD3B0 ECUs' connections are also then broken]. 
	That CCSwmK1i loop is especially handy when needing to compare similar values 
	between those 3 ECUs as close as possible to each other in time. 

	There is nothing special about first connecting with the COMBI (after ATIIA D1 during setup) [as distributed] --
	other than the ECU which performs 1st (and only) KWPD3B0 connection **must** not be ABS (ECU 01 or 81). 
	That's especially important to owners without a COMBI that is KWPD3B0-conversant via ECU 51.
	If you have an AW50-42 automatic transmission, you could change the CCSwmK1 loop to instead
	connect to AW50-42 (after ATIIA EE during setup).  If you have a Motronic 4.4, you could change the CCSwmK1i
	loop to instead connect to Motronic 4.4 (after ATIIA FA during setup).  Likewise, one or more other ECUs'
	scanning could be added to the CCSwmK1i loop, and one of them could instead be used to establish the
	one (and only) KWPD3B0 connection -- always making sure that the "ATIIA xx" address is even parity.

	NOTE: 
	"850 OBD-II" app V1.2.9 and V1.3.4 and V1.4.2 **does** handle some, if not all, the C70-specific ECUs.
	Those C70-specific ECU #s are *not* listed above.  I'll leave you to explore what those ECU #s are.


Q. What are the suggested minimal set of KWPD3B0 setup commands?

A. The suggested minimal set of ELM327 AT commands for setting up an ELM327 for KWPD3B0 communication vary according to what level of functionality your ELM327 posseses.

If your ELM327 device has ELM327 v1.4 functionality, then the KWPD3B0 setup commands are:

??

If your ELM327 device has ELM327 v1.3 or v1.3a functionality, then the KWPD3B0 setup commands are:

??

If your ELM327 device has ELM327 v1.2 or v1.2a functionality, then the KWPD3B0 setup commands are:

??

Or you could combine the second two examples into a single case that applies to any ELM327 device with ELM327 v1.2 or v1.2a or v1.3 or v1.3a functionality:

??


Q. How do the KWPD3B0 setup commands differ for different terminal emulators?

A. The ATLx and ATEx commands should be adapted for the particular software or terminal emulator that you are using to communicate with your ELM327 device.

The following works well with the volvo850diag / IE / Realterm / Javascript solution, and it worked well for my WinXP Hyperterminal use:

ATL1
ATE1

The following works well with ??:

ATL?
ATE?

The following works well with ??:

ATL?
ATE?

The following works well with ??:

ATL?
ATE?

The following works well with ??:

ATL?
ATE?


Q. What KWPD3B0 setup commands does volvo850diag standardly use?

A. volv850diag uses a few extra KWPD3B0 setup commands beyond the suggested minimum.

If your ELM327 device has ELM327 v1.4 functionality, then the KWPD3B0 setup commands are:

??

If your ELM327 device has ELM327 v1.3 or v1.3a functionality, then the KWPD3B0 setup commands are:

??

If your ELM327 device has ELM327 v1.2 or v1.2a functionality, then the KWPD3B0 setup commands are:

??

Or you could combine the second two examples into a single case that applies to any ELM327 device with ELM327 v1.2 or v1.2a or v1.3 or v1.3a functionality:

??


Q. Which of rkam's "Possible command set" are known to be used on the Volvo 850?
     Which of rkam's "Possible command set" are known to be used on the '96-'97 Volvo 850?
     Which of rkam's "Possible command set" are known to be used on the '97-'98 Volvo S70/V70/C70/XC70?

A. I can't answer for rkam or the authors of Vol-FCR, Brick-Diag, or Motronics Suite, but I (jonesrh) have been able to successfully communicate with the following ECU / ELM327 commands / KWPD3B0 requests combinations using my '97 Volvo 850 T5 and/or 
I have seen via submissions to https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html that other '95-'98 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 
have successfully communicated with these ELM327 commands and KWPD3B0 requests.

Note #1: ignore all references to the logs.  Those are for my personal reference to help locate pertinent examples.

Note #2: The following lists were developed before discovering in late 2013-10 that the use of ATRA 13 (or ATSR 13) causes immediate responses, thereby eliminating the need to use ATBD following each 1-byte or 2-byte request and eliminating the need to use the 00-padding hack to generate a 3-byte request.  I've done only minimal updates to the following lists to account for use of ATRA 13 (and I don't plan on ever performing a wholesale update to the following lists).

Note #3: Probably all comments below that state or imply that "an ATBD is required" can be ignored.  
As long as ATSR 13 (or ATRA 13) is issued during the KWPD3B0 Setup:
- immediate responses will be generated (assuming, of course, that the correct ATSH command is issued).
- ATBD is usually unnecessary now (and, for the ScanTool.net OBDLink devices, ATBD is totally useless).
Likewise, the comments implying "some of the data can't be displayed because it will not fit in the ATBD buffer" can also usually be ignored for the same reason -- the situation seldom ever occurs anymore.

Note #4: The 00-padding hack of AE01 to become AE0100, AExx to become AExx00, B9F0 to become B9F000, B9xx to become B9xx00, A0 to become A00000, etc, is known to work for 1996-1997 850, but does not appear to work for most
1997-1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70 ECUs (except for the Motronic 4.4, and maybe one or two others).  
There's some more discussion of this 00-padding subject in:
        https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_volvo_850_scan.html
and just a brief mention of it in:
        https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_volvo_850_svc70_scan.html
        https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html
Most of the following list was written before I knew how to avoid the 00-padding hack, and I don't plan on ever performing a wholesale update of the list.  You'll just have to interpret it, understanding that it's (in most places) 850-specific, 00-padding
oriented (except for some of the portions that have been updated since this FAQ's original publication).

To help you understand 850-specific examples, you can use the following 2 URLs as your reference:
        https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_mileage.html
        https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_volvo_850_scan.html

To help you understand the examples which should work for both the 1996-1997 850 as well as the 1997-1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70, you can use the following 2 URLs as your reference:
        https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html
        https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_volvo_850_svc70_scan.html

	ECU 01 - ABS
	A0 Stop Communication
	A1 No Operation Performed (keep alive)
	A5 Read Current Data By Offset (used for live data)
			All possible ECU 01 A5xx01 values have been tested.
				nn = 01, 07, 09, 10, F0 produce positive acks with data.
				nn = 00, 02-06, 08, 0A-0F, 11-EF, F1-FF fail with error 12.
	AD Read Freeze Frame By DTC
			The following works: AD xx 00 or ADxx00, where xx is an existing DTC.
			All possible ECU 01 ADxx00 values have been tested.
				xx = existing DTCs produce positive acks with accompanying data.
				xx = not an existing DTC fail with error 22.
			The freeze frames seem to be in the form of:
				86 13 01 ED xx 01 yy rr cs
			where:
				xx = the DTC, 
				yy = some unknown entity which also appears in the response to AE02
						(and might be a flag or counter),
				rr = a value of unknown meaning and varies depending on the freeze frame,
						but is usually 00,
				cs = the checksum.
			Another way of looking at the ECU 01 freeze frame:
			  //     86 13 01 ED xx 01 yy rr cs 
			  //                    ^^ ^^ ^^
			  //         data slots: 0  1  2
			  //
			  // Slot 0 has always been "01" for ECU 01 ADxx00, when DTC xx existed 
			  // at the time of reading the freeze frame.
			  //
			  //     slot 0 = DTC state (presumably).
			  //              01 = DTC is presently set.
			  //              00 = DTC has disappeared, but was not explicitly cleared.
			  //                   [This case has not been observed, but is inferred from
			  //                   ECU 51].
			  //     slot 1 = Unknown.  Observed values:
			  //                00 = Most common.
			  //                01 = Unknown.
			  //                24 = Unknown (seen for DTC 70 once).
			  //                80 = Unknown.
			  //     slot 2 = Unknown.  Observed values:
			  //                00 = Most common.
			  //                04 = Unknown (seen for DTC 65).
			  //                30 = Unknown (seen for DTC 70 once).
			  //                58 = Unknown (seen for DTC 40 and 41).
			  //                59 = Unknown (seen for DTC 40 and 41).
			  //                BC = Unknown (seen for DTC 70 once).
	AE Read DTC
			Works for both 850 and S70/V70/C70/XC70 as AExx, where xx = 01-03, 34
				(if preceded by ATSH 83 01 13, as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			ATSH 83 01 13 / AExx / ATBD can also be used, though it is not suggested,
				since the ATBD buffer will sometimes chop off some of the data.
			AE01 produces a several byte response showing the list of DTCs.
				All ECUs -- not just ECU 01 (ABS) -- report the DTCs using the KWPD3B0 EE01 positive ack 
					response to an AE01 request.  You can depend on this for KWPD3B0 conversant ECUs.
				For a brief introduction to each byte in the response to AE01, see
					https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html#ae01
					and keep in mind it is written for ECU 51 instead of ECU 01.
					But the same principles apply to all the KWPD3B0 ECUs' EE01 responses to the AE01 request.
				Now to help you further understand the ECU 01 (ABS) responses to AE01, here's some examples:
					The following response to AE01 indicates 0 ABS DTCs:
						83 13 01 EE 01 86 
					The following response to AE01 shows 1 DTC: 40.
						84 13 01 EE 01 40 C7 
					The following response to AE01 shows 2 DTCs: 20 64.
						85 13 01 EE 01 20 64 0C 
					The following response to AE01 shows 3 DTCs: 40 41 70.
						86 13 01 EE 01 40 41 70 7A 
					The following response to AE01 shows 5 DTCs: 30 31 40 41 70.
						88 13 01 EE 01 30 31 40 41 70 DD 
					The following response to AE01 shows 6 DTCs: 10 11 20 30 40 70.
						89 13 01 EE 01 10 11 20 30 40 70 AD 
					The following response to AE01 shows 13 DTCs: 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 80.
						8F 13 01 EE 01 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 3A 
						84 13 01 EE 01 80 07 
				Only 7 DTCs can fit in the ATBD buffer.  When ECU 01 has # DTCs > 7,
					the ELM327 can not presently read them directly in the ATBD buffer
					when both ATSR 13 and ATRA 13 are not used,
					but can see all the DTCs when ATMA monitor mode is used
					(even when both ATSR 13 and ATRA 13 are not used).
				The longest list of DTCs I've ever seen in ATMA monitor mode is in the following
					2 response messages which were sent one right after the other:
						8F 13 01 EE 01 10 11 13 20 21 23 30 31 33 40 41 64 A3 
        	                                86 13 01 EE 01 65 67 70 C5
					These show DTCs: 10 11 13 20 21 23 30 31 33 40 41 64 65 67 70.
			AE02 produces a several byte response composed of 4-byte multiples -- from 0 to 3 of them --
				where the 1st byte of each 4-byte multiple is a DTC which has not been cleared, and
				where the 2nd byte of each 4-byte multiple is an unknown number
					which also appears in the ECU 01 ADxx freeze frames, and
				where the 3rd & 4th bytes of each 4-byte multiple seem to always be "FF FF".
				The longest series of responses to ECU 01 AE02 (and its corresponding, preceding AE01) --
					that have been interpreted by https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html
					(as of 2015-08-31) and which appear to me to probably be real DTCs -- is the following:
						8B 13 01 EE 01 20 21 30 31 40 41 64 70 85 
						8F 13 01 EE 02 20 00 FF FF 21 00 FF FF 30 00 FF FF FE 8F 13 01 EE 02 31 00 FF FF 40 00 FF FF 41 00 FF FF 3F 8B 13 01 EE 02 64 01 FF FF 70 00 FF FF 60 <DATA ERROR
					where:
						* 1st line starts with 8B and is the EE01 response to AE01,
						* 2nd line is very long, since is 3 concatenated EE02 msgs -- starting with 8F, 8F, 8B --
						   that contain a total of 8 DTCs' 4-byte quadlets,
						* the first byte of each response -- 1 EE01 response and 3 EE02 responses --
						   are both bolded and italicized,
						* all the DTCs in the EE01 response are bolded, and
						* the first 2 bytes of the 8 different quadlets are bolded.
				In actuality, the ELM327 should ideally display this data in the following form:
						8B 13 01 EE 01 20 21 30 31 40 41 64 70 85 
						8F 13 01 EE 02 20 00 FF FF 21 00 FF FF 30 00 FF FF FE 
						8F 13 01 EE 02 31 00 FF FF 40 00 FF FF 41 00 FF FF 3F 
						8B 13 01 EE 02 64 01 FF FF 70 00 FF FF 60 
					However, the ABS sends the EE02 responses too quickly for the ELM327 to recognize the end of
					one (ISO 9141-2) response and the start of another.  So the ELM327 thinks all 3 EE02 responses 
					are 1 single response which has an invalid checksum.  Hence the "<DATA ERROR" suffix.
				When first composing this explanation, the longest series of multiple response(s) that I could imply
					had occurred were 24 (hex) = 36 bytes long (according to ATBD length 1st byte):
						24 8F 13 01 EE 02 10 00 FF FF 11 00 FF
				In that "previously longest observed ECU 01 AE02" case,
					since the 2nd byte of the ATBD buffer (ie, the 1st byte of the message) started with 8F,
					and since this indicated the message was 3 + 15 = 18 bytes long,
					we could assume there were 2 messages -- both 18 bytes long -- which equaled
					the 36 bytes reported by the ATBD's 1st byte.
				The ATBD buffer chopped off the tail end of the 1st message, but we could conclude
					that the 1st message was 8F 13 01 EE 02 10 00 FF FF 11 00 FF ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? cs.
				Since the DTCs were 10 11 20 30 40 70 at the time, we could probably conclude that
					the two 18-byte messages looked like:
					8F 13 01 EE 02 10 00 FF FF 11 00 FF ?? 20 ?? ?? ?? cs
					8F 13 01 EE 02 30 ?? ?? ?? 40 ?? ?? ?? 70 ?? ?? ?? cs.
				After beginning to use ATRA 13 in 2013-11,
					it became possible to see the complete responses without using the ATBD buffers.
				In one case, for DTCs 10 20 40 70, the ECU 01 AE02 produced these 2 responses:
					8F 13 01 EE 02 10 00 FF FF 20 00 FF FF 40 00 FF FF FD 
					87 13 01 EE 02 70 00 FF FF F9 
				In another case, for DTCs 40 41 70, the ECU 01 AE02 produced this 1 response:
					8F 13 01 EE 02 40 00 FF FF 41 00 FF FF 70 06 FF FF 84
				when the associated freeze frames were:
					86 13 01 ED 40 01 00 48 10
					86 13 01 ED 41 01 00 48 11
					86 13 01 ED 70 01 06 00 FE
				Note the similarity of the bolded items.
				I wouldn't be surprised if all the ECU 01 4-byte multiples are in the form of
					xx yy FF FF, where:
						xx = the DTC, 
						yy = some unknown entity which appears in the
					freeze frame as "86 13 01 ED xx 01 yy rr cs",
					and where rr in the freeze frame varies depending on the freeze frame 
					and cs in the freeze frame is the checksum.
				Maybe yy is some sort of flag and/or counter.
					It is true that I've seen the yy value for DTC 70 seem to monotonically increase over time.
					But I'm still not sure if this 2nd byte of the ECU 01 EE02 quadlets is really a counter.
					And if it is a counter, what is the meaning of the counter?
				Don't understand how to use this ECU 01 EE02 response, other than it is an alternative (but verbose) way 
					to read the ECU 01 DTCs by only looking at each of the xx numbers.
				Seems to me the simple list of DTCs in the ECU 01 EE01 response is sufficient knowledge for most purposes.
					Or better yet, you can use the ECU 01 EE03 response to read all the ECU 01 DTCs in a single response,
					even when there are > 12 ECU 01 DTCs.
				When there are no existing ECU 01 DTCs, this ECU 01 EE02 response has no data, ie, zero 4-byte multiples.
				NEW 13 ABS DTC CASE SEEN ON 2019-05-27!!!
					The longest series of responses to ECU 01 AE02
					(and its corresponding, preceding AE01, and its corresponding, succeeding AE03) --
					that have been interpreted by https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html
					(as of 2019-05-27), and which appear to me to probably be real DTCs, and
					which did not involve one of my cars -- is the following 13 ABS DTCs case
					in which the EE01 responses, EE02 responses, and EE03 response were interpreted
					as the following Gleanings):
						>AE01
						BUS INIT: ...OK
						8F 13 01 EE 01 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 3A 84 13 01 EE 01 80 07 <DATA ERROR
						 ------ ECU 01 has 13 DTCs: 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 80.
						 ------ (details for each DTC similar to that under AE03 below)
						>AE02
						8F 13 01 EE 02 10 00 FF FF 11 00 FF FF 20 00 FF FF CE 8F 13 01 EE 02 21 00 FF FF 30 00 FF FF 31 00 FF FF 0F 8F 13 01 EE 02 33 00 FF FF 40 00 FF FF 41 00 FF FF 41 8F 13 01 EE 02 64 00 FF FF 66 00 FF FF 67 00 FF FF BE 87 13 01 EE 02 80 16 FF FF 1F <DATA ERROR
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 10 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-311 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 11 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-321 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 20 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-312 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 21 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-322 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 30 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-313 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 31 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-323 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 33 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-213 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 40 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-314 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 41 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-324 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 64 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-141 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 66 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-144 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 67 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-143 related data).
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC 80 quadlet slot #2 = 16 hex =  22 (is DTC ABS-441 related data).
						>AE03
						8C 13 01 EE 03 03 03 0B 03 00 D0 00 01 00 76 
						 ------ ECU 01 has 13 total DTCs: 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 80.
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #1: 10 -> ABS-311 -- Left Front Wheel Sensor, open/short [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #2: 11 -> ABS-321 -- Left Front Wheel Sensor, irregular > 25 mph (ie, interference or excess oscillation > 40 km/h) [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #3: 20 -> ABS-312 -- Right Front Wheel Sensor, open/short [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #4: 21 -> ABS-322 -- Right Front Wheel Sensor, irregular > 25 mph (ie, interference or excess oscillation > 40 km/h) [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #5: 30 -> ABS-313 -- Left Rear Wheel Sensor, open/short [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #6: 31 -> ABS-323 -- Left Rear Wheel Sensor, irregular > 25 mph (ie, interference or excess oscillation > 40 km/h) [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #7: 33 -> ABS-213 -- Left Rear Wheel Sensor, wrong wheel speed (ie, signal absent yet circuit intact, or signal absent when moving off) [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch, or stuck emergency brake].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #8: 40 -> ABS-314 -- Right Rear Wheel Sensor, open/short [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #9: 41 -> ABS-324 -- Right Rear Wheel Sensor, irregular > 25 mph (ie, interference or excess oscillation > 40 km/h) [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #10: 64 -> ABS-141 -- Brake Pedal Sensor, short [or bad ABS module solders, wiring, brake pedal sensor, or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #11: 66 -> ABS-144 -- TRACS Disengaged to Avoid Front Brake Discs Overheating [or bad ABS module solders or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #12: 67 -> ABS-143 -- ??Missing or Faulty Vehicle Speed Signal from ABS module?? [or bad ABS module solders, ABS module memory fault, or otherwise faulty ABS module or ignition switch].
						 ------ ECU 01 DTC #13: 80 -> ABS-441 -- ABS Microprocessors, redundant calculations mismatch [or fuse 14 (ABS MAIN SUPPLY), bad ABS module solders, wheel sensor wiring close to interference, ignition switch, or bad ABS module].

						------ ECU 01 has 13 DTCs: 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 80.
						------ ECU 01 has 13 DTCs from AE02 quadlets: 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 80 
						------ ECU 01 DTC 10 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-311 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 11 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-321 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 20 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-312 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 21 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-322 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 30 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-313 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 31 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-323 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 33 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-213 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 40 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-314 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 41 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-324 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 64 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-141 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 66 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-144 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 67 quadlet slot #2 =  0 hex =   0 (is DTC ABS-143 related data).
						------ ECU 01 DTC 80 quadlet slot #2 = 16 hex =  22 (is DTC ABS-441 related data).
						------ ECU 01 has 13 total DTCs: 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 80.
					Note the following:
						* This is the first case encountered by KWPD3B0 interpreter of >12 ABS DTCs 
						   when it did *not* involve one of my cars.
						* The 2 concatenated ECU 01 EE01 responses are interpreted correctly as a single unit.
						* The 5 concatenated ECU 01 EE02 responses are interpreted correctly as a single unit.
						* The single ECU 01 EE03 response correctly detects all 13 ABS DTCs.
						* The first byte of each response -- 2 EE01 responses, 5 EE02 responses
						   1 EE03 response -- are both bolded and italicized.
						* All the DTCs in the two EE01 responses are bolded.
						* The first 2 bytes of the 13 different quadlets in the five EE02 responses are bolded.
						* All the data bytes in the one EE03 response are bolded.
					An ideal ELM327-compatible tool would properly detect start and end of responses and 
					list instead the following:
						>AE01
						BUS INIT: ...OK
						8F 13 01 EE 01 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 3A 
						84 13 01 EE 01 80 07 
						>AE02
						8F 13 01 EE 02 10 00 FF FF 11 00 FF FF 20 00 FF FF CE 
						8F 13 01 EE 02 21 00 FF FF 30 00 FF FF 31 00 FF FF 0F 
						8F 13 01 EE 02 33 00 FF FF 40 00 FF FF 41 00 FF FF 41 
						8F 13 01 EE 02 64 00 FF FF 66 00 FF FF 67 00 FF FF BE 
						87 13 01 EE 02 80 16 FF FF 1F 
						>AE03
						8C 13 01 EE 03 03 03 0B 03 00 D0 00 01 00 76 
			AE03 is a more concise way to show *all* the ECU 01 (ABS) DTCs, using a single EE03 response message
				instead of the 2 (or more) EE01 responses that may sometimes be required to the standard AE01 request.
				The single EE03 response can display *all* the ECU 01 DTCs, even when there are > 12 DTCs
					which would require at least two EE01 responses.
				The length of an ABS EE03 response is always constant, with and without DTCs, no matter how many
					ABS DTCs there are.
				To help you understand how the DTCs are encoded as single bits, let's look at how a single
					EE03 response represents each of the examples listed above for ECU 01 AE01...
					For 0 ABS DTCs, this response to AE03:
							8C 13 01 EE 03 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 91 
						is identical to this response to AE01:
							83 13 01 EE 01 86 
					For the 1 DTC: 40, this response to AE03:
							8C 13 01 EE 03 00 00 00 01 00 00 00 00 00 92 
						is identical to this response to AE01:
							84 13 01 EE 01 40 C7 
					For the 2 DTCs: 20 64, this response to AE03:
							8C 13 01 EE 03 00 01 00 00 00 10 00 00 00 A2
						is identical to this response to AE01:
							85 13 01 EE 01 20 64 0C 
					For the 3 DTCs: 40 41 70, this response to AE03:
							8C 13 01 EE 03 00 00 00 03 00 00 01 00 00 95 
						is identical to this response to AE01:
							86 13 01 EE 01 40 41 70 7A 
					For the 5 DTCs: 30 31 40 41 70, this response to AE03:
							8C 13 01 EE 03 00 00 03 03 00 00 01 00 00 98 
						is identical to this response to AE01:
							88 13 01 EE 01 30 31 40 41 70 DD 
					For the 6 DTCs: 10 11 20 30 40 70, this response to AE03:
							8C 13 01 EE 03 03 01 01 01 00 00 01 00 00 98 
						is identical to this response to AE01:
							89 13 01 EE 01 10 11 20 30 40 70 AD 
					For the 13 DTCs: 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 80, this response to AE03:
							8C 13 01 EE 03 03 03 0B 03 00 D0 00 01 00 76 
						is identical to these two responses to AE01 concatenated on a single line:
							8F 13 01 EE 01 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 3A 84 13 01 EE 01 80 07 <DATA ERROR
						and is identical to these two properly discerned responses to AE01 that appear
						on separate lines:
							8F 13 01 EE 01 10 11 20 21 30 31 33 40 41 64 66 67 3A 
							84 13 01 EE 01 80 07 
					For the 15 DTCs: 10 11 13 20 21 23 30 31 33 40 41 64 65 67 70, this single response to AE03:
							8C 13 01 EE 03 0B 0B 0B 03 00 B0 01 00 00 66 
						is identical to these 2 responses to AE01:
							8F 13 01 EE 01 10 11 13 20 21 23 30 31 33 40 41 64 A3 
        		                                86 13 01 EE 01 65 67 70 C5
				From these examples, you might be able to begin seeing a general pattern:
					ECU 01 EE03 slot 1 are flags for the 10-series of DTCs.
					    01 = DTC 10
					    03 = DTCs 10, 11
					    0B = DTCs 10, 11, 13
					ECU 01 EE03 slot 2 are flags for the 20-series of DTCs.
					    01 = DTC 20
					    03 = DTCs 20, 21
					    0B = DTCs 20, 21, 23
					ECU 01 EE03 slot 3 are flags for the 30-series of DTCs.
					    01 = DTC 30
					    03 = DTCs 30, 31
					    0B = DTCs 30, 31, 33
					ECU 01 EE03 slot 4 are flags for the 40-series of DTCs.
					    01 = DTC 40
					    03 = DTCs 40, 41
					ECU 01 EE03 slot 5 are flags for the 50-series of DTCs.
					    01 = DTC 50
					ECU 01 EE03 slot 6 are flags for the 60-series of DTCs.
					    10 = DTC 64
					    20 = DTC 65
					    B0 = DTCs 64, 65, 67
					    D0 = DTCs 64, 66, 67
					ECU 01 EE03 slot 7 are flags for the 70-series of DTCs.
					    01 = DTC 70
					ECU 01 EE03 slot 8 are flags for the 80-series of DTCs.
					    01 = DTC 80
					ECU 01 EE03 slot 9 are flags for the 90-series of DTCs (which I think do not exist).
					    01 = DTC 90
				where:
					the "slot" # is the byte # after the "EE 03", and 
				from which we might predict:
					No ECU 01 DTC will have a "ones" hex digit of 8-F.  
	                                        It appears each ABS DTC's "ones" hex digit must be 0-7, so it can be represented by 
						one of the 8 bits allowed for each of the "tens" hex digits 1-9.
					To put it another way, from this we might conclude the full set of ECU 01 DTCs comes from the set of:
						10-17, 20-27, 30-37, 40-47, 50-57, 60-67, 70-77, 80-87, 90-97.
						I'm not saying all of those DTCs would be used.
						I'm just suggesting that the ABS raw hex DTC #s likely fit within those ranges.
			AE34 produces the response with header of 84 13 01 EE 34 00 cs.
				So far, it's of no use.  As of 2016-04-03, it has never once been observed to have a value
					different from 00 -- in over 3.5 years.  Consequently, as of volvo850diag v0.8beta46,
					it ceased to be scanned (until such time that its meaning is known, 
					it is added to the interpreter, and a non-zero value can be cajoled from it).
			All possible ECU 01 AExx values have been tested.
				xx = 01, 02-03, 34 produce positive acks.
				xx = 00, 04-33, 35-FF fail with error 12.
				xx = 04 fail with error 12 (in at least one V70).
			3-byte ECU 01 AExxyy commands are not allowed.
	AF Clear DTC
			Works for both 850 and S70/V70/C70/XC70 as AF01
				(if preceded by ATSH 83 01 13, as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			Also, works as AF01 / ATBD.
			The following values have been tested for ECU 01 AFxx:
				xx = 01 clears the DTCs.
				xx = 00, 02 fail with error 12.
	B9 Read Data Block By Offset
			Works for both 850 and S70/V70/C70/XC70 as B9xx, where xx = 0F, F0
				(if preceded by ATSH 83 01 13, as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13 or ATRA 13).
			Also, works partially as B9F0 / ATBD, though can't see all the data as can be seen
				when using ELM327 in ATMA mode and monitoring Vol-FCR communication, or
				(as just mentioned) when B9F0 is preceded by normal KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13 or ATRA 13, 
				and ATSH 83 01 13.
			If your ELM327 device has v1.2 (or higher) functionality 
				*and* you have performed both the standard KWPD3B0 setup:
					ATZ thru ATSR 13 (or ATRA 13 if your ELM327 implements the ATRA command)
				*and* the setup for the specific ECU:
					ATIIA xx / ATWM 82 xx 13 A1 / ATSH 83 xx 13, where xx is ECU #,
				then there should be no reason to use ATBD and there should *not* be any problem of having the
				response "chopped off" after 12 bytes.
			Also, works as B90F / ATBD, though don't understand its data.
			All possible ECU 01 B9xx requests have been tested.
				xx = 0F, F0 produces positive acks with data.
				xx = 00-0C, 0E, 10-6F, 71, 73-EF, F1-FF fail with error 12.
				xx = 0D, 70, 72 fail with error 80.
			The following values have been tested for ECU 01 B9xx00:
				xx = 00-03, F0-F1 fail with error 12.
			The following values have been tested for ECU 01 B9xx01:
				xx = 00-03, F0 fail with error 12.
		I find it interesting that, for ECU 01, the 3-byte commands can be used for A5 and AD,
			but not for the AE, AF, and B9 commands.

	ECU 29 - ECC (only available in S70/V70/C70/XC70 [not available in 850 ])
	A0 Stop Communication
	A1 No Operation Performed (keep alive)
	A5 Read Current Data By Offset (used for live data)
			(fill this in later)
	AD Read Freeze Frame By DTC
			(fill this in later)
	AE Read DTC
			Does not work for 850.
			Works for S70/V70/C70/XC70 as AExx, where xx = 01-02, 04, 06
				(if preceded by ATSH 83 29 13,
				as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			Does *not* work as zero-padded AExx00, where xx=01 (when preceded by ATSH 84 29 13).
			AE01 reads the DTCs.
				The longest response to AE01 that has been observed was for 3 DTCs:
			             >AE01
			             86 13 29 EE 01 37 23 36 41 
			AE02 also produces a several byte response, 
				where there are 0 to ?? quadlets of 4-bytes each
					[somewhat similar (as far as overall structure) to how there were up to 3 quadlets for ECU 01 AE02],
				where the 1st byte equals a DTC #,
				and the 2nd byte (of this ECU 29 AE02) is a counter of some sort,
				and the 3rd and 4th bytes seem to always be FF FF.
				Some examples seen so far are: 
				- ECU 29 no DTC case:
					83 13 29 EE 02 AF 
				- ECU 29 one (1) DTC case, where DTC = 37:
					87 13 29 EE 02 37 20 FF FF 08
				  or, more generally:
					87 13 29 EE 02 xx yy FF FF cs
				  where xx = DTC, yy = counter, and cs = checksum.
				- ECU 29 two (2) DTCs case, where DTCs = 24, 38:
					8B 13 29 EE 02 24 C7 FF FF 38 7D FF FF 53 
				So far the longest example seen of an ECU 29 EE02 response is for 2 DTCs' counters.
			AE04 produces a positive response, but has never included any data, so it seems useless.
			AE06 produces a positive response, but has never included any data, so it seems useless.
			All possible ECU 29 AExx values have been tested (on my '98 S70 GLT).
				xx = 01-02, 04, 06 produce positive acks.
				xx = 00, 03, 05, 07-FF fail with error 12.
	AF Clear DTC
			(fill the rest in later)
	B9 Read Data Block By Offset
			(fill the rest in later)

	ECU 2D - VGLA (only available in S70/V70/C70/XC70 [not available in 850 ])
	VGLA = Volvo Guard Lock and Alarm.
	A0 Stop Communication
			Works also as one of the long forms: A00000 or A00100 (when header set as ATSH 84 2D 13).
	A1 No Operation Performed (keep alive)
			Works also as one of the long forms: A10000, A10100, A1FF00, A1FFFF, or A155AA 
				(when header set as ATSH 84 2D 13).
				- See _417_20190505_ examples.
				- Probably any request beginning with A1, matched with the correct header set by ATSH, will work,
					eg, ATSH 82 2D 13 / A1, ATSH 83 2D 13 / A100, ATSH 85 2D 13 / A10000 0000, etc.
	A5 Read Current Data By Offset (used for live data)
			(fill this in later)
	AD Read Freeze Frame By DTC
			(fill this in later)
	AE Read DTC
			Does not work for 850.
			Works for S70/V70/C70/XC70 as AExx, where xx = 01-02, 05
				(if preceded by ATSH 83 2D 13,
				as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			Also known to work as 00-padded AExx00, where xx=01 (when preceded by ATSH 84 2D 13).
			AE01 (or AE0100) reads the DTCs.
				ECU 2D no DTC case:
					>AE01
					83 13 2D EE 01 B2 
				The longest response to AE01 that has been observed was for 5 DTCs:
					>AE01
					88 13 2D EE 01 4C 51 64 4D 4F 54 
			AE02 also produces a several byte response, 
				where there are 0 to ?? quadlets of 4-bytes each
					[somewhat similar (as far as overall structure) to how there were up to 3 quadlets for ECU 01 AE02],
				where the 1st byte equals a DTC #,
				and the 2nd byte (of this ECU 2D AE02) is a counter of some sort,
				and the 3rd and 4th bytes seem to always be FF FF.
				Some examples seen so far are: 
				- ECU 2D no DTC case:
					83 13 2D EE 02 B3
				- ECU 2D five (5) DTCs case, where DTCs = 4C, 51, 64, 4D, 4F:
					97 13 2D EE 02 4C 08 FF FF 51 9F FF FF 64 00 FF FF 4D E8 FF FF 4F E8 FF FF D1 
				So far the longest example seen of an ECU 2D EE02 response is for 5 DTCs' counters.
			AE05 produces a positive response, but has never been observed with any data.
				However, there are very limited sightings of it so far.
				More scanning is needed to develop any conclusions whether it is useless or not.
			All possible ECU 2D AExx values have been tested (on my '98 S70 GLT).
				xx = 01-02, 05 produce positive acks.
				xx = 00, 03-04, 06-FF fail with error 12.
	AF Clear DTC
			(fill the rest in later)
		B0 Input Output Control By Offset
			Unknown what the valid commands are.
			See _417_20190505_ for these invalid examples.
			- B00101 produces "7F B0 12" error when preceded by 84 2D 13.
			- B0A001 produces "7F B0 12" error when preceded by 84 2D 13.
			- B0A00100 produces "7F B0 12" error when preceded by 85 2D 13.
			- B001 produces "7F B0 12" error when preceded by 83 2D 13.
			- B0A0 produces "7F B0 12" error when preceded by 83 2D 13.
			- B10100 produces "7F B1 11" error when preceded by 84 2D 13.
				That probably implies B1 is not an allowed ECU 2D function.
	B9 Read Data Block By Offset
			Does not work for 850.
			Works for S70/V70/C70/XC70 as B9xx, where xx = 24-26, 28-2B, F0-F2
				(if preceded by ATSH 83 2D 13,
				as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			Also known to work as 00-padded B9xx00, where xx = 24-26, 28-2B, F0-F2
				(when preceded by ATSH 84 2D 13).
			All possible ECU 2D B9xx values were tested 2016-06-11 (on my '98 S70 GLT).
				xx = 24-26, 28-2B, F0-F2 produce positive acks.
				xx = 00-20, 27, 2C, 30-EF, F3-FF fail with error 12
					(ie, "7F B9 12", which indicates those subfunctions are not implemented).
				xx = 21-23, 2D-2F fail with error 33
					(ie, "7F B9 33", which indicates "Security Access Denied - Security Access Requested").
			Following ECU 2D B9xx00 values were tested 2019-05-14 (on my '98 S70 GLT).
				xx = 24-26, 28-2B, F0-F2 produce positive acks.

	ECU 2E - Power Seat Left and 
	ECU 2F - Power Seat Right
	A0 Stop Communication
			Works also as the long form A00000 (when header set as ATSH 84 2E 13 or ATSH 84 2F 13).
	A1 No Operation Performed (keep alive)
	A5 Read Current Data By Offset (used for live data)
			All possible ECU 2F A5xx01 requests have been tested.
				xx = 01-0C produce positive acks with data.
				xx = 00, 0D-FF fail with error 12.
			ECU 2E reacts the same way for the subset of xx that has been tested for it.
	AD Read Freeze Frame By DTC
			All possible ECU 2F ADxx00 requests have been tested.
				xx = 00-1B produce positive acks,
					but it only contains an echo of the original request with the AD changed to ED.
					There is no differentiation of the non-DTC and existing DTC values.
				xx = 1C-FF fail with error 12.
			Seems uninformative and totally useless to me.
			ECU 2E reacts the same way for the subset of xx that has been tested for it.
	AE Read DTC
			Works for both 850 and S70/V70/C70/XC70 as AExx, where xx = 01-02
				(if preceded by ATSH 83 2E 13 or ATSH 83 2F 13, as appropriate, 
				as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			Works for 850 only as AExx00, where xx = 01-02 
				(if preceded by ATSH 84 2E 13 or ATSH 84 2F 13, as appropriate,
				as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			ATSH 83 2E 13 / AExx / ATBD and ATSH 83 2F 13 / AExx / ATBD can also be used, 
				though it is not suggested.
			AE01 (or AE0100) reads the DTCs.
				The longest responses to AE01 that have been observed were for 8 DTCs:
			             >AE01
			             8B 13 2E EE 01 14 17 00 08 0F 07 06 05 0F 
				and:
				     >AE0100
				     8B 13 2E EE 01 14 0B 0A 17 0C 05 09 0D 22
			AE02 (or AE0200) produces a several byte response, 
				where the 1st byte equaled the only DTC present at the time,
				and the meaning of the other bytes is unknown.
				The response was EE 02 14 FF 00 01 cs.
				Don't understand how to use this.
				Seems to me the simple list of DTCs in the EE01 response is sufficient knowledge.
				The following ECU 2E 5 DTCs situation was observed by kwpd3b0_interpreter on 2016-04-09:
			             >AE01
			             BUS INIT: ...OK
			             88 13 2E EE 01 14 17 07 0B 0A FF 
			             >AE02
			             93 13 2E EE 02 14 FF 00 01 17 FF 01 01 07 FF 02 01 0B FF 01 01 05 87 13 2E EE 02 0A FF B4 01 76 <DATA ERROR
				and can more simply be written as follows:
			             >AE01
			             88 13 2E EE 01 14 17 07 0B 0A FF 
			             >AE02
			             93 13 2E EE 02 14 FF 00 01 17 FF 01 01 07 FF 02 01 0B FF 01 01 05 
			             87 13 2E EE 02 0A FF B4 01 76 
				from which we see the responses to ECU 2E/2F AE02 contain up to 4 DTC counters.
				The following even longer ECU 2E 8 DTCs situation was observed by kwpd3b0_interpreter on 2016-10-16:
			             >AE01
			             BUS INIT: ...OK
			             8B 13 2E EE 01 14 17 00 08 0F 07 06 05 0F 
			             >AE02
			             93 13 2E EE 02 14 FF 00 01 17 FF 18 01 00 FF 00 01 08 FF 64 01 73 93 13 2E EE 02 0F FF 01 01 07 FF 64 01 06 FF 64 01 05 FF 64 01 12 <DATA ERROR 
				and can more simply be written as follows:
			             >AE01
			             8B 13 2E EE 01 14 17 00 08 0F 07 06 05 0F 
			             >AE02
			             93 13 2E EE 02 14 FF 00 01 17 FF 18 01 00 FF 00 01 08 FF 64 01 73 
			             93 13 2E EE 02 0F FF 01 01 07 FF 64 01 06 FF 64 01 05 FF 64 01 12 
				from which we again see the responses to ECU 2E/2F AE02 contain up to 4 DTC counters.
			All possible ECU 2F AExx00 requests have been tested.
				xx = 01-02 produce positive acks with data.
				xx = 00, 03-FF fail with error 12.
			ECU 2E reacts the same way for the subset of xx that has been tested for it.
	AF Clear DTC
			Works best as AF0100, but AF01 / ATBD can also be used.
			The following values have been tested for ECU 2F AFxx00 (and AFxx / ATBD):
				xx = 01 clears the DTCs.
	B9 Read Data Block By Offset
			Works great as B9xx00, where xx = 01-03, 14-1C, F0. 
			Also works as B9xx / ATBD, though can't see all the data as can be seen with B90300,
				B91700, and B9F000, or
				when using ELM327 in ATMA mode and monitoring Vol-FCR communication.
				Consequently, this B9xx / ATBD approach is discouraged.
			B9F000 is the Hardware and Software versions.
			All the other B9xx00 values (where xx = 01-03, 14-1C) are of unknown meaning.
			All possible ECU 2F B9xx00 requests have been tested.
				xx = 01-03, 14-1C, F0 produce positive acks with data.
				xx = 00, 1D-EF, F1-FF fail with error 12.
				xx = 04-13 fail with error 80.
			ECU 2E reacts the same way for the subset of xx that has been tested for it.
		Some car's Power Seat ECUs do not  respond with positive acks to all the xx values that I've listed above
		as responding with a positive ack on my '97 850 T5.  These discrepancies have not been analyzed in detail.
		So don't be alarmed if on your car, there may be a few cases that do not respond with positive acks,
		but instead respond with error 12.  It's no big deal.

	ECU 51 - COMBI
	A0 Stop Communication
			Works also as the long form A00000 (when header set as ATSH 84 51 13).
	A1 No Operation Performed (keep alive)
	A5 Read Current Data By Offset (used for live data)
			All possible ECU 51 A5xx01 values have been tested.
				xx = 00 fails with error 12.
				xx = 01-09 produce positive acks with data.
				xx = 0A-0C produce positive acks with data on my '98 S70 GLT (and presumably other SVC70),
					      but fail with error 12 on 850.
				xx = 0D-FF fail with error 12.
			This ECU 51 A5xx data can be quite useful.  The best explanation for them on my site is to issue:
				A50101
				A50201
				A50301
				A50401
				A50501
				A50601
				A50701
				A50801
				A50901
			then paste those requests and their associated responses into the
 				https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html page's 
				"Paste Volvo 850/SVC70 communication here" box to see them interpreted.
			A very short explanation follows...
			A50101 - Vehicle Speed.
			A50201 - Fuel level.
			A50301 - Fuel level.
			A50401 - Coolant temperature.  This can be used as an alternative to the
					emission diagnostic's 0105 value.
			A50501 - Engine RPM.
			A50601 - COMBI (Status) Flags (including a SERVICE light flag, a LOW FUEL flag, etc).
					There are both similarities and differences between the 850 COMBI Flags and the
					S70/V70/C70/XC70 COMBI Flags.
			A50701 - A combination of A50101 thru A50601, along with A50801, and
					B903 (Vehicle Mileage) and B908 (Engine Hours since Last Service Interval Reset).
					For the S70/V70/C70/XC70, A50A01 and A50B01 is also included in that combination.
					So reading A50701 is a way to read Vehicle Speed, Engine RPM, Coolant Temp, Fuel Level, 
						SERVICE light flag, LOW FUEL flag, and other COMBI Flags, Engine Hours, Vehicle Mileage,
						Ambient Temp (for SVC70 only), and Instantaneous Fuel Consumption (for SVC70 only) --
						all with a single command.  Nifty!
					The 850 has a shorter response to A50701 compared to the S70/V70/C70/XC70 response.
			A50801 - Fuel Level.
			A50901 - Same format as A50701, but sometimes has different values.
					A50901 can also be used to read a slew of parameters with a single command.
					The 850 has a shorter response to A50901 compared to the S70/V70/C70/XC70 response.
					The 850's EF09 response is almost always very similar or the same as the EF07 response,
						whereas the S70/V70/C70/XC70's EF09 response is oftentimes some significantly
						different time in the past (as judged by the Engine Hours and Vehicle Mileage values) --
						much like how you would expect a Pending DTC mechanism would work.
			A50A01 - Ambient Temp (instantaneous).  This has only been observed on my '98 S70 GLT.
			A50B01 - Fuel Consumption (instantaneous).  This has only been observed on my '98 S70 GLT.
			A50C01 - Ambient Temp (damped).  This has only been observed on my '98 S70 GLT.
	A7 Read Current Data By Address (can communicate, but haven't figured out how to make good use of it)
			Got a positive ack and data when using A700 aabb 01xx commands,
				where aabb = 0000 - 1300, and xx = 01 - 0A.
				Values of xx >= 0B yield error 7F A7 31.
			Presumably aabb could go a lot higher.
			The data values seemed to start repeating at aabb = 0480 (hex),
				where the repeated value always equaled the aa of aabb.
			Looked at each individual value for aabb = 0000 - 0480 using the sequence:
				A700 0000 0108
				A700 0008 0108
				A700 0010 0108
					.
					.
				>a700 03c8 0108
				>a700 03d0 0108
				>a700 03d8 0108
				>a700 03d7 0108
				>a700 03e0 0108
				>a700 03df 0108
				>a700 03de 0108
				>a700 03dc 0108
				>------ Just finished verifying that the way I'm specifying address is truly showing the
				>------ sequential values at the monotonically increasing "8 at a time" addresses.
				>a700 03e0 0108
				>a700 03e8 0108
				>a700 03f0 0108
					.
					.
				>a700 0470 0108
				>a700 0478 0108
				>a700 0480 0108
			then periodic values up through aabb = 1300.
	A9 Stop Data Transmission (tried to stop a runaway A50702 that was accidentily typed instead of A50701,
				but uncertain if it worked or not).
	AD Read Freeze Frame By DTC
			Works as ADxx00, where xx is an existing DTC.
				So far only xx = 01, 02, 05, 06, 0B, 0C, 0D, 0F, and 11 have been observed to have any data
				past the "DTC exists" flag byte.
				- A slew of 850 and S70/V70/C70/XC70 owners have submitted ECU 51 EE 01, EE 02, or EE 05
				   responses which continue to add to the list of ECU 51 raw DTCs (seen in one form or another):
						01 02 03 04 05 06 07 09 0A 0B 0C 0D 0E 0F 11,
				   though 11 appears to be an internal DTC (on 850) which never appears as a response to 
				   ECU 51 AE01 or AE02 (though it has been seen in a response to ECU 51 AE05).
				- So, eventually more of the DTCs will probably manifest COMBI freeze frames that happen to be scanned
				   and submitted to kwpd3b0_interpreter.
			For the 850, ADxx00 returns a positive ack for every xx = 00-FF.
			For the SVC70, ADxx00 returns a positive ack for every xx = 01-11
				(except that a few SVC70 return the "7F AD 12" error to an AD0E00 request,
				which I presume means those cars do not have a Trip Computer,
				so they can not generate ECU 51 DTC 0E).
			ADxx00, where xx is an existing DTC, returns a positive ack (for both 850 and SVC70).
				Its data begins with a 01 flag, which probably indicates the
				DTC is present, followed by data that looks almost exactly like the data
				returned for A50701 (or A50901).
				Note: In the ECU 51 EDxx (positive ack of ADxx00), I number the slots
				after the EDxx and before the checksum as slot 0 thru slot 10,
				so that the slot 1-10 numbering is the same between ADxx00 and A50701/A50901.
				ECU 51 slot 0 is what I call its "DTC present" flag.
				This message is interpreted by https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html.
			ADxx00, where xx is not an existing DTC -- yet the DTC may exist for that car -- 
				also returns a positive ack (for both the 850 and SVC70).
				However, the value returned is simply a 00 flag, which apparently indicates
				the DTC is not present.
			ADxx00, where xx is not an existing DTC, and  the DTC cannot exist for that car -- 
				behaves differently between the 850 and the SVC70.  In this case:
				- For the 850, this situation returns a positive ack and the value is simply a 00 flag,
				  apparently indicating the DTC is not present.
				- For the SVC70, this situation fails with error 12.
				The way that the SVC70 handle this is the more appropriate way,
				since it indicates not only that the DTC does not exist, but that it cannot exist.
			Normally, this ADxx00 data is cleared when an AF0100 is issued to Clear DTCs.
				The several bytes of data are then replaced with the single flag byte of 00.
				Note: Sometimes the freeze frame may be retained, even when the 
	  				DTC has disappeared.  For example, I have a freeze frame for DTC 11.  
					I never saw the DTC 11 manifested, so I never cleared it.
					But this freeze frame for DTC 11 still remains several months later,
					even though I have cleared a DTC 05 once after the mileage contained
					in the DTC 11 freeze frame.  Maybe the DTC 11 had cleared on its own?!?!,
					so when the Clear DTCs was issued to clear DTC 05 (and other DTCs), 
					the DTC 11 freeze frame was not even looked at.  
					Maybe, maybe not.  Time will tell.
			See 2012-08-23, 2012-09-18, 2013-06-19, and especially 2013-07-05 logs for ADxx00 examples.
			ADxx01 also can return the ECU 51 freeze frames, however, its flag byte is always 01,
				regardless whether the DTC is existent or not, so it is advisable to use the
				ADxx00 form instead.
			ADxx01 returns a positive ack for every one of the 850's xx = 00-FF,
				though only xx = 11 has been observed to have any data
				at some time, either in the past or at present
				(since it was tested after DTCs 02, 05, and 06 were cleared).
			See 2013-06-19 and 2013-07-05 logs for ADxx01 examples.
			See the 2012-09-18 _027_ log for a comparison between 3 different Freeze Frames.
			See ecu_51_non-zero_freeze_frames.log dated 2013-07-03 for a list of 4 different Freeze Frames.
	AE Read DTC
			Works for both 850 and S70/V70/C70/XC70 as AExx, where xx = 01-02, 04-05 
				(if preceded by ATSH 83 51 13, as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			Works for 850 also as AExx00, where xx = 01-02, 04-05 
				(if preceded by ATSH 84 51 13, as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			AE01 (or AE0100) reads ECU 51 (COMBI) DTCs.
				- AE01 reads ECU 51 (COMBI) DTCs for both '96-'97 850 and '97-'98 S70/V70/C70/XC70.
				- AE0100 reads ECU 51 (COMBI) DTCs for '96-'97 850 only.
				- The most COMBI DTCs that kwpd3b0_interpreter has observed so far is 9, 
				   and that was when someone was bench-testing an ECU 51.
				- Note: As of 2015-11-10, we now know from Online Technical Publications
					    Volvo 850 Repair Manuals DVD (OTP-TP-51956)'s documents' pages:
					     - '96-'97 850 COMBI (VDO) (TP-3801032), p24, and
					     - '98 S70/V70/C70 COMBI (Yazaki) (TP-3802201), p20, 
					    (where the page number is that of the scanned page, 
					    not the Locklizard Safeguard secure viewer page number)
					    that:
					    * there are a maximum of 10 COMBI DTCs before they start getting overwritten, and
					    * the way that old COMBI DTCs are overwritten differs between the 
					      '96-'97 850 COMBI by VDO and the '98 S70/V70/C70 COMBI by Yazaki,
					      where the VDO overwrites 1st DTC when the 11th DTC is received,
					      and the Yazaki overwrites 6th thru 10th DTCs when DTCs 11-15 are received.
			AE02 (or AE0200) also produces a several byte response, 
				where there are 0 to 10 quadlets of 4-bytes each
					[somewhat similar (as far as overall structure) to how there were up to 3 quadlets for ECU 01 AE02],
				where the 1st byte equals a DTC #,
				and the 2nd byte (of this ECU 51 AE02) is a counter of the # of times that there has been 
					at least one movement, either forwards or backwards, after the engine was started,
					**AND**   [corrected definition on 2018-10-16 from "DTC age counter" to "DTC inactivity counter"]
					the DTC is inactive (ie, the DTC's underlying cause(s) have vanished and not reappeared),
				and the 3rd and 4th bytes seem to always be FF FF.
				- For each engine start, the counter in the 2nd byte will increment:
				   * 0 times, if there is not (enough) forward or backward movement by the time the engine is turned off, or
				   * 1 time, when the first (sufficiently large enough or fast enough) forward or backward movement
				      occurs after the engine was started.
				   It never increments more than once for each engine start, no matter how many times
				   the car goes through the vehicle speed = 0 to non-zero transition.
					Note: If you move 15-30 feet (5-10 meters) with typical acceleration or deceleration
						 when preparing to leave your driveway, the counter will increment.  But if you
						 move that distance very, very slowly, the counter will sometimes not increment.
						 That's what makes me think, the counter incrementing might occur when the
						 vehicle speed transitions from 0 to a non-zero value.
					Note (UPDATE):
						 As of 2015-11-10, we now know from OTP Volvo 850 DVD pages:
						 - '96-'97 850 COMBI (VDO) (TP-3801032), p24, and
						 - '98 S70/V70/C70 COMBI (Yazaki) (TP-3802201), p20, 
						 that these COMBI DTC counters are triggered when 3 things have occurred:
						 - ignition on,
						 - engine speed > 500 RPM,
						 - vehicle speed > 20 km/h (12 mph)],
				- Probably the most common example is the DTC 05 which manifests for Low Fuel.
				  For example purposes, assume the car is moving when ECU 51 DTC 05 manifests.
				  Then immediately after DTC 05 manifested we would see:
					>AE02
					87 13 51 EE 02 05 00 FF FF DE 
				  If the car is then stopped, the engine is turned off, then the engine is turned back on,
				  and we scan again, we will still see:
					>AE02
					87 13 51 EE 02 05 00 FF FF DE 
				  If we then backup or start driving forward -- either way -- then immediately scan again, we see:
					>AE02
					87 13 51 EE 02 05 01 FF FF DF 
				  If we continue to drive for 2 hours, starting and stopping many times, but never turning the
				  engine off, and if we scanned again many times during those 2 hours, we would still see:
					>AE02
					87 13 51 EE 02 05 01 FF FF DF 
				  If we then turn the engine off, then turn it back on -- either immediately or any # of days later --
				  and we scanned again, after turning on the engine, but before moving the car any,
				  we would still see:
					>AE02
					87 13 51 EE 02 05 01 FF FF DF 
				  But once we move the car forwards or backwards enough so the vehicle speed 
				  appears as a non-zero value -- 
				  [which, according to what OTP Volvo 850 DVD says, 
				  presumably exceeded 14 hex, ie, 20 km/h, ie, 12 mph] --
				  and we then scan again, we see the counter has incremented:
					>AE02
					87 13 51 EE 02 05 02 FF FF E0 
				- A Thailand owner of (apparently) an 850 which had ECU 51 DTCs 05 and 03, submitted
				  the following 4 cases to kwpd3b0_interpreter.html with several days between each one:
					>AE02
				        8B 13 51 EE 02 05 CD FF FF 03 BD FF FF 6D
					>AE02
				        8B 13 51 EE 02 05 D5 FF FF 03 C5 FF FF 7D
					>AE02
				        8B 13 51 EE 02 05 E1 FF FF 03 D1 FF FF 95
					>AE02
				        8B 13 51 EE 02 05 F1 FF FF 03 E1 FF FF B5
				   From this, I infer that (probably) all ECU 51 DTCs' AE02 counters behave the same way -- 
				   ie, they increment upon first sufficient movement after engine start -- regardless of DTC #.
				- Note: When an ECU 51 AE02 DTC ("engine start with accompanying movement") counter increments
				  from FE to FF, then: a) the DTC is automatically cleared, b) its freeze frame is automatically cleared,
				  and c) its AE02 DTC counter disappears.
				- The kwpd3b0_interpreter calls these ECU 51 AE02 counters: "DTC inactivity counters"
				   [corrected definition on 2018-10-16 from "DTC age counters" to "DTC inactivity counters"].
				- Seems to me the simple list of DTCs in the EE01 response is sufficient knowledge
				  for determining the DTCs, but this AE02 request might be used to estimate when the DTCs
				  will disappear on their own, and this AE02 request might be used to very roughly estimate
				  when any affected DTC occurred if a freeze frame is not available and
				  an average counts/day or average counts/week can be determined from previous 
				  observations of an owner's (repeated, predictable) daily or weekly driving pattern.
				- However, if the EE01 response failed to be read, you can still read the ECU 51 DTCs
				  using this EE02 response.
				- So far, there have been no observed series of multi-line ECU 51 EE02 responses,
				  and the longest single ECU 51 EE02 response observed by kwpd3b0_interpreter.html
				  has been for 9 DTCs (while the COMBI was being bench-tested).
			AE04 (or AE0400) produces a positive response, but has never included any data,
				so it seems useless.
			AE05 (or AE0500) produces what appears to be a list of COMBI DTCs,
				which presumably is a list of (at least a subset of) DTCs which have appeared on this COMBI
				at sometime in the past.  I refer to ECU 51 AE05 as the COMBI "historical DTCs".
				- In my '97 850 T5 case, the response was EE 05 02 05 06 0B cs.
				   I've seen DTCs 02, 05, and 06 in my 850's AE01, but haven't seen an ECU 51 DTC 0B.
				   I've also seen a DTC 11 freeze frame, though I never saw its DTC -- either in AE01 or AE05.
				   [ECU 51 DTC 11 appears to be some sort of "internal" DTC.]
				- This is definitely not just a history since the last Service Light Reset.
				   It's more expansive than that and probably includes the lifetime of the COMBI
				   (or some sort of "usually long" period in the lifetime of the COMBI).
				- After seeing other 850 / V70 / XC70's AE01, AE02, and AE05 values,
				  this is thought to be a list of COMBI DTCs which have been set sometime 
				  during the lifetime of the COMBI, where the list is arranged in increasing
				  numerical order.  However, since at least one case has been observed in which
				  the DTC # for an unerased DTC did *not* appear in the AE05 response,
				  a more comprehensive explanation might be -- ...??hmmm??...??not sure?? --
				  Maybe its a persistent DTC (or at least one that isn't cleared for a significant length of time).
				  Alternatively, maybe a DTC is added to the AE05 list once it is cleared,
				  regardless what has happened to its AE02 counter.  Time will tell.
				  If it's the latter case, then we'll just change the first sentence of this paragraph
				  from "which have been set" to say "which have been cleared", then remove 
				  all further explanations.
				- If it doesn't mean "important, historical DTCs" then maybe it means
				   "DTCs that a dealer should know have occurred at some point in the life of this COMBI"
				   or your guess is as good as mine.
				- In any case, for the time being I'll still call it the "historical DTCs" since they do remain
				   for long periods of time, and seem to be seldom if ever cleared in most COMBIs.
				- This set of "historical DTCs" (or whatever it is) *can* be cleared somehow.
				   * That happened on my '98 S70 GLT one time, but I don't have a clear understanding of
				      exactly what I did to cause ECU 51 AE05 to lose all its previous memory of DTC #s.
				   * Also, the "clearing of COMBI historical DTCs" -- at the same time that ECU 51 DTC 02 and DTC 06
				      were cleared -- was observed on a German SVC70 TDI w/ ECU 11 on 2017-05-14.
				- Surprisingly, kwpd3b0_interpreter.html has only seen 1 850 in which the ECU 51 AE05
				   COMBI's "historical DTCs" list has grown to include 1 or more DTCs (which were known
				   to exist at some time in the car's past).  [That case was interpreted on 2017-05-29.]
			See OBDII_ELM327_009_get_another_COMBI_reading_of_used_Read_Data_Block_msgs.txt
				for the ECU 51 AE02 and AE05 examples, or, better yet, see ecu_51_ee02_responses_uniq.txt
				and ecu_51_ae02_ae05_responses_850comm_log.txt, and any updates from
				kwpd3b0_interpreter since 2014-08-06.
			See ecu_51_ae05_850_s70_unique_examples_(as_of_20170307).txt for unique ECU 51 AE05 examples.
			All possible ECU 51 ATSH 84 51 13 / AExx00 values have been tested (at least in my '97 850 T5).
				xx = 01-02, 04-05 produce positive acks (in 850).
				xx = 01-02, 04-05 fail with error 12 (on SVC70).
				xx = 00, 03, 06-FF fail with error 12 (in my '97 850 T5).
			All possible ATSH 83 51 13 / ECU 51 AExx values have been tested.
				xx = 01-02, 04-05 produce positive acks (in both 850 and S70/V70/C70/XC70).
				xx = 00, 03, 06-FF fail with error 12 (in my '97 850 T5 and my '98 S70 GLT).
				xx = 03 fail with error 12 (in at least one V70).
			Similar results seem to be obtained with AExx01 (on an 850) instead of AExx00,
				but I suggest using AExx, without either the 00 or 01 suffix, to standardize the usage
				between the COMBI of the '96-'97 850 and '98 S70/V70/C70/XC70.
	AF Clear DTC
			Works best as ATSH 83 51 13 / AF01.
			If you have a '97-'98 S70/V70/C70/XC70 and can't seem to get your COMBI DTCs cleared,
				see the following question near the bottom of this FAQ:
					How to overcome problem of COMBI unable to Clear DTCs?
			The following values have been tested for ECU 51 AFxx:
				xx = 01 clears the DTCs.
				xx = 02-03 returns a positive ack (and might also clear the DTCs).
				xx = 00 fails with error 12.
		B0 Input Output Control By Offset
			Works as B030 and B031, where:
				B030 / B230 resets SRI (ie, resets SERVICE Reminder Intervals, aka resets the SERVICE light).
				B031 tests the gauges in the '96-'97 850 Instrument Cluster.
					Seems to also be usable as B031 / B231.
			The following values have been tested for ECU 51 B0xx:
				xx = 30 resets 850 SRI (*after* the corresponding B230 is performed on an 850).
				xx = 31 tests the gauges.  [Seems to only work for the 850.]
			Few other values have been tested (due to fear of damaging the COMBI).
			For better explanations of B030 / B230, 
				see the "Reset SRI (ie, Reset SERVICE Light) -- manually with an ELM327"
				and "Reset SRI (ie, Reset SERVICE Light) -- auto-magically with an ELM327"
				sections in the readme_volvo850diag.txt file provided in the
				https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo850diag.zip (v0.8 or newer) distribution of volvo850diag.
				And watch this "Volvo 850 T-5 ELM327 Service Light Reset" video:
					https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sHGUvLiVDs
		B2 Control Routine By Offset (Activation)
			Works as B230 and B231, where:
				B030 / B230 resets SRI (ie, resets SERVICE Reminder Intervals, aka resets the SERVICE light).
				B231 tests the gauges in the '98 S70/V70/C70/XC70 Instrument Cluster.
					Seems to also be usable as B031 / B231.
			The following values have been tested for ECU 51 B2xx:
				xx = 30 resets SRI for 850, *if* preceded by successful B030.
				        30 resets SRI for S70/V70/C70/XC70, but does *not* require prior use of B030.
				xx = 31 tests the gauges.  [Seems to only work for S70/V70/C70/XC70.]
			Few other values have been tested (due to fear of damaging the COMBI).
			For better explanations of B030 / B230,
				see the "Reset SRI (ie, Reset SERVICE Light) -- manually with an ELM327"
				and "Reset SRI (ie, Reset SERVICE Light) -- auto-magically with an ELM327"
				sections in the readme_volvo850diag.txt file provided in the
				https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo850diag.zip (v0.8 or newer) distribution of volvo850diag.
				And watch this "Volvo 850 T-5 ELM327 Service Light Reset" video:
					https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sHGUvLiVDs
				That video records the results for an 850, but it shows the clicking of volvo850diag's "ATZ Reset SRI" button --
					an action that works for both the 850 and the S70/V70/C70/XC70.
	B8 Write Data Block By Offset
			Works as B805yy, B807yyzz, B809yyzz, B80Dyy, and B80Eyy, where:
				yy is lower order component of the value,
				zz is the higher order component of the value, and
				B805yy reprograms the Service Reminder Interval Mileage limit
					[eg, B80520 reprograms Mileage limit as 16000 km],
				B807yyzz reprograms the Service Reminder Interval 1/4 Days limit
					[eg, B807400B reprograms 1/4 Days limit as 2880 (ie, ~2 years)], 
				B809yyzz reprograms the Service Reminder Interval Engine Hours limit
					[eg, B809E803 reprograms Engine Hours limit as 1000 hours],
				B80Dyy reprograms Fuel Level Adjustment (for S70, but not 850), and
				B80Eyy reprograms Tire Size
					(for almost all 850 and SVC70, except those with no ECU 51 B90E).
				For readability purposes, these are oftentimes written alternatively as 
					"B805 yy", "B807 yyzz", "B809 yyzz", "B80D yy", and "B80E yy".
			The following values have been tested for ECU 51 B8xx, B8xxyy, or B8xxyyzz:
				xx = 03 fails with error 63, if specified as either B803yy or B803yyzz.
				xx = 05, 07, or 09 reprograms the Service Reminder Interval limits,
					if specified as B805yy, B807yyzz, or B809yyzz,
					eg, B80510, B807A005, or B809F401, respectively.
				xx = 08 fails with error 12, if specified as either B808yyzz or B808yy.
				xx = 0D reprograms the S70 Fuel Level Adjustment, if specified as B80Dyy
					when yy = 00-40, 50, 60, 70, 78, 7C-7D (and probably for all 00-7D).
					* Apparently, 7D is the maximum allowed adjustment for S70.
				     = 0D fails with error 31 (ie, "7F B8 31") for the S70, when specified as B80Dyy
					when yy=7E-80, 90, A0, B0, C0, D0, E0, F0, FE-FF (and probably for all 7E-FF).
					(Refer to logs on 2017-03-29, 2017-04-24, and 2017-06-05 for examples.)
				     = 0D fails with error 12 (ie, "7F B8 12") for the 850, when specified as B80Dyy
					when yy = 01, 05, 7D, 7F (and probably for all values of yy).
					(Refer to log on 2017-04-29 for examples.)
					* Apparently, ECU 51 "B80D xx" is not possible for the 850.
				xx = 0E reprograms the Tire Size, if specified as B80Eyy
					(except for the very few cars that do not have ECU 51 B90E).
			See https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html 
				for a brief mention of some of these requests.
			The Service Reminder Interval limits can be reprogrammed to anything that's within their range:
				ECU 51 B905 range: 500 - 127500 km (in increments of 500 km)
				ECU 51 B907 range: 0.25 days - 16383.75 days (ie, 44+ years)
				ECU 51 B909 range: 1 - 65535 engine hours
			The S70 Fuel Level Adjustment can vary from 00 to 7D hex, ie, 0-125 decimal.
				- Reprogramming of ECU 51 B90D from 7D to 00 causes a sudden ~7 gal rise in the Fuel Gauge needle.
				- 7 US gal / 125 = 0.056 US gal.
				- Each increment of B90D above 00 seems to cause the Fuel Gauge needle to lower
				   very slowly (ie, may take as long as 6 minutes) by 0.056 US gal.
				- Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6 shows the Fuel Level Adjustment pulldown list values as +1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5.
				- Since the only values that I've ever observed for other owner's SVC70 are 00 hex and 05 hex,
				   and since 05 hex is the most prevalent value, I've concluded that Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6's
				   +1 value (which probably means +1 L) is equivalent to B90D = 00 hex, and its
				   0 value (which probably means 0 L) is equivalent to B90D = 05 hex.
				- Using those ideas, but prioritizing using observations from my '98 S70 GLT,
				   I've decided to interpret ECU 51 B90D as follows:
					  850 interpretations will look like this:
					          00 = none
					          xx = Unknown (since non-zero B90D has never been observed on 850).
  					  SVC70 interpretations will look like this:
					          00 = +0.280 US gal = +1.060 L
					          xx = +0.ddd US gal = +0.ddd L
					          05 =  0.000 US gal = 0.000 L
					          xx = -d.ddd US gal = -d.ddd L
					          xx = -d.ddd US gal = -dd.ddd L
					  Indeterminate 850 vs. SVC70 interpretations will look like this:
					          00 = none (if 850), else +0.280 US gal = +1.060 L (if SVC70).
					          xx = +0.ddd US gal = +0.ddd L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850).
					          05 =  0.000 US gal = 0.000 L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850). 
					          xx = -d.ddd US gal = -d.ddd L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850). 
					          xx = -d.ddd US gal = -dd.ddd L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850).
			By far and away, the best existing detailed examples of using B8xxyy and B8xxyyzz
				are the ones included for the "Select SERVICE Reminder Indicator (SRI) limit(s)" pulldown
				in the volvo850diag.html file included with the volvo850diag v0.8 (or newer)
				https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo850diag.zip.  First, briefly review the "Reprogram SRI Limit(s)"
				section in the readme_volvo850diag.txt provided in that (v0.8 or newer) volvo850diag.zip.
				Then open up the (v0.8 or newer) volvo850diag.html in a text editor,
				and search for all the lines containing "option value=".  Or, simply display
				volvo850diag.html in Internet Explorer v8 (or higher), select the appropriate scanner_type 
				in the OPTIONS box, click "Start Realterm", "ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F...",
				ECU 51 "Setup", ECU 51 "Read DTCs", 
				select an entry in the "Select SERVICE Reminder Indicator (SRI) limit(s)" pulldown,
				click "Reprogram SRI limit(s)", click "Close Realterm", 
				examine the log file to see what SRI limit reprogramming commands were issued.
			There are also some "SERVICE Light Reminder Interval limits" reprogramming examples
				in the volvo850diag_all_ecus_scan.js file extracted from the same
				volvo850diag.zip, but the examples provided in (v0.8 or newer) volvo850diag.html
				are much more exhaustive.
			For the best existing detailed examples of using B80Dyy for Fuel Level Adjustment,
				a) see the "Can the 850 or S70/V70/C70/XC70 Fuel Level gauge be adjusted 
				     so the Low Fuel light comes on soone?" question later in this FAQ
				     for the most common examples;
				then consider doing either b) or c) or d):
				b) search in that question for "let's consider using a modified approach",
				     then jump to item o) -- ie, after n) -- for a list of values (in the left column)
				     that you might consider plugging in as the yy of B80Dyy;
				c) use the simplified table in section
				     https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html#b90d
				     instead to inform you of an appropriate yy for B80Dyy;
				d) use item 4 of section 0D of
				     https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/ECU_51_B9_Meaning_of_Values_raw_notes.rtf
				     to select a yy for B80Dyy.  That is the most detailed table of the three.
	B9 Read Data Block By Offset
			Works great as B9xx (on both 850 and SVC70).
				Works great as B9xx (on 850), where xx = 01, 03-0E, or F0   [except for some rare B90E cases]. 
				Works great as B9xx (on SVC70), where xx = 01-10, 12-15, or F0-F1. 
			Works great as B9xx00 (on 850), where xx = 01, 03-0E, or F0       [except for some rare B90E cases].
			Also works as B9xx / ATBD, though can't see all the data as can be seen with B9F000, 
				or when using ELM327 in ATMA mode and monitoring Vol-FCR communication.
				Consequently, this B9xx / ATBD approach is discouraged.
			The following values have been tested for ECU 51 B9xx and B9xx00:
				On the 850, both ATSH 83 51 13 / B9xx and ATSH 84 51 13 / B9xx00 work.
				However, for my '98 S70 GLT (and other SVC70), only the ATSH 83 51 13 / B9xx works.
				Apply that S70 filter when interpreting any of the "positive ack" comments in the following list. 
				xx = 00 fails with error 12.
				xx = 01 produces positive ack with data.
				xx = 02 produces positive ack with data on my '98 S70 GLT,
					     but fails with error 12 on my '97 850 T5.
				xx = 03-0D produce positive acks with data.
				xx = 0E produces positive ack with data on almost all 850/SVC70,
					     but fails with error 12 on 3 850 (which have ECU 51 B9F0 Software Version & Rev: 09148903 002,
					     an early version of the software).
				xx = 0F-10 produce positive acks with data on my '98 S70 GLT,
					     but fail with error 12 on my '97 850 T5.
				xx = 11 fails with error 33 on my '98 S70 GLT,
 					     but fails with error 12 on my '97 850 T5.
				xx = 12-15 produce positive acks with data on my '98 S70 GLT,
					      but fail with error 12 on my '97 850 T5.
				xx = 16-EF fail with error 12.
				xx = F0 produces positive ack with data.
				xx = F1 produces positive ack with data on SVC70,
					but fails with error 12 on 850.
				xx = F2-FF fail with error 12.
				Only xx = 01, 03-0E, and F0 gave positive ack on 850 (though a very few early 850 did not ack B90E).
				Only xx = 01-10, 12-15, and F0-F1 gave positive ack on SVC70.
			See https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html 
				for a more detailed explanation of the ECU 51 (COMBI) B9xx values.

	ECU 58 - SRS
	A0 Stop Communication
			Works also as the long form A00000 (when header set as ATSH 84 58 13).
	A1 No Operation Performed (keep alive)
	A5 Read Current Data By Offset (used for live data)
			All possible ECU 58 A5xx01 requests have been tested.
				xx = 01-04 produces positive acks with data.
				xx = 05-80 fail with error 12.
				xx = 00, 81-FF fail with error 80.
			A50101 produces the E501 response, which is the longest keyword D3 B0 protocol message
				that I've seen so far on 850 cars.  It is 28 (hex) = 40 (decimal) bytes long and begins with A5 hex.
				However, on the S70/V70/C70/XC70 that have ECU 29 (ie, ECC), there are two (2) messages
				that are much longer.
	AD Read Freeze Frame By DTC
			All possible ECU 58 ADxx00 requests have been tested.
				xx = 01-17, 41-57 are (apparently) possible DTC freeze frames.
				xx = 00, 18-40, 58-FF fail with error 12.
			ECU 58 ADxx00 returns a positive ack for xx = 01-17 and 41-57,
				though only xx = 03 has been observed to have any data
				at some time, either in the past or at present.
			For those xx that can return an EDxx positive ack:
				The data for ECU 58 ADxx00 when the DTC does exist at present includes:
					- a 01 flag 
					   (which is apparently meaningless because it always equals 01
					   regardless whether the DTC presently exists or not),
					- (possible) freeze frame data.
				When a DTC does exist, it's Freeze Frame does not always have data,
					only some of the time.  Reason unknown.
				The ECU 58 freeze frame data format for presently existent DTCs is not yet understood.
				ADxx00, where xx is not an existing DTC will return a positive ack,
					however, the value returned is simply a 01 flag.
				Contrary to the other KWPD3B0 ECUs, ECU 58's 2-byte, non-00-padded ADxx
					(preceded by ATSH 83 58 13) returns the same positive ack as does the
					3-byte, 00-padded ADxx00 (preceded by ATSH 84 58 13).
					This has been tested for xx = 02-05 on a 1997 850.
			Note (on 2014-11-21):
				Judging from the fact that Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6 and Vol-FCR v1.7.3 Demo
				both also report SRS DTCs in the range of 65-8D and that some of those DTCs
				are rear seat oriented, I'd guess that there is a later version of the 
				SRS hardware/software which this applies to.  The SRS ECU which
				can detect DTCs for the rear seats should be rescanned to see all the
				function/subfunction pairs.  This applies to the exploratory scans for:
				ADxx00, A5xx01, B9xx, AExx.
	AE Read DTC
			Works best as AE0100, but AE01 / ATBD can also be used.
			All possible ECU 58 AExx00 values have been tested.
				xx = 01 indicates DTCs.
				xx = 00, 02-FF fail with error 12.
	AF Clear DTC
			Works best as AF0100, but AF01 / ATBD can also be used.
			May generate 7E AF 23 (for each existing DTC), then 7F AF 82 (apparently as a "no more DTCs" indicator).
			DTCs may or may not clear.
				I have 1 DTC (03) that will not go away.
			The following values have been tested for ECU 58 AFxx00 (and/or AFxx / ATBD):
				xx = 01 clears the DTCs -- at least attempts to clear the DTCs.
				xx = 00 fails with error 12.
	B9 Read Data Block By Offset
			Works great as ATSH 83 58 13 / B9xx (on both 850 and SVC70), where xx = F0-F1, 
				assuming ATSR 13 (or ATRA 13) were used successfully in the KWPD3B0 setup.
			Works great as ATSH 84 58 13 / B9xx00 (on 850), where xx = F0-F1.
			Works great as B9xx00, where xx = F0-F1. 
			Also works as B9xx / ATBD, though can't see all the data as can be seen with B9F000, 
				or when using ELM327 in ATMA mode and monitoring Vol-FCR communication.
				Consequently, this B9xx / ATBD approach is discouraged.
			B9F0 is the typical Hardware Version / Rev and Software Version / Rev information.
				The B9F0 Hardware Version is also known as the Volvo Part Number.
			B9F1 produces "19 95 02 02 00 00 00" (on my 850), which obviously means 1995-02-02.
			All possible ECU 58 B9xx values (on my S70) and B9xx00 values (on my 850) have been tested.
				xx = F0-F1 produce positive acks.
				xx = 00-EF, F2-FF fail with error 12.

	ECU 6E - AW 50-42 Transmission
	A0 Stop Communication
	A1 No Operation Performed (keep alive)
	A5 Read Current Data By Offset (used for live data)
			All possible ECU 6E A5xx01 values have been tested (on both '97 850 T5 and '98 S70 GLT):
				xx = 01-10, 12, 40-48, 70-72 produce positive acks with data.
				xx = 00 produces positive acks, but no data.
				xx = 11, 13-3F, 49-6F, 73-FF fail with error 12.
			Meaning of some of the ECU 6E A5xx01 data is known.
				- Refer to comments in the "Read ECU 6E A5 live data" section of the
					https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_volvo_850_svc70_scan.html page.
				- Else, refer to comments in the ECU 6E portion of the "Full Scan All ECUs" commands in
				  volvo850diag's .js file.
			Testing (with my '97 850 T5 on 2013-05-10) revealed A5xx01 yields some data, 
				but A5xx00 yields no data, where xx = 01-05 (all in hex), 
				so apparently A5xx01 is the official way to use this ECU 6E A5 command, not A5xx00.
	AD Read Freeze Frame By DTC
			All possible ECU 6E ADxx00 values have been tested on both a '97 850 T5 and a '98 S70 GLT.
			The following works: ADxx00, where xx = 00-FF.
			The data apparently includes either:
				- 1 byte of data ("00") after the response's "ED xx" and before the checksum, 
					if DTC xx has been cleared (or if it never existed) and xx != FF, else
				- 10 (decimal) bytes of data after the response's "ED xx" and before the checksum,
					as judged by some AD3500, AD3600, AD5000, and ADFF00 response examples
					which have been observed (up thru 2018-07-01):
					- a presently existing ECU 6E DTC 35 --
						10 bytes of data has non-zero and zero values;
					- a cleared-multiple-years-ago ECU 6E DTC 35 --
						10 bytes of data has non-zero and zero values,
						but for some reason this ECU 6E DTC 35 Freeze Frame was not cleared;
					- an old "cleared weeks ago" ECU 6E DTC 50 --
						10 bytes of data might be all 00s, and
					- the ECU 6E DTC FF freeze frame --
						which apparently is some sort of "terminator",
						since its 10 bytes of data seems to always be the initial 00 flag 
						followed by FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF.
					The structure of ECU 6E ADxx Freeze Frames with 10 bytes of data (where xx != FF) seems to be:
					- slot 0 = unknown.  So far it has always been observed = 00.
					- slot 1 = DTC #.  In 10-data byte ECU 6E FFs, this appears to always equal the xx of "ED xx".
					- slots 2-3 = unknown, though they appear to be a duo, in "higher byte first / lower byte second" order.
						* slot 2 does **not** equal the Gear Shift Position.
					- slot 4 = unknown.  So far it has always been observed = 00.
					- slot 5 = ATF Temp (in same format as ECU 6E A50C data).
					- slot 6 = Engine RPM (in same format as ECU 6E A503 data).
					- slot 8 = unknown.  So far it has always been observed = 00.
					- slot 9 = Vehicle Speed (in km/h).
	AE Read DTC
			Works as AExx (if ATSR 13 is used), for xx = 01-02.
			Might work as AExx / ATBD, for xx = 01-02 (when EE02 response <= 12 bytes).
				AE01 is usually a regular list of DTCs.
					But sometimes the DTCs do not appear as a single byte (in a list of potentially multiple DTCs),
					but as a 2-byte sequence in the form "xx FF", where xx = actual DTC #
					(in a list of potentially multiple 2-byte DTCs).
					Examples:
					- ECU 6E no DTC case:
						83 13 6E EE 01 F3 
					- ECU 6E one (1) DTC case, where DTC = 35:
						84 13 6E EE 01 35 29 
					- ECU 6E two (2) DTCs case, where DTCs = 50, 35:
						85 13 6E EE 01 50 35 7A
					- ECU 6E one (1) DTC case (in which 2-byte DTCs are used), where DTC = 50.
						85 13 6E EE 01 50 FF 44 
					- ECU 6E five (5) DTC case, where DTCs = 35, 42, 18, 39, FF:
						88 13 6E EE 01 35 42 18 39 FF BF 
					  Alternatively, this might be ECU 6E four (4) DTC case, where DTCs = 35, 42, 18, 39,
					  and the FF is a terminator or padding.
					- ECU 6E three (3) DTC case (in which 2-byte DTCs are used), where DTCs = 35, 36, 50
					   (ie, "35 FF", "36 FF", "50 FF").
						89 13 6E EE 01 35 FF 36 FF 50 FF B1
					   Alternatively, this might be an ECU 6E six (6) DTC case, where DTCs = 35, FF, 36, FF, 50, FF.
				AE02 contains up to (at least) five (that I've seen) 4-byte multiples for each existent DTC.
					It might contain > 5 multiples for multiple DTCs, but I haven't seen a > 5 multiple DTC case yet.
					It's length is optimal for whatever the present # of DTCs is.
					The primary examples seen so far are: 
					- ECU 6E no DTC case:
						83 13 6E EE 02 F4
					- ECU 6E one (1) DTC case, where DTC = 35:
						87 13 6E EE 02 35 00 FF FF 2B 
					  or, more generally:
						87 13 6E EE 02 35 yy FF FF cs
					  where yy = counter, and cs = checksum.
					- ECU 6E two (2) DTCs case, where DTCs = 50, 35:
						8B 13 6E EE 02 50 yy FF FF 35 zz FF FF cs
					  where yy and zz = counters, and cs = checksum.
					- ECU 6E five (5) DTCs case, where DTCs = 35, 42, 18, 39 FF:
						97 13 6E EE 02 35 FE FF FF 42 FE FF FF 18 FE FF FF 39 FE FF FF FF FF FF FF BC 
					  where the counters = FE probably indicate DTCs which have not been cleared,
					   yet have had their counters increment to their maximum value (of FE, since FF is reserved
					   as a counter in B9C0-B9C2 to indicate DTCs that have been cleared).
					     * Seen by kwpd3b0_interpreter at 2016-08-28 11:55:35.
					     * This format might indicate only four (4) DTCs, where the final "FF FF FF FF"
						is either a terminator or is padding.
					- ECU 6E one (1) DTC case (in which 2-byte DTCs are used), where DTC = 50.
						8B 13 6E EE 02 50 FE FF FF FF FF FF FF 44
					- ECU 6E three (3) DTC case (in which 2-byte DTCs are used), where DTCs = 35, 36, 50
					   (ie, "35 FF", "36 FF", "50 FF").
						9B 13 6E EE 02 35 FE FF FF FF FE FF FF 36 FE FF FF FF FE FF FF 50 FE FF FF FF FE FF FF AC
			All possible ECU 6E AExx values have been tested.
				xx = 01-02 produce positive acks.
				xx = 00, 03-FF fail with error 12.
			3-byte ECU 6E AExxyy commands are not allowed.
	AF Clear DTC
			Works as AF01 / ATBD.
			May generate 7E AF 23 even though at least one DTC does successful clear.
			DTCs may or may not clear.
				I have 1 DTC (35) that will not go away for longer than a few seconds.
			Unknown if it also generates 7F AF 82 (as an apparent "no more DTCs" indicator,
				like SRS does).
			The following values have been tested for ECU 6E AFxx / ATBD:
				xx = 00-01 clears the DTCs -- at least attempts to clear the DTCs.
			ECU 6E is the only ECU which can successfully have an AF01 acted upon
				without first preceding it with AE01.
	B9 Read Data Block By Offset
			Works as B9F0 (if ATSR 13 is part of the setup).
			Using B9F0 / ATBD (without also including ATSR 13 or ATRA 13 as part of the setup) is ill advised,
				since only 12 bytes of the F9F0 response are shown in the ATBD buffer.
			Assuming ATSR 13 is part of the setup...
			B900 also returned a positive ack, however, no data was included, so it is essentially useless.
			B9C0-B9C3 return positive acks and do include data.  In fact, they include rather long messages
				as the following example shows:
					>B9C0
					A3 13 6E F9 C0 FE 35 35 04 83 00 4B 0A 1F 00 9B FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 00 00 FE 36 36 00 00 00 38 03 56 00 CC 
					>B9C1
					A3 13 6E F9 C1 00 FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FE 50 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 17 
					>B9C2
					A3 13 6E F9 C2 FF FF FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 00 6A 03 06 00 62 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 A5 
					>B9C3
					A3 13 6E F9 C3 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 FF FF FF FF 56 32  
				- Data in B9C0 thru first part of B9C2 appear to be a "squished" form of some previous ECU 6E Freeze Frames --
				   either 6 or 7 such "squished" ECU 6E Freeze Frames, which have 1 byte less data than in a response to ECU 6E ADxx00.
				- First 1 byte after "F9 C1" in the F9C1 response should be concatenated to last byte of data in F9C0 response
				   to finish forming 3 separate "squished" ECU 6E Freeze Frames.
				- First 2 bytes after "F9 C2" in the F9C2 response should be concatenated to last byte of data in F9C1 response
				   to finish forming 3 more separate "squished" ECU 6E Freeze Frames.
				- The above example (submitted to kwpd3b0_interpreter at 2015-06-24 01:14:45) contains the greatest # of 
				   squished, "historical" ECU 6E Freeze Frames that I've seen.
				- It appears to contain a history of DTCs: 35, FF, 36, FF, 50, FF, and possible a 7th FF.
				- The FE which precedes the doublet DTC #s is actually a counter.
				   * It begins at 00, then increments to 01, 02, ..., FD, FE -- most probably at each ECU 6E powerup --
				      ***AFTER*** the DTC has become inactive, but has not yet been erased.
				   * The counter(s) in B9C0-B9C2 (when != FF) exactly match the counter(s) in ECU 6E AE02
				      (for those DTCs which have not yet been cleared).
				   * When the DTCs are erased, a DTC's counter in the "squished" Freeze Frame inside ECU 6E B9C0-B9C2
				      changes to FF (to obviously indicate the DTC has been cleared).
				   * Squished Freeze Frames in B9C0-B9C2 do *not* operate in a circular fashion.
				   * So far, I have observed a newly created ECU 6E DTC to have caused the 1st squished Freeze Frame in B9C0
				      to be overwritten with that of the new DTC.
				- Note that after an ECU 6E DTC occurs, then the problem disappears so the DTC is no longer active,
				   but the DTC has not yet been cleared, the counter increments in both AE02 and B9C0 (or possibly B9C1 or B9C2),
				   but the counter does *not* increment in the original Freeze Frame received as a response to ADxx00.
				- Nothing else is known about this ECU 6E B9C0-B9C3 data, at present.
			All possible ECU 6E B9xx values have been tested, both for '97 850 T5 and '98 S70 GLT.
				xx = 00, C0-C3, F0 produce positive acks.
				xx = 01-BF, C4-EF, F1-FF fail with error 12.
			B9F000 did not work.  In fact, the ECU 6E 3-byte B9xxyy commands (preceded by ATSH 83 6E 13)
				are apparently not allowed (at least for the 850).
				- However SVC70 ECU 6E B9xx00 00-padding does seem that it is allowed, 
				   since my '98 S70 GLT ECU 6E *did* indeed respond to ATSH 84 6E 13 / B9C000
				   with the expected F9C0 response (see log _379_).
				   * Note that in that case ATSR 13 was used during the ECU 6E initialization,
				     so the use of ATBD was not needed.
				   * Note also that a ScanTool.net OBDLink SX USB tool was being used.
				   * I haven't tested this with my ELM327 v1.5 USB clone, since this is really a superfluous fact,
				     and volvo850diag will continue to use the 2-byte B9xx requests -- without any 00-padding.

	ECU 7A - Motronic 4.4 (ie, M44)
	A0 Stop Communication
			Works also as one of the long forms: A00000 or A00100 (when header set as ATSH 84 7A 13).
	A1 No Operation Performed (keep alive)
			Works also as one of the long forms: A10000, A10100, A1FF00, or A1FFFF (when header set as ATSH 84 7A 13).
				See _417_20190505_ examples.
				Probably any request beginning with A1, matched with the correct header set by ATSH, will work,
					eg, ATSH 83 7A 13 / A100, or ATSH 85 7A 13 / A1 00 00 00 00, etc.
	A5 Read Current Data By Offset (used for live data)
			All possible ECU 7A A5xx01 values have been tested (on my '98 S70 GLT which has 20 OBDII engine PIDs):
				xx = 01-05, 07-0D, 10, 12, 14-1A, 1C, 38, 40-41, 50, 60, 68, 81-8A, F0 produce positive acks with data.
				xx = 00, 06, 0E-0F, 11, 13, 1B, 1D-37, 39-3F, 42-4F, 51-5F, 61-67, 69-80, 8B-EF, F1-FF fail with error 11
					[which is apparently an incorrect error encoding, and should really fail with error 12
					(see 2016-05-23 log)].
			For Motronic 4.4 that have fewer than 20 OBDII PIDs, some of the live data items listed above as producing
				positive acks may instead produce the "7F A5 11" error or some other "7F A5 zz" error.
			Meaning of some of the ECU 7A A5xx01 data is known.
				- Refer to comments in the "Read ECU 7A A5 live data" section of the
					https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_volvo_850_svc70_scan.html page.
				- Else, refer to comments in the ECU 7A portion of the "Full Scan All ECUs" commands in
				  volvo850diag's .js file.
	A7 Read Current Data By Address (also used for live data)
			Got a positive ack and data when using the following "A700 aabb 01xx" commands:
				A700 F8DF 0101
				A700 0020 0101
				A700 002D 0101
				A700 FB4D 0101
				A700 FABD 0101
				A700 FAA1 0101
				A700 006E 0102
				A700 FAD9 0101
				A700 FFC4 0101
				A700 FA9F 0101
				A700 FA84 0101
				A700 F871 0101
				A700 FB4C 0101
				A700 FCE4 0101
			Presumably there's a lot more that could be accessed, but the above list are all that
				that I'm aware of.  The above list was derived from info published by rkam.
			The meaning of some of the ECU 7A "A700 aabb 01xx" data is known.
				- Refer to comments in the "Read ECU 7A A7 data" section of the
					https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_volvo_850_svc70_scan.html page.
				- Else, refer to comments in the ECU 7A portion of the "Full Scan All ECUs" commands in
				  volvo850diag's .js file.
	AD Read Freeze Frame By DTC
			All possible ECU 7A ADxx00 values were tested on my '98 S70 GLT (which has 20 OBDII engine PIDs):
				If the DTC is not supported by the M44, then a "7F AD 12" response is generated.
					xx = 00-09, 0B, 12-19, 1C, 1E-27, 29-31, 37-3D, 44-4A, 4C, 4E-4F, 52, 56-5C, 
						64-66, 68-6A, 6C-6D, 71-72, 74, 76, 7D-7E, 83-95, 9B-A3, A5-A7, AA, 
						AC-B6, B9-D1, D4-DD, DF-E0, E2-E5, E7-FC, FE-FF fail with error 12.
				If the DTC is supported by the M44, then a positive ack is generated.
					xx = 0A, 0C-11, 1A-1B, 1D, 28, 32-36, 3E-43, 4B, 4D, 50-51, 53-55, 5D-63, 67, 6B, 
						6E-70, 73, 75, 77-7C, 7F-82, 96-9A, A4, A8-A9, AB, B7-B8, D2-D3, DE, E1, E6, FD 
						produce positive acks with data.
				See 2016-05-23 log for a record of the testing, in which "ATSH 84 7A 13" was used
					before issuing the ADxx00 commands.
			For M44 that have fewer than 20 OBDII PIDs or have a different configuration than my '98 S70 GLT,
				some of the DTCs listed above as producing positive acks when their freeze frame is requested
				may instead produce the "7F AD 12" error.
			The layout of the ECU 7A EDxx freeze frame responses is thought to be:
				- 1 byte of data ("00") after the response's "ED xx" and before the checksum, 
					if DTC xx has been cleared (or if it never existed), else
				- 21 (decimal) bytes of data after the response's "ED xx" and before the checksum, where:
					- slot 0 = Unknown.  So far it has most always (if not always) been observed = 00.
					- slot 1 = ??.
					- slot 2 = Unknown.  But Adam Goldman's benchtesting detected:
							= 52, when SAS open relay coil (and shorted to ground relay coil),
							= 51, when SAS shorted to +12V relay coil.
					- slots 3-9 = ??.
					- slot 10 = Ambient Temp to M44 (damped) (ie, ECU 7A A50C byte #2).
					- slot 11 = Engine RPM (ie, ECU 7A A501).
					- slot 12 = ??.
					- slot 13 = Engine Coolant Temp (ECT) (ie, ECU 7A A502 byte #2).
					- slot 14 = Battery Voltage (ie, ECU 7A A503).
					- slots 15-20 = ??.
			The ECU 7A (M44) freeze frames are *not* yet interpreted by jonesrh's KWPD3B0 interpreter.
	AE Read DTC
			All possible ECU 7A AExx values were tested on my '98 S70 GLT:
				xx = 00, 02-FF fails with error 12.
				xx = 01 produces positive ack:
					- without data, if there are 0 DTCs, or
					- with data, if there are > 0 DTCs.
				See 2016-05-23 log for a record of the testing, in which "ATSH 83 7A 13" was used
					before issuing the AExx commands.
			The only ECU 7A AExx command which does not produce "7F AF 12" is the AE01 command
				(which all KWPD3B0 ECUs use).
			Works for both 850 and S70/V70/C70/XC70 as AExx, where xx = 01 
				(if preceded by ATSH 83 7A 13, as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			Works for S70/V70/C70/XC70 also as AExx00, where xx = 01 
				(if preceded by ATSH 84 7A 13, as well as the other KWPD3B0 setup, including ATSR 13).
			AE01 (or AE0100) reads ECU 7A (M44) DTCs.
			The most M44 DTCs that kwpd3b0_interpreter has observed in a single ECU 7A EE01 response is 6.
	AF Clear DTC
			Works as AF01 (where ATSH 83 7A 13 and ATSR 13 have been included in KWPD3B0 setup).
			This will also clear the CEL / MIL light (if the DTCs are no longer active).
			May generate 7E AF 23 even though at least one DTC does successful clear.
			DTCs may or may not clear, depending on whether the problem immediately remanifests or not.
		B0 Input Output Control By Offset
			Works as B0xxyyzz, where xxyyzz is unique to each S70 M44 item being controlled.
			When using some S70 M44 B0xxyyzz and the last issued B0xxyyzz command was repeated 
				*before* the test finished while using the following volvo850diag's ECU 7A Test functions,
				an error 12 was returned:
				- B01F3203 (ie, ECU 7A Test "Engine Coolant Fan, High"),
				- B00E3203 (ie, ECU 7A Test "Engine Coolant Fan, Low"),
				- B0153212 (ie, ECU 7A Test "EVAP Canister Purge (CP) Valve"),
				- B0163209 (ie, ECU 7A Test "EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve"),
				- B0133224 (ie, ECU 7A Test "Idle Air Control (IAC) Valve").
				See _318_20170703_ log.
				Solution: Don't reissue an ECU 7A Test item's test/control command until **after**
					 the previously begun test/control sequence has finished.
			To see a detailed list of all the known, useful ECU 7A Test commands and what they control,
				search the (local) volvo850diag.html file which is provided in the volvo850diag.zip distribution
				for the string: "Items which M44 can test/control", with or without the quotes.
			See _417_20190505_ log for the following errors:
			- B00100 produces a positive ack (83 13 7A F0 01 01) when preceded by 84 7A 13.
				It is unknown if that changes anything with the M44.
			- B00101 produces "7F B0 12" error when preceded by 84 7A 13.
			- B0A00100 produces "7F B0 11" error when preceded by ATSH 85 7A 13.
				Normally I'd say that probably implies B0 is not an allowed ECU 7A function,
					but I know that's not the case.
			- B10100 produces "7F B1 11" error when preceded by 84 7A 13.
				That probably implies B1 is not an allowed ECU 7A function.
		B8 Write Data Block By Offset
			Have not done any testing with any ECU 7A B8 commands, since I haven't encountered a need to do so.
	B9 Read Data Block By Offset
			All possible ECU 7A B9xx values have been tested, for my '98 S70 GLT.
				xx = 01-06, F0 produce positive acks.
				xx = 00, 07-EF, F1-FF fail with error 12.
				On 2016-05-23, almost all values of ECU 7A B9xx were tested (on '98 S70 GLT).
				On 2016-06-08, the remainder of ECU 7A B9xx were tested (on '98 S70 GLT).
			Works great as B9xx (on both 850 and SVC70, if ATSR 13 and "ATSH 83 7A 13" are part of KWPD3B0 setup).
			Meaning of the ECU 7A B9xx data (except B904) is both known and interpreted.
				- Refer to comments in the ECU 7A portion of the "Full Scan All ECUs" commands in
				  volvo850diag's .js file.
			Also works as the 00-padded ECU 7A B9xx00 when preceded by ATSH 84 7A 13 (on '98 S70 GLT).
				Only some values have been tested, for my '98 S70 GLT.
				xx = 02, F0 produce positive acks.
				xx = 00-01, 03-EF, F1-FF are all untested.
				On 2019-05-05, a couple of values of ECU 7A B9xx00 were tested (on '98 S70 GLT).

Previously (before ATRA 13 was discovered), I said the following commands were the most important ones to focus in on (in that rough order):

	A1, AE0100, AE01 / ATBD, AF0100, AF01 / ATBD, B9xx00, B9xx / ATBD, A5xx01, A0, ADxx00

After beginning to utilize ATRA 13, I'd say the most important commands to focus in on (in rough order) are:

	B9F0, AE01, AF01, B9xx, A5xx01, ADxx00, A1, A0

I'd still relegate the following command to the bottom of the totem pole, with the one exception of Motronic 4.4.  For the Motronic 4.4, the A7 data contains some of the important live data:

	A700aabb0108.


Q. Why do you call the Volvo keyword D3 B0 protocol: KWP6227?

A. I applied the same calculation that was used to name KWP71, KWP81, KWP1271, KWP1281, and KWP2000.
     When that was done, the result was KWP6227.

     For the calculation, refer to: 

           http://web.archive.org/web/20100924032401/http://www.freediag.org/opendiag/1425.html

     and search for:

           (KW2 X 128) + KW1 = protocol number

     Read the surrounding paragraphs.

     According to their KW1 and KW2 definitions in those paragraphs,
     our Volvo keyword D3 B0 protocol keywords would be interpreted as:

           KW1 = 0xD3 ANDed with 0x7F = 0x53.
           KW2 = 0xB0 ANDed with 0x7F = 0x30.

     Then, for our case the formula becomes:

           (0x30 * 128) + 0x53 = (48 * 128) + 83 = 6227

      Hence, I call the protocol KWP6227 sometimes.  

      But, on my HTML pages, I've usually chosen to call it KWPD3B0 or the easier-to-understand 
      "Volvo keyword D3 B0 protocol".


Q. What other names are there for the Volvo keyword D3 B0 protocol besides KWP6227?

A. I'm certain the following names are both referring to the protocol talked by the 1996-1997 Volvo 850 ECUs 01, 11, 2E, 2F, 41, 51, 58, 6E, and 7A, as well as the 1998 Volvo S70/V70/C70/XC70 ECUs 01, 11, 29, 2D, 2E, 2F, 41, 51, 58, 6E, and 7A:

	KWPD3B0							(from me)
	"Volvo special 10400bps used by VST"		(from rkam)

I once thought the following two names were one and the same with the above two, but I'm no longer certain about that.  In any case, I mention them because it's possible that some people use the following two names to synonymously refer to the "Volvo special 10400bps used by VST" protocol that all the above mentioned ECUs use:

	Diagnostic II, Diagnose II, Diagnose2, DII, D2	(various places on net)
	KWP81, KW81 						(rkam's KWP71.cpp program and various places on net)


Q. How do I use the ELM327 to read DTCs for an ABS module (ECU 01) which has the common problem of flaky solder connections?

A. ***NOTE: This answer may only be applicable to a '96-'97 850 while using a non-OBDLink ELM327 compatible device.
*** Eventually it may be changed to eliminate most of the ATBD examples. ***

The easiest way to read the ABS module (ie, ECU 01) DTCs is by using the xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app "Scan" button.

Using tools available from this jonesrh.info/volvo850/ portal, the simplest way to read the ABS module (ie, ECU 01) DTCs is: 

- run volvo850diag, 
- click "Start Realterm", 
- reposition the volvo850diag and Realterm windows so both are visible, 
- scroll the Realterm Terminal pane vertical scroll bar to its bottom, 
- click volvo850diag's "ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- click ECU 01 "Setup" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- click ECU 01 "Read DTCs" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- click ECU 01 "Clear DTCs" button,
- wait for it to finish,
- click ECU 01 "Read DTCs" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- copy to the clipboard everything in the log file created since clicking "Start Realterm",
- paste the results into https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html "Paste Volvo 850/SVC70 Communication Here" box, 
- click the "Interpret" button underneath that box, 
- wait for Results page to appear, 
- search for the Gleanings box.

But if you don't want to or can't use volvo850diag, then use the following instructions...

To read the ABS module (ie, ECU 01) DTCs, follow a procedure similar to the following.  The example output will show a large number of ABS DTCs.  This is (probably) very  typical of ABS modules that have had flaky solder connections and
have not had their ABS DTCs read in years.

1. Plug the ELM327 into the car's OBDII plug and into the computer's USB port.
2. Run Hyperterminal (and optionally use the Capture Text function to record the conversation).
    Alternatively, download then run STNterm.
3. Select the COM Port # and Baud Rate, regardless which terminal emulator is being used.
4. Hit the <Enter> key from 1 to 3 times to get a prompt.  You should see:
        >
    Issue the following command (followed by pressing the <Enter> key once):
        >ATZ
        >ATL1
    This may appear as:
        >ATL17 v1.5
        OK 
    where there's been some overwriting of lines.
5. For all subsequent commands, terminate the command by pressing <Enter> once.
    * From now on in this example, we'll list the ELM327 preceded by the ELM327's '>' prompt,
      then display the actual ELM327 responses, followed by any explanatory comments.
      The comments will normally begin with "------".
6. Issue the remainder of the commands:
        >ATL1
        OK
         ------ Turn on linefeeds.
                Unfortunately, you have to always enter this after an ATZ.
        >ATE1
        OK
         ------ Turn on echo.
                This step is only necessary if echo is not your default setting.
        >ATSW CC
        OK
         ------ Change wakeup interval to 4.08 seconds.
                This step is optional.  
                * I like to change the wakeup from every 3 seconds
                  to every 4 seconds:
                    ATSW 92 = 2.92 ~= 3 seconds (default)
                    ATSW CC = 4.08 ~= 4 seconds (what I normally use)
                    ATSW FF = 5.10 ~= 5 seconds (max -- is probably a little too long)
                * This has to be (re)issued after an ATZ, 
                  but not after an ATPC which succeeds successful communication.
        >ATAL
        OK
         ------ Allow longer length message.
                This is an *EXTREMELY* useful function for 
                talking with the Volvo 850s using an ELM327.
                You'll almost always want to use this command.
         ------ This has to be (re)issued after an ATZ, 
                but not after an ATPC which succeeds successful communication.
        >ATKW0
        OK
         ------ Turn off keyword checking.
                This is absolutely crucial for using the ELM327 to talk
                with the Volvo 850's ECUs which utilize the "keywords D3 B0"
                protocol.
        >ATSR 13
        OK
         ------ Set Selective Receive Address to the Tester Address used by
                  VST (Volvo Scan Tool), Vol-FCR (both Demo and Full), and
                  Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6.
                This is crucial so the ELM327 will immediately display
                  all the responses from the ABS module --
                  without having to resort to using the ATBD command.
        >ATIIA 01
        OK
         ------ Set ISO Init Address to the ABS module, ie, ECU 01.
                This is the 1st byte sent during the 5-baud slow init sequence.
                This is absolutely crucial for using the ELM327 to talk
                with the Volvo 850's ECU 01 (ABS) module.
        >ATWM 82 01 13 A1
        OK
         ------ Set watchdog to talk to ECU 01 (ABS) using the VST Tester Address (13).
        >ATSI
        BUS INIT: ...OK
         ------ Perform a Slow Init.
                * This is actually an optional step.
                * With the ATSI command, you can initiate a slow init explicitly.
                  You can follow a successful init response of "BUS INIT: ...OK"
                  with a couple of ATBD commands as shown below to verify
                  that it really did work as you expected.
                * If you don't have v1.4 or higher of the ELM327, then
                  you'll have to make do without the ATSI and you will not
                  be able to use those two subsequent ATBD commands after the init
                  to verify that:
                      a) the correct ECU was initialized, 
                      b) the correct 55 followed by D3 B0 keywords was sent by the ECU,
                      c) the Keepalive message is being sent to the correct ECU.
         ------ The dash's ABS light is now blinking to indicate that
                the ABS module has entered diagnostic mode.
        >ATBD
        06 01 55 D3 B0 4F FE 01 13 A1 00 01 14 
         ------ I think this is the only ATBD record so far containing
                the 55 D3 B0 response from the ABS ECU 
                [see the initial 01 byte].
                It has to be issued immediately after the ATSI.
         ------ The (subsequently analyzed on 2012-08-09) pattern is
                presumed to be generated as follows:
                * ECU address in the 1st byte (01 for ABS ECU)
                  [sent by tester (ELM327) at 5 baud],
                * the 55 sync byte
                  [sent by ECU 01 at 10400 baud
                  to inform tester (ELM327) what the baud rate is], 
                * the D3 B0 key bytes
                  [sent by ECU 01 at 10400 baud],
                * the 4F (inverse of B0, ie, inverse of 2nd key byte)
                  [sent by ELM327 at 10400 baud] , and finally,
                * the FE (inverse of 01, ie, inverse of ECU address)
                  [sent by ECU 01 at 10400 baud].
                Note that no checksum is used in either direction.
                The total exchange is 6 bytes from start to finish.
         ------ Probably the best explanation of this ISO9141 slow init
                that begins at 5 baud and transitions into 10400 baud
                is on the top of p2 (of 5) in 
                "Volkswagen Group of America K-line Communication Description",
                the "1278519259-K-line_communication_description_V3_0.pdf" file
                which is displayed or downloaded from:
                    https://www.obdclearinghouse.com/Files/viewFile?fileID=1380
                Just substitute ECU 01 here for the emission diagnostic
                functional address 33 in the Volkswagen explanation,
                and, of course, substitute the complement of ECU 01 
                (instead of the complement of 33).
        >ATBD
        05 82 01 13 A1 37 01 80 13 A1 00 01 14 
         ------ The buffer shows the watchdog message: 82 01 13 A1 37
                (as long as you are issuing the two ATBD interactively).
        >ATKW
        1:D3 2:B0
         ------ The keywords are D3 B0. 
                You might ask: What does this imply?
                * The only results I've found from web searches using the
                  variants "55 D3 B0", "0x55 0xD3 0xB0", and "$55 $D3 $B0"
                  is the rkam posts and some other similar mid-90s Volvo
                  references.  It appears to be a Volvo specific protocol.
                * Applying the same calculation used to name KWP71, KWP81,
                  KWP1271, KWP1281, and KWP2000, this Volvo keywords D3 B0
                  protocol would be called KWP6227.
        >ATSH 83 01 13
        OK
         ------ Set the Header to talk to ABS ECU
                with a 2-byte Read DTC command, ie,
                2 bytes after the header yet before the checksum.
         ------ If possible, do this after the protocol is initiated,
                as per 1st and 3rd paragraphs of "SH xx yy zz" description
                in ELM327DS.pdf.
        >ATBD
        05 82 01 13 A1 37 01 80 13 A1 00 01 14 
         ------ The buffer is still the watchdog message: 82 01 13 A1 37.
         ------ Wait till just after the every 4 second Watchdog LED blink.
        >AE01
        NO DATA
         ------ Read DTCs.
                * You'll see later that this same request can be used 
                  to read the DTCs for each of the Volvo 850's ECUs
                  which can talk via the keywords D3 B0 protocol.
                * But this particular request is strictly for the ABS,
                  since ECU 01 was the target address specified in the
                  "83 01 13" header specified in that "ATSH 83 01 13"
                  command (a couple of commands ago).
                * The request causes the ABS to send a command similar to
                      83 01 13 AE 01 cs
                  where cs is the automatically generated checksum.                  
         ------ * Note: Later, we'll see that, for some of the ECUs, 
                        it is advisable to use ATAL, ATSH 84 01 13, 
                        and the 3-byte AE0100 in order to see more 
                        of the responses without having to use a 
                        subsequent ATBD command.  That's a much more
                        convenient and informative method.  But that
                        approach only works for some of the ECUs.
        >ATBD
        1B 8F 13 01 EE 01 10 11 13 20 21 23 30 
         ------ The ELM327 buffer which this ATBD command displays
                is a portion of the automatic response that ECU 01 sent 
                to the AE01 request.
         ------ The initial 1B hex indicates 27 (decimal) bytes follow 
                  that ATBD buffer 1B length byte, however, the ATBD buffer
                  only contains 12 (decimal) bytes from messages.  
                  That's a limitation of the ELM327 ATBD buffer, so we 
                  only see the first 12 of the 27 bytes sent in the 
                  response message.
                The 8F is the first byte of the response message.
                  8F indicates a length of 0F (ie, 15) bytes after the 
                  3 byte header, yet including the checksum.
                * Note: The high bit of the first byte -- the length --
                        of the Volvo keyword D3 B0 protocol (KWP6227) 
                        seems to always have the high bit set.  
                        It must always be masked out to determine the
                        real length.  For someone writing software, 
                        I would even suggest that the top 2 bits 
                        should be masked out.
                Later, we'll see that the reason there's a discrepancy
                  between the 27 bytes vs. the 3+15 bytes is that a
                  second message was sent near immediately to complete
                  the response with the remainder of the ABS DTCs.
                Following the 8F is the target address, 13, ie, the
                  requester's address, which is the Tester Address.
                Following the 13 is the source address, 01, ie, the ABS
                  module's (ECU 01) address.
                Those 3 bytes complete the header.
                The EE 01 is the positive ack for the AE 01 request.
                * Note: All positive acks of KWP6227 protocol requests 
                        seem to involve setting the high bit of the 1st byte
                        of the request and responding with that resultant byte.
                        Then all the remaining bytes of the request are echoed
                        back as part of the response.  Then any extra response
                        specific bytes are sent.
                After the EE 01 positive ack comes the DTC codes.  Using
                  the length of 0x0F (ie, 15) bytes conveyed in the header,
                  understanding that it includes the data (after the header)
                  plus the checksum, subtracting out the 2 bytes for the 
                  EE 01 response and the 1 byte for the checksum at the end
                  of the message, we get 15 - 2 - 1 = 12 bytes of data which
                  should be the DTCs.  In the ATBD buffer, we can see:
                      10 11 13 20 21 23 30
                  displayed after the EE 01.  Those are the first 7 of the 12
                  DTCs.  
                We'll see later, that there were 5 other DTCs in the
                  "8F 13 01 EE 01 10 11 ... 30 ..." message.
                We'll also see later there was a 2nd EE01 continuation ack,
                  which can be seen sometimes when monitoring the
                  Vol-FCR Demo exchange.

         ------ The next ATBD command came too late and captured the watchdog
                instead of any subsequent EE01 continuation ack to the
                AE01 (Read DTC) request.  Oh well, that's life.
        >ATBD
        05 82 01 13 A1 37 01 80 13 20 21 23 30 
         ------ This is the specially programmed "Watchdog to ABS" message.

For some explanation of the ABS DTC codes and their interrelationship with the DTC codes published in the Volvo literature, Haynes manual, matthewsvolvosite.com, and other Volvo forums, see the FAQ question What do the ABS DTC codes mean? below.


Q. How do I use the ELM327 to clear DTCs for an ABS module (ECU 01) which has the common problem of flaky solder connections?

A. The easiest way to clear the ABS module (ie, ECU 01) DTCs is by using the xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app "ClearDTC" button.

Using tools available from this jonesrh.info/volvo850/ portal, the simplest way to clear the ABS (ie, ECU 01) DTCs is: 

- run volvo850diag, 
- click "Start Realterm", 
- reposition the volvo850diag and Realterm windows so both are visible, 
- scroll the Realterm Terminal pane vertical scroll bar to its bottom, 
- click volvo850diag's "ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- click ECU 01 "Setup" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- click ECU 01 "Read DTCs" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- click ECU 01 "Clear DTCs" button,
- wait for it to finish,
- click ECU 01 "Read DTCs" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- copy to the clipboard everything in the log file created since clicking "Start Realterm",
- paste the results into https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html "Paste Volvo 850/SVC70 Communication Here" box, 
- click the "Interpret" button underneath that box, 
- wait for Results page to appear, 
- search for the Gleanings box.

***NOTE: The remainder of this answer may only be applicable to a '96-'97 850 while using a non-OBDLink ELM327 compatible device.

Perform the sequence to read the ABS DTCs as just described, since the DTCs should be read before they can be cleared.  Then...

        >AF01
        NO DATA
         ------ Erase DTCs (with a 2-byte request).
         ------ Then follow immediately by ATBD,
                then wait at least 5 seconds and do another ATBD
                to see the watchdog.
        >ATBD
        06 83 13 01 EF 01 87 01 13 A1 00 01 30 
         ------ This is a EF01 positive ack response to the AF01 request,
                so very likely the DTCs were cleared.  
         ------ The message's 6 bytes are:
                    83 13 01 EF 01 87
                    -header- -ack- cs
                containing 3-byte header, 2-byte EF 01 positive ack of
                AF 01 request, and 1-byte checksum.
        >ATBD
        05 82 01 13 A1 37 01 80 13 A1 00 01 30 
         ------ This is the 5 byte ABS specific watchdog:
                    82 01 13 A1 37
        >AE01
        NO DATA
        >ATBD
        06 83 13 01 EE 01 86 01 13 A1 00 01 30 
         ------ This verifies that the ABS ECU (01) sent to the tester (13)
                  a EE01 positive ack response to the AE01 (Read DTC) request,
                  and there were **NO** DTC codes.
                The 86 following the EE 01 is the checksum.
         ------ Hallelujah!  I did what someone on matthewsvolvosite.com said
                could *not* be done with an ELM327 cable!!!
         ------ The ATBD above has to be issued immediately after the
                AE01 command.  Otherwise...
        >ATBD
        05 82 01 13 A1 37 01 80 13 A1 00 01 30
         ------ Otherwise, the ABS specific watchdog will overwrite it
                within 3-5 seconds depending on what you have the ATSW
                value set to.
        >ATSH 82 01 13
        OK
        >A0
        NO DATA
        >ATPC
         ------ ABS light stopped blinking and went out.
         ------ The ATSH 82 01 13 / A0 combination will:
                * cause the ABS ECU to stop sending anything, and
                * cause the dashboard's ABS light to stop blinking since 
                  the ABS module is no longer in diagnostic mode.
         ------ It is advisable to issue the ATPC command in order to both:
                * stop the ECU from communicating to the tester, and 
                * stop the automatically generated watchdog communication
                  from the tester to the ECU.
                So really the ATPC eliminates the need to issue the
                A0 request and can save you the keystrokes of typing
                the previous "ATSH 82 01 13" and "A0" commands.
                They both are included here to show you the complete
                sequence so you thoroughly understand the protocol.
         ------ For someone implementing software to communicate
                via the Volvo KWP6227 protocol using a VAG/COM KKL cable
                instead of the ELM327 cable:
                * the ATSH 82 01 13 / A0 combo would still be needed, and
                * the automatic watchdog generation (by the 
                  "designed for VAG/COM KKL cable" software) 
                  would have to be turned off by that software.


Q. What do the ABS DTC codes mean?

A. It by and large doesn't matter.  First clear them.  If multiple ones come back, especially 10, 20, 30, and 40, then have the ABS module repaired.  When the repaired module is reinstalled, clear any remaining DTCs, then drive the car.  Then if any DTCs appear, start the debugging in earnest.  Hopefully, you'll at least get a speed signal to appear after the ABS module is repaired (or partially repaired).

*** To be added ***


Q. How should I repair my ABS module?

A. To get a flaky or non-functional speedometer working when the ABS light stays on even after the ECU 01 DTCs are cleared, or to otherwise repair the common "flaky solder connections" ABS problem, I recommend:

	* competent ABS module resoldering via Matt at https://www.midwest-abs.com (aka MVS's "Matty Moo"), or

	* https://www.matthewsvolvosite.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=12651, if you're insistent on going the DIY route.


Q. What do the ABS (ECU 01) DTCs look like when the ABS module is newly repaired, all the DTCs have been erased, but the brake light switch is faulty (and the rear brake lights are consequently out)?

A. ECU 01 DTC 65.

I think this is equivalent to: "ABS-142 - Faulty brake pedal switch, open or short".

though it might possibly be equivalent to: "ABS-141 - Faulty pedal sensor, shorted to ground or supply".

So this is one way for you to know your brake lights may very well be out, if you haven't noticed that problem yet and noone has got your attention at a red light to tell you.

Also, if your brake lights don't come on, but the lights seem to not be blown (because you can swap similar ones with other ones in the rear), then I'd strongly suggest you take your brake switch out, disassemble it and see if its melted inside.  I was able to repair mine and use it for a couple of weeks while I waited for a new (actually used from eBay) one to arrive.


Q. What DTCs exist for the COMBI Instrument Panel (ECU 51) when the ABS module is not supplying a reliable speed signal to the COMBI?

A. ECU 51 DTC 02.  

This is equivalent to: "CI-221 Vehicle speed signal missing".

The main way you will know beforehand this is likely set is the speedometer will not work (at least part of the time).

I believe this DTC can be temporarily cleared, but it will return once the speed signal is lost again.  The ABS module must be repaired first.  Then the COMBI DTCs are cleared.  Then the ECU 51 DTC 02 should no longer occur.


Q. What DTCs exist for the COMBI Instrument Panel (ECU 51) when the LOW FUEL light comes on?

A. ECU 51 DTC 05.  

For my car, the setting of this DTC is 100% of the time associated with the LOW FUEL light coming on.


Q. How do I use the ELM327 to read/clear my DTCs for the COMBI Instrument Panel (ECU 51)?

A. The easiest way to read/clear the COMBI module (ie, ECU 51) DTCs is by using the xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app "Scan" and "ClearDTC" buttons.

Using tools available from this jonesrh.info/volvo850/ portal, the simplest way to read/clear the COMBI module (ie, ECU 51) DTCs is: 

- run volvo850diag, 
- click "Start Realterm", 
- reposition the volvo850diag and Realterm windows so both are visible, 
- scroll the Realterm Terminal pane vertical scroll bar to its bottom, 
- click volvo850diag's "ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- click ECU 51 "Setup" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- click ECU 51 "Read DTCs" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- click ECU 51 "Clear DTCs" button,
- wait for it to finish,
- click ECU 51 "Read DTCs" button, 
- wait for it to finish, 
- copy to the clipboard everything in the log file created since clicking "Start Realterm",
- paste the results into https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html "Paste Volvo 850/SVC70 Communication Here" box, 
- click the "Interpret" button underneath that box, 
- wait for Results page to appear, 
- search for the Gleanings box.

***NOTE: The remainder of this answer may only be applicable to a '96-'97 850 while using a non-OBDLink ELM327 compatible device.

The following was a typical example for me when I was doing it interactively.  It includes the long ATZ thru ATSI init:

Issue the following command (followed by pressing the <Enter> key once):

>ATZ
>ATL1

They will appear as:

>ATL17 v1.5
OK 

Then issue:

ATL1
OK
>ATE1
OK
>ATH1
OK
>ATAL
OK
>ATKW0
OK
>ATSR 13
OK
>ATIIA 51
OK
>ATWM 82 51 13 A1
OK
>ATSI
BUS INIT: ...OK
>ATBD
06 51 55 D3 B0 4F AE 51 13 A1 90 09 00 
>ATBD
05 82 51 13 A1 87 09 81 13 A1 90 09 00 
 ------ The first ATBD shows the " 51 55 D3 B0 4F AE" exchange
        which agrees with the fact that the ELM327 declared
        "BUS INIT: ...OK" for slow initing of ECU 51.
>ATSH 84 51 13
OK
 ------ Prepare for sending messages with 3 data bytes
        from Tester 13 to ECU 51.
>AE0100
84 13 51 EE 01 05 DC 
 ------ ECU 51 DTCs: 05 = Low Fuel light has come on.
>AF0100
83 13 51 EF 01 D7 
 ------ That should have cleared it.  The "AF01" is what does the clearing.
        The extra 00 pad at the end simply enables the ELM327 to tie the response
        to the request, so an ATBD command is not necessary.
 ------ This same ATSH 84 51 13 / AE0100 / AF0100 approach is usable by ECUs
        51 (COMBI), 58 (SRS), 2E (Power Seat Left), and 2F (Power Seat Right).
>AE0100
83 13 51 EE 01 D6 
 ------ Just checking to see that ECU 51 DTCs: none.
 ------ The AF0100 successfully cleared ECU 51 DTC 05 (Low Fuel),
>ATPC
OK

But now I do it with volvo850diag using the button sequence:

- Start Realterm.
- ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F.
- ECU 51 Setup.
- ECU 51 Read DTCs.
- ECU 51 Clear DTCs.
- ECU 51 Read DTCs.


Q. How do I use the ELM327 to read/clear my DTCs for ECU 58 (SRS)?

A. The easiest way to read/clear the SRS module (ie, ECU 58) DTCs is by using the xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app "Scan" and "ClearDTC" buttons.

***NOTE: The remainder of this answer may only be applicable to a '96-'97 850 while using a non-OBDLink ELM327 compatible device.

The command syntax is similar to the COMBI case just shown, but you substitute 58 for 51.

But don't be surprised if your AF0100 response does not have EF 01 positive ack in it, but instead has a 7E AF 23 or 7F AF 82.  That's what happens when one or more of the SRS DTCs might not clear successfully.  Apparently, the 23 indicates the operation is still in progress.  The 82 seems to indicate that all DTCs have attempted to be cleared.

The following example includes only the most essential ATZ thru ATSH init (without using an ATSI):

To read and clear SRS DTCs with an ELM327 device, issue the following 15 ATZ thru ATPC commands which follow the ">" prompt (followed by pressing the <Enter> key once):

>ATZ
>ATL1
>ATE1
>ATH1
>ATAL
>ATKW0
>ATSR 13
>ATIIA 58
>ATWM 82 58 13 A1
>ATSH 84 58 13
 ------ The commands involving "58" are unique for ECU 58 (SRS).
>AE0100
 ------ Read the SRS DTCs.
>AF0100
 ------ Clear the SRS DTCs.
>AE0100
 ------ Read the SRS DTCs.
>A00000
 ------ Tell SRS to stop communicating with you.
>ATPC
 ------ Tell the ELM327 to cease sending the KeepAlive (A1) messages.

My experiences with communicating with the SRS over several months can be summarized in the following sequence:

>ATL17 v1.5
OK 

Then issue:

>ATE1
OK
>ATH1
OK
>ATAL
OK
>ATKW0
OK
>ATSR 13
OK
>ATIIA 58
OK
>ATWM 82 58 13 A1
OK
>ATSH 84 58 13
OK
 ------ Prepare for sending messages with 3 data bytes
        from Tester 13 to ECU 58.
 ------ The next command, because it is the first data being sent
        to the SRS, will take several seconds to complete, because
        it implicitly forces the ELM327 to perform a Slow Init
        with ECU 58 (ie, SRS).  Be prepared to wait for ~5 seconds.
>AE0100
86 13 58 EE 01 03 04 02 E9 
 ------ ECU 58 has 3 DTCs: 03 04 02
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #1: 03 -> SRS-212 -- Drivers airbag open circuit
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #2: 04 -> SRS-213 -- Drivers airbag short circuit to ground
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #3: 02 -> SRS-211 -- Drivers airbag short circuit
>AF0100
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7F AF 82 9F 
 ------ ECU 58 Clear DTCs in progress.
        * The first 3 lines, the ones containing the 7E AF 23 errors,
          actually indicate that the operation is not yet finished
          when the protocol timing required giving some sort of response.
 ------ ECU 58 DTCs attempted to be cleared.  
        * The last line, the one with the 7F AF 82 error,
          seems to indicate the operation has finished.
 ------ Hopefully that cleared the SRS DTCs.  The "AF01" is what does the clearing.
        The extra 00 pad at the end simply enables the ELM327 to tie the response
        to the request, so an ATBD command is not necessary.
 ------ This same ATSH 84 xx 13 / AE0100 / AF0100 approach is usable by ECUs
        51 (COMBI), 58 (SRS), 2E (Power Seat Left), and 2F (Power Seat Right),
        where xx = the ECU # in hex.
 ------ Need to now read DTCs to verify if any were cleared successfully.
>AE0100
85 13 58 EE 01 03 02 E4 
 ------ ECU 58 has 2 DTCs: 03 02
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #1: 03 -> SRS-212 -- Drivers airbag open circuit
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #2: 02 -> SRS-211 -- Drivers airbag short circuit
 ------ Notice that the AF0100 successfully cleared ECU 58 DTC 04.
>ATPC
OK

Then 2 months later...

>ATZ
>ATL1
>ATE1
OK
>ATH1
OK
>ATAL
OK
>ATKW0
OK
>ATSR 13
OK
>ATIIA 58
OK
>ATWM 82 58 13 A1
OK
>ATSH 84 58 13
OK
>AE0100
85 13 58 EE 01 03 02 E4 
 ------ Same results as last ECU 58 (SRS) Read DTCs.
>AF0100
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7F AF 82 9F 
 ------ ECU 58 Clear DTCs in progress.
        * The first 2 lines, the ones containing the 7E AF 23 errors,
          actually indicate that the operation is not yet finished
          when the protocol timing required giving some sort of response.
 ------ ECU 58 DTCs attempted to be cleared.  
        * The last line, the one with the 7F AF 82 error,
          seems to indicate the operation has finished.
 ------ I think there is one 7E AF 23 response for each existing DTC,
        regardless whether it is cleared or not.
>AF0100
84 13 58 7F AF 22 3F
 ------ The 7F AF 22 error tells us 
        "Conditions Not Correct Or Request Sequence Error".
        In other words, the AF0100 (Clear DTCs) was incorrectly issued
        without being preceded by an AE0100 (Read DTCs).
>AE0100
85 13 58 EE 01 03 02 E4 
 ------ ECU 58 has 2 DTCs: 03 02
        Same as 2 months ago.
>ATPC
OK

Then 5 months later...

>ATZ
>ATL1
>ATE1
OK
>ATH1
OK
>ATAL
OK
>ATKW0
OK
>ATSR 13
OK
>ATIIA 58
OK
>ATWM 82 58 13 A1
OK
>ATSH 84 58 13
OK
>AE0100 
86 13 58 EE 01 03 04 02 E9 
 ------ Same as the original.
 ------ ECU 58 has 3 DTCs: 03 04 02
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #1: 03 -> SRS-212 -- Drivers airbag open circuit
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #2: 04 -> SRS-213 -- Drivers airbag short circuit to ground
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #3: 02 -> SRS-211 -- Drivers airbag short circuit
 ------ Any time you have DTCs, I suggest you read the associated ADxx00
        Freeze Frames.
>AD0200 
84 13 58 ED 02 01 DF 
>AD0300 
87 13 58 ED 03 01 CA 44 8E 7F 
>AD0400 
84 13 58 ED 04 01 E1 
 ------ The EDxx responses to ADxx00 requests are for freeze frames, 
          where xx is the DTC #.
        All the keyword D3 B0 protocol ECUs use this scheme.
 ------ I don't know how to interpret these SRS Freeze Frames, however.
>AF0100
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7F AF 82 9F 
>AE0100 
84 13 58 EE 01 04 E2 
 ------ I've never seen all but one go away!!! 
        And it's DTC 04.  That's the only SRS DTC that I've ever been able
          to clear previously.
 ------ I wonder if this relates to the battery resets recently?
>AE0100 
84 13 58 EE 01 04 E2 
>AF0100 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7F AF 82 9F 
 ------ I wonder why there were 4 7E AF 23's from the 1st AF0100 but only 3 DTCs 
        from the latter AF0100?  
 ------ And why were there 3 7E AF 23's in the 2nd one but only 1 DTC? 
>AE0100 
84 13 58 EE 01 04 E2 
>ATPC
OK

Then 6 days later (after battery drained many times during debugging / development of volvo850diag)...

>ATZ
>ATL1
>ATE1
OK
>ATH1
OK
>ATAL
OK
>ATKW0
OK
>ATSR 13
OK
>ATIIA 58
OK
>ATWM 82 58 13 A1
OK
>ATSH 84 58 13
OK
>AE0100
85 13 58 EE 01 03 04 E6 
 ------ ECU 58 has 2 DTCs: 03 04
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #1: 03 -> SRS-212 -- Drivers airbag open circuit
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #2: 04 -> SRS-213 -- Drivers airbag short circuit to ground
 ------ This is a new combination of ECU 58 (SRS) DTCs for me.
>AD0200
84 13 58 ED 02 01 DF 
>AD0300
87 13 58 ED 03 01 CB 47 90 85 
                  ^^^^^^^^
 ------ The arrowed items above are different from the prior ECU 58 AD03
        Freeze Frame.
>AD0400
84 13 58 ED 04 01 E1 
>AF0100
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
STOPPED
 ------ The 7F AF 82 response and possibly more 7E AF 23 responses
        are missing because Realterm's Send File mechanism has aborted
        the ELM327 and caused the STOPPED message.
>AE0100
84 13 58 EE 01 03 E1 
 ------ ECU 58 has 1 DTC: 03
 ------ ECU 58 DTC #1: 03 -> SRS-212 -- Drivers airbag open circuit
 ------ I have no idea why only one ECU 58 DTC remains now.
        Maybe it is due to the multiple times that the battery drained
        down to below 10 volts, then had to be recharged.

Then 2.5 months later is still the same...

>ATZ
>ATL1
>ATE1
OK
>ATH1
OK
>ATAL
OK
>ATKW0
OK
>ATSR 13
OK
>ATIIA 58
OK
>ATWM 82 58 13 A1
OK
>ATSH 84 58 13
OK
>AE0100
84 13 58 EE 01 03 E1 
>AD0200
84 13 58 ED 02 01 DF 
>AD0300
87 13 58 ED 03 01 CB 47 90 85 
>AD0400
84 13 58 ED 04 01 E1 
>AF0100
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7E AF 23 3F 
84 13 58 7F AF 82 9F 
>AE0100
84 13 58 EE 01 03 E1 
>ATPC
OK

Conclusions: 

1. The SRS DTCs can definitely be read by ELM327 devices.
2. At least some of the SRS DTCs can be cleared by ELM327 devices and have stayed away for months.
    After the above tests, I've sometimes been able to clear all the SRS DTCs for a short while.

These days, I do the reading/clearing of ECU 58 DTCs with volvo850diag using the button sequence:

- ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F.
- ECU 58 Setup.
- ECU 58 Read DTCs.
- ECU 58 Clear DTCs.
- ECU 58 Read DTCs.


Q. How do I use the ELM327 to read/clear my DTCs for ECU 6E (AW 50-42)?

A. The easiest way to read/clear the AW50-42 module (ie, ECU 6E) DTCs is by using the xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app "Scan" and "ClearDTC" buttons.

***NOTE: The remainder of this answer may only be applicable to a '96-'97 850 while using a non-OBDLink ELM327 compatible device.

The following is a typical example for me (with the exception that I don't normally have the ECU 6E DTC 50 set).
This example assumes you have first already performed the long ATZ thru ATSI init and successfully communicated with this or some other ECU using the keyword D3 B0 protocol:

>ATPC
OK
>ATIIA 6E
OK
>ATWM 82 6E 13 A1
OK
>ATSI
BUS INIT: ...OK
>ATBD
06 6E 55 D3 B0 4F 91 6E 13 A1 90 09 00 
>ATBD
05 82 6E 13 A1 A4 09 81 13 A1 90 09 00 
>ATSH 83 6E 13
OK
>AE01
NO DATA
>ATBD
08 85 13 6E EE 01 35 50 7A A1 90 09 00 
 ------ This is an 8 byte message "85 13 6E EE 01 35 50 7A".
        The 2 bytes after EE 01 and before the last byte, 7A, the checksum byte,
        equal: 35 50.  Those are the 2 ECU 6E DTCs.
>ATBD
05 82 6E 13 A1 A4 09 81 7A A1 90 09 00 
 ------ A few seconds later, another ATBD command shows the Keepalive message
        sent by ELM327 to ECU 6E.
>AF01
NO DATA
 ------ Try to clear both DTCs -- both the 35 and the 50.
>ATBD
07 84 13 6E 7E AF 23 55 13 A1 90 09 00 
 ------ For details see:
https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/Volvo_850_keyword_D3_B0_protocol_7F_and_7E_error_subcodes.rtf
        Basically, the "7E AF 23" means "Routine Not Complete Or Service In Progress".
        You just have to perform a subsequent AE01 / ATBD to see if it worked.
>ATBD
05 82 6E 13 A1 A4 09 81 13 A1 90 09 00 
 ------ This is just a record of the last 5-byte Keepalive message sent 
        from the ELM327 to ECU 6E.
>AE01
NO DATA
 ------ Read the DTCs.
>ATBD
06 83 13 6E EE 01 F3 6E 13 A1 90 09 00 
>------ Wow.  It looked like both ECU 6E DTCs: 35 & 50 got erased.
>------ I wonder how long that will last.
>AE01
NO DATA
>ATBD
07 84 13 6E EE 01 35 29 13 A1 90 09 00 
>------ Now, ECU 6E DTC 35 is back.
>------ This has been my standard situation in the past,
        ie, having the single ECU 6E DTC: 35.
        I'll leave it like that.
 ------ For your information:
        * ECU 6E DTC 50 means "AT-411  Control Module EEPROM fault".
          I have had that one once before.  Reason unknown.
        * I don't know what ECU 6E DTC 35 means.
          I've always had that one.
          It hasn't cleared for longer than about 5 seconds.
>ATPC
OK

*** More description and examples to be added here or on an HTML page. ***

These days, I do the reading/clearing of ECU 6E DTCs with volvo850diag using the button sequence:

- Start Realterm.
- My Extra Scans.
- Cancel after the "Minimal Scan" of "My Extra Scans" completes.

If only ECU 6E DTC 35 is present, then I do nothing else.  If any other ECU 6E DTCs are present, then I'll try to clear them as follows:

- ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F.
- ECU 6E Setup.
- ECU 6E Read DTCs.
- ECU 6E Clear DTCs.
- Close Realterm.

Turn the ignition off, wait 10 seconds, turn ignition back to pos II.

- Start Realterm.
- ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F.
- ECU 6E Setup.
- ECU 6E Read DTCs.


Q. How do I use the ELM327 to read/clear my DTCs for other non-emission diagnostic ECUs?

A. The easiest way to read/clear the Power Seat modules (ie, ECUs 2E & 2F) DTCs is by using the xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app "Scan" and "ClearDTC" buttons.

***NOTE: The remainder of this answer may only be applicable to a '96-'97 850 while using a non-OBDLink ELM327 compatible device.

The Power Seat Left and Power Seat Right DTC read/clear is similar to the COMBI, except:

- you substitute 2E for 51 for the Power Seat Left, and
- you substitute 2F for 51 for the Power Seat Right.

Better yet, just use volvo850diag (on Windows) or xiaotec "850 OBD-II" app (on Android).


Q. How do I use the ELM327 to read my 1996-1997 Volvo 850 mileage from the COMBI Instrument Panel computer?

A. See the https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_mileage.html page.  Among other things, it explains how to read the mileage using the B90300 request to the Volvo 850 COMBI via the ELM327.


Q. How do I use the ELM327 to read my 1996-1998 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 mileage from the COMBI Instrument Panel computer?

A. See the https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html page.  Among other things, it explains how to use the ELM327 to read the 1996-1998 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 mileage using the (not-00-padded) B903 request to the COMBI.


Q. How do I use the ELM327 to read other 1996-1998 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 COMBI Instrument Panel data?

A. See the https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html page.  It's not strictly focused on the mileage.  It also shows how to read some of the other COMBI data.

Also check out the https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_volvo_850_svc70_scan.html page.


Q. Are there other ways to read the Vehicle Mileage?

A. Yes.  There is actually another way to consistently read the same data that is in B903.  It is the COMBI's A50701 request.  That works on both the '96-'97 850 and the '97-'98 S70/V70/C70/XC70.  

Furthermore, older snapshots of the B903 mileage may be recorded in any COMBI freeze frames that still exists.

Finally, the COMBI's B903 data can be read via the COMBI's A50901 request.  But the behavior is different between the 850 and the SVC70.  The 850's ECU 51 A50901 request returns data which seems to always include Vehicle Mileage data which is exactly the same as what is in ECU 51 B903.   However, the S70/V70/C70/XC70's ECU 51 A50901 Vehicle Mileage data may equal the present B903 data, or it may equal some older snapshot of the B903 mileage.  In the SVC70, ECU 51 A50901 seems to function like a freeze frame precursor.

So to sum up, the mileages in ECU 51 can be read by:

>ATZ
>ATL1
>ATE1
>ATI                   (optional)
>ATSP 3            (optional, if 3A is the default first choice -- alternatively, ATSP 3A could be used)
>ATDP               (optional, if already "ISO 9141-2" or "AUTO, ISO 9141-2")
>ATH1
>ATAL
>ATKW0
>ATSR 13
>ATIIA 51
>ATWM 82 51 13 A1
>ATSI               (optional)
>ATBD             (optional)
>ATBD             (optional)
>ATKW            (optional)
>ATSH 83 51 13
>AE01              (optional, might as well check the DTCs when reading the mileage)
>B903
>B904
>ATSH 84 51 13
>A50701

as well as the COMBI freeze frame precursor used to build the ADxx freeze frames:

>A50901

as well as COMBI freeze frames (ADxx), such as the following 15 most common ECU 51 ADxx00 request examples:

>ATSH 84 51 13
>AD0100
>AD0200
>AD0300
>AD0400
>AD0500
>AD0600
>AD0700
>AD0900
>AD0A00
>AD0B00
>AD0C00
>AD0D00
>AD0E00
>AD0F00
>AD1100

if  their EDxx response begins with 8E (for 850) or 91 (for S70/V70/C70/XC70), instead of 84.

The results will look something like the following, where all commands are mandatory, unless stated otherwise:

>ATZ
ELM327 v1.5
 
>ATL1
OK

>ATE1
OK

>ATI
ELM327 v1.5
 ------ This is optional, and simply lists your ELM327 version.

>ATSP 3
OK
 ------ Either ATSP 3 or ATSP 3A or ATSP A3 should be issued once before doing any KWPD3B0 communication.
          After that, you'll not have to issue it any more, because the ELM327 remembers this setting.
          Of course, if you use your ELM327 with other cars that use other protocols besides
          ISO9141-2, then you'll have to issue this again for that particular protocol,
          or, alternatively, just set the protocol to purely automatic.

>ATDP
ISO 9141-2
 ------ This should be considered mandatory after issuing an ATSP command.
           Otherwise, it is optional.
           If the preceding ATSP command was ATSP A3 or ATSP 3A, then this would say AUTO, ISO 9141-2.

>ATH1
OK

>ATAL
OK

>ATKW0
OK

>ATSR 13
OK

>ATIIA 51
OK
 ------ If the response is not "OK", but begins with "ELM327 v", 
          then your device is a fake ELM327 which is not KWPD3B0-capable !!!

>ATWM 82 51 13 A1
OK

>ATSI
BUS INIT: ...OK
 ------ You ***must*** ensure this says: "BUS INIT: ...OK", if you do issue the command.

>ATBD
06 51 55 D3 B0 4F AE 51 13 A1 8F 09 02
 ------ Optional, to check the "51 55 D3" sequence when initing COMBI.

>ATBD
05 82 51 13 A1 87 09 81 13 A1 8F 09 02
 ------ Optional, to see if watchdog is being sent to ECU 51.

>ATKW
1:D3 2:B0 
 ------ Optional, to check if the keywords are "D3 B0".  Useful for OBDLink devices whose ATBD command is useless.

>ATSH 83 51 13
OK

>AE01
84 13 51 EE 01 05 DC
 ------ This shows ECU 51 has DTC: 05.
 ------ If ATSI was not used, this (first command sent to the ECU) may say UNABLE TO CONNECT
          or BUS INIT: ...ERROR, or BUS INIT: ERROR, if a connection could not be established.
          Otherwise, if ATSI was not used, the above example would have looked like this:
                  >AE01
                  BUS INIT: ...OK
                  84 13 51 EE 01 05 DC

>B903
85 13 51 F9 03 34 30 49

>B904
85 13 51 F9 04 24 19 23

>ATSH 84 51 13
OK

>A50701
8D 13 51 E5 07 00 00 36 2E 2F 7C 75 0D 34 30 D2 

>A50901
8D 13 51 E5 09 00 00 36 2E 2F 7C 75 0D 34 30 D4 
        .
        .
        .
>AD0500
8E 13 51 ED 05 01 6E 4A 70 07 07 73 88 0C 9F 2E EF 

>AD0600
84 13 51 ED 06 00 DB 
        .
        .
        .
>AD1100
8E 13 51 ED 11 01 00 1A 50 07 0F 73 5D 0D 0B 30 89 

The 34 30, 24 19, 9F 2E, and 0B 30 values are the raw hex data containing the mileage information.

Try pasting everything from the line that says:

	 ------ Optional, to see if watchdog is being sent to ECU 51.

thru the two lines that say:

	>AD1100
	8E 13 51 ED 11 01 00 1A 50 07 0F 73 5D 0D 0B 30 89

into the Paste Volvo 850/SVC70 communication here box on the page:

	https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html

Then click Interpret.  It will do all the interpreting for you to extract the mileage information.

Keep in mind that the mileages from ADxx00 requests are old mileages that were "frozen" in a freeze frame when a COMBI DTC was set.


Q. What other data can be read via the COMBI's A5xx01 data?

A. The ECU 51 A5xx01 data includes: Vehicle Speed, Fuel Level, Coolant Temp, Engine RPM, COMBI (status) Flags,
Engine Hours, Vehicle Mileage.  For S70/V70/C70/XC70, it also includes the Ambient Temp and Instantaneous Fuel Consumption.

See the "ECU 51 - COMBI" section of the answer to the
Which of rkam's "Possible command set" are known to be used on the Volvo 850
question to see some further explanations of the ECU 51 A50101 thru A50901 values.

The A50701 (or A50901) data serves as the foundation for the COMBI Freeze Frames.


Q. What 7F error codes are used in the Volvo keyword D3 B0 protocol: KWP6227?
What 7F error codes are used in the Volvo keyword D3 B0 protocol: KWPD3B0?

A. See https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/Volvo_850_keyword_D3_B0_protocol_7F_and_7E_error_subcodes.rtf for a thorough explanation.


Q. Is there a way to recover when Hyperterminal screws up the fonts after typing a line -- typically a comment line -- that is longer than the Hyperterminal window?

A. Yes.  Simply double-click in the Hyperterminal Title bar to expand to full screen, then double-click again to restore to the previous window size.  That clears up the font problem.


Q. Why does my ABS light blink when I try to access my Power Seat Left (ECU 2E)?

A. It relates to the ECU address specified in the "ATIIA xx" command, where "xx" is the ECU init address, ie, the actual physical ECU address but adjusted via its high bit (when necessary) so the init address has odd parity. If "ATIIA xx" is issued when the "xx" has even parity, the ABS light may blink.

For some complicated details about this situation and a way to exploit it for your benefit, download volvo850diag v0.9, unzip the .zip file, then search the readme file, as well as the .html and .js files, for strings like "even parity", "odd parity", "CCSwmK1i", "ATIIA", "even", "odd", "ABS blink", etc.


Q. Can the ELM327 reset the SERVICE light?  If so, what are the commands?

A. That has already been documented well online in this www.matthewsvolvosite.com (MVS) post:

	https://www.matthewsvolvosite.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=56321&start=28#p332575

which has a subtitle of:

	"An ELM327 device along with terminal emulator software is another option 
	 for resetting the SERVICE light of the 1996-1998 850 / S70 / V70 / C70 / XC70."

I'd suggest reading the entire post.  But as far as the necessary commands and requests, just scroll down to item 2 in that post, then in your terminal emulator software, issue what you see in the "complete list of setup commands" and "actual SERVICE reset requests" list -- ie, the ATZ thru B230.  Then make the verification checks in item 3.

If you don't want to look up that page or don't have internet access, here's a very similar (updated) list, but without any accompanying explanations and without any showing of the expected responses and with updates to:

a) use ATSR 13 (instead of ATTA 13 / ATRA 13), and
b) do not use ATSI.

ATZ
ATL1
ATE1
ATI
ATSP 3
ATDP
ATH1
ATAL
ATKW0
ATSR 13
ATIIA 51
ATWM 82 51 13 A1
ATSH 83 51 13
B030
B230

That MVS post was written expressly for someone that couldn't use volvo850diag, eg, someone with an Android phone and with an ELM327 terminal emulator downloaded from the Google Play store (eg, like the "OBD Now Terminal" or "Bluetooth USB WIFI Terminal" apps).  It explains most things that you might need to know about the SERVICE light reset.

The "ECU 51 Reset SRI" function in volvo850diag is essentially the 3 bolded commands above.  Those 3 commands will reset the SERVICE light only if you are already communicating with the COMBI -- eg, immediately after issuing B903 to read the vehicle mileage, or immediately after reading the COMBI DTCs (ie, the ECU 51 DTCs).

The complete ATZ thru B230 sequence from that MVS post is essentially volvo850diag v0.9's "ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F..." function followed by volvo850diag's "ECU 51 Reset SRI" function.

The volvo850diag "ATZ Reset SRI" does those 2 things and more.  It will also record the Service Reminder Interval (SRI) limits & counters before and after you reset those SRI counters via the ECU 51 B030 / B230 sequence (and it will record some COMBI status flags).  To record the SRI limits & counters before and after the SERVICE light reset, use the following expanded list:

ATZ
ATL1
ATE1
ATI
ATSP 3
ATDP
ATH1
ATAL
ATKW0
ATSR 13
ATIIA 51
ATWM 82 51 13 A1
ATSH 83 51 13
AE01
B903
B904
B905
B906
B907
B908
B909
B90A
ATSH 84 51 13
A50601
A50701
ATSH 83 51 13
B030
B230
ATSH 84 51 13
A50601
A50701
ATSH 83 51 13
B903
B904
B905
B906
B907
B908
B909
B90A

For further reference, you could download volvo850diag.zip -- even if you can't use it -- extract its file, then search the .js file, the readme file, and the .html file for "Reset SRI" oriented stuff.  In particular, you might...

a. Search through volvo850diag_all_ecus_scan.js for "ATZ-based Reset SRI".  You should see where a list is created
similar to the above expanded list.

b. Read the readme_volvo850diag.txt's section: "Reset SRI (ie, Reset SERVICE Light)" .

c. Explore further by searching volvo850diag.html for:
- "RT_atzresetsri", then reading its header,
- "RT_ecu_nn_resetsri" (or "RT_ecu_xx_resetsri"), then reading its header,
- "b030_b230_in_progress_begin" and "b030_b230_done_common" to see some useful messages that are displayed,
- "Reset SRI".

Also, for further reference, you could watch the "Volvo 850 T-5 ELM327 Service Light Reset" video:

	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sHGUvLiVDs

That video records the results for an 850, but it shows the clicking of volvo850diag's "ATZ Reset SRI" button --
an action that works for both the 850 and the S70/V70/C70/XC70.


Q. When the SERVICE light is not coming on upon "engine on", is there a way to easily detect how long ago the SERVICE light was reset?

A. Yes.  Anytime you interpret the scan of ECU 51 B903 thru B909, you can see the existing SLR counters and limits.  For example, the value of B907 will reveal how long ago (in 1/4 days) that the Vol-FCR "Reset Service Light" was performed.  

The tell-tale signs of a recent SERVICE light reset are: ECU 51 B904 is close to B903, B906 is close to zero, B908 is close to zero.

A1. Ways to read and interpret the COMBI B903 thru B909 data are shown on the https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html page.

A2. But the easier approach is to use volvo850diag.  After downloading the latest https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo850diag.zip and extracting it, and setting it up with the instructions on the extracted "local" volvo850diag.html page, then press "Start Realterm", followed by one of the following:

- press "ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F...", then ECU 51 "Setup, then "Read DTCs", then "Full Scan", or
- just press "Quick Scan All ECUs" or "Full Scan All ECUs", then wait for several minutes,

then press "Close Realterm", followed by pasting the contents of the log file into the "Paste Volvo 850/SVC70 communication here" box on the https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html page, then pressing the "Interpret" button.

A3. Another easy -- actually *very* easy -- approach is to use the "Scan" function of the xiaotec "850 OBD-II" Android app, followed by examining the resultant Summary.

A4. Finally, using the jonesrh-enhanced freediag downloadable from https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/freediag_v1_08_20171212.zip distribution, you can run the freediag script rad_qscombi_s70_glt.ini (or rad_qscombi_s70_glt_w_debug_for_kwpd3b0_interpreter_wo_obdii_scan.ini).  There might be some examples in the cmd_console_20171212_PUBLIC_instructive_example_of_running_freediag_enhanced_for_97_850_98_S70.txt documentation provided in that jonesrh-enhanced freediag release of 2017-12-12.


Q. Is there a way to log (then interpret) that the SERVICE light is on and when it turns off?

A. Yes.  It requires issuing ECU 51 A50601 or A50701 -- either one of the two -- before the SERVICE light goes out and while the engine is running.  Then issuing one of those commands again, soon after the SERVICE light goes out.  [See case 5 below.]

For the '96-'97 850, A50901 can also be used.  But for the '98 S70/V70/C70/XC70, A50901 seems to display a snapshot which can be hours (or even longer) in the past, so it can not be depended upon to display the present SERVICE light state.

On a '98 S70/V70/C70/XC70 the SERVICE light sometimes remains on for less than the 2 minutes that I'd observed on the 850.  I've seen my '98 S70 GLT's SERVICE light remain on for ~10 seconds sometimes, ~40-50 seconds sometimes, and ~2 minutes sometimes.  Some of those "lesser than 2 minute" values occurred when at least one of the SRI limits had very small, non-standard values (which are not mentioned on the OTP Volvo 850 DVD).

There's several fairly easy ways to log (then interpret) the SERVICE light being on:
 
1. Turn ignition to pos II, display volvo850diag.html (extracted from volvo850diag.zip), press "Start Realterm", wait for the timestamp to appear in the Realterm Terminal pane, turn engine on, then -- immediately or within a very few seconds -- press "My Extra Scans" to run its imbedded "Minimal Scan" which issues an A50701 to read Vehicle Speed, Engine RPM, Coolant Temp, Fuel Levels, COMBI Flags (one of which turns on and off precisely with the SERVICE light), Engine Hours, and Total Vehicle Miles.  That's probably the quickest way to do it by clicking a button.
 
2. Turn ignition to pos II, display volvo850diag.html, press "Start Realterm", wait for the timestamp to appear, press "ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F...", wait for it to finish, turn engine on, then -- immediately or within a very few seconds -- press ECU 51 "Setup", press either "Read DTCs" or "ATSI", press either "Quick Scan" or "Full Scan".  One of the actions of ECU 51 "Quick Scan" and "Full Scan" is to issue A50601 and A50701.  When their responses are interpreted for a '96-'97 850 or '97-'98 S/V/C70, you'll probably see 2 different reports that the SERVICE light is on.

3. Turn ignition to pos II, display volvo850diag.html, press "Start Realterm", wait for the timestamp to appear, turn engine on, then -- immediately or within a very few seconds -- press either "Quick Scan All ECUs" or "Full Scan All ECUs".
 
4. Turn ignition to pos II, display volvo850diag.html, press "Start Realterm", wait for the timestamp to appear, press "ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F...", wait for it to finish, press ECU 51 "Setup",  turn engine on, then -- immediately or within a very few seconds -- type "ATSH 84 51 13" into the Realterm Terminal pane, then press the "Enter" key on the keyboard, then within a few seconds type "A50701" into the Realterm Terminal pane, then press the "Enter" key on the keyboard.  That will trigger an implicit Slow Init, then send the A50701 request to read all the stuff mentioned in 1a.

In all 4 of those cases, you can adjust where you turn on the engine to be anywhere before  the function that issues the A50701, as long as the A50701 gets issued before  the SERVICE light goes out.

To log when the SERVICE light goes off (after it is presently on), simply press volvo850diag's "Timestamp" button every few seconds until the SERVICE light goes off, then press the "Timestamp" button one more time.

Alternatively, you can utilize the following case 5 method:

5. Turn ignition to pos II, display volvo850diag.html, press "Start Realterm", wait for the timestamp to appear, press "ATZ Setup for ECUs 51/58/01/6E/2E/2F...", wait for it to finish, press ECU 51 "Setup", press "Read DTCs" (not "ATSI") to trigger the Slow Init connection *and* populate the Send ASCII pulldown menus with the A50701 command, select "ATSH 84 51 13" from the Realterm's 1st "Send ASCII" pulldown menu, then press that 1st pulldown's corresponding "Send ASCII" command, then select "A50701" from the Realterm's 2nd "Send ASCII" pulldown menu, then press that 2nd pulldown's corresponding "Send ASCII" command, then turn engine on (making sure you don't accidentally turn the ignition off first!!!), within a few seconds press the 2nd pulldown's "Send ASCII" button again to reissue the still selected "A50701" command, repeat the clicking of the 2nd pulldown's "Send ASCII" button every 10 seconds until obtaining 1-2 responses after the SERVICE light goes out (or after the SERVICE flag in the E507 response's slot 6 COMBI Flags byte is observed to be once again cleared).

After performing the logging with volvo850diag (using any of the 5 cases above), then paste the contents of the resultant log into the "Paste Volvo 850/SVC70 communication here" box on the https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/kwpd3b0_interpreter.html page, then press "Interpret".

Note: If your SERVICE light is actually burnt out, but at least one of your Service Reminder Interval (SRI) counters exceeds their corresponding SRI limits, then the interpreter will still report the SERVICE light as on during the time that it normally would be on if the light had not been burnt out.


Q. Can the ELM327 test the COMBI instrument cluster gauges?  If so, what are the commands?

A. Yes.

While experimenting with ECU 51 B0xx requests to see if one would allow editing or clearing of the ECU 51 B90A Engine Hours VSS Missing / Estimated "Lost" Mileage "Manipulation", I experimented and discovered that the ECU 51 B031 command causes most of the COMBI gauges to go to their minimums and maximums on my 850.

The list of ELM327 AT commands and KWPD3B0 commands to do this (for either '96-'97 850 or '97-''98 S70/V70/C70/XC70) is:

ATZ
ATL1
ATE1  or  ATE0            (optional, depending on your terminal emulator and the default ATPP 09 value for your ELM327)
ATI
ATSP 3
ATDP
ATH1
ATAL
ATKW0
ATSR 13
ATIIA 51
ATWM 82 51 13 A1
ATSI                             (optional)
ATSH 83 51 13
B031			    (required on an 850; optional on a S70/V70/C70/XC70)
B231                            (this is apparently unnecessary on '96-'97 850, 
				     since gauge test begins immediately when B031 is issued;
				     however, it *is* required on '97-'98 S70/V70/C70/XC70.)

The bolded command / requests are all that's necessary if you already have a connection to ECU 51 established.

Apparently, this ECU 51 B031 (for 850) command or B231 (for S70/V70/C70/XC70) command performs much the same procedure as that mentioned in either:

- http://www.volvotips.com/index.php/850-2/volvo-850-s70-v70-c70-service-repair-manual/volvo-850-instrument-panel-service-repair-manual/, or
- http://web.archive.org/web/20171010064515/https://www.matthewsvolvosite.com/downloads/Volvo_850.zip file's "instrument panel.pdf" for 1995 850 cars with A-B connectors under the hood:

"1) Control module can check operation of some instruments by
generating a display signal which can indicate whether a particular
gauge or meter is defective. To activate diagnostic test mode No. 3,
briefly press test button 3 times. ECU will activate gauges, meters,
and illuminate LEDs for 30-60 seconds throughout test. Gauges and
meters should indicate as follows:

* Fuel gauge needle should indicate 1/2 full.
* Temperature gauge needle should be at edge of Red section.
* Speedometer needle should be vertical.
* Trip meter should indicate an extra .5 mile.
* Tachometer needle should be vertical."

For my particular 1997 850 T5, the behavior of the gauges immediately after issuing the B031 was:

          - RPM needle went to full scale then back to zero.

          - Speedometer needle went to full scale then back to zero.

          - Temp Gauge needle went to nearly full scale -- at bottom of red mark -- then back to zero.

          - Fuel Gauge needle went to 0, then 16, then 0, then back to 12 (ie, the present fuel level).

          - Turbo Boost Gauge needle did not move.

I'm not sure if B231 was necessary or not, since B031 was performed immediately, but I did always issue B231 after the test finished, in case the B231 was needed to "finish" the operation (similar to how the B030 / B230 sequence works to Reset SRI on most, if not all, of the '96-'97 850).

A "Test Gauges" button is available in volvo850diag (v0.8beta45 and higher) to perform the ECU 51 B031 / B231 commands so that the "Test Gauges" button works for both the 850 and the S70/V70/C70/XC70.

Here is Dangerous Dave's video of how his 1997 V70 T5 COMBI behaved during a "Gauge Test":

	https://youtu.be/OdiUOb2ybto


Q. What are the advantages/disadvantages of an OBDLink SX vs. an ELM327 clone USB device?
What are the advantages/disadvantages of an OBDLink SX USB vs. an ELM327 clone USB tool?
What are the advantages/disadvantages of an OBDLink LX BT vs. an ELM327 clone Bluetooth tool?

A. I have these two ELM327 compatible OBDII diagnostic tools: 

	* an OBDLink SX r2.2 (with STN1130 v4.0.1 [2014.05.02] firmware),
	* an ELM327 v1.5 clone,

as well as a couple more ScanTool.net tools -- OBDLink LX BT (which I've used extensively), and OBDLink MX Wifi (which I've used almost none).

In my opinion, the OBDLink SX USB works as good or better than the ELM327 clones in most situations.  Here's some details...

The advantages of the OBDLink SX USB are:

	* 3-year warranty.
	* Unconditional 90-day money-back guarantee.
	* Free firmware updates.
	* High quality components.
	* Over-voltage protection.
	* Excellent support.
	* Higher UART baud rate than the ELM327, so less likelihood of BUFFER FULL conditions.
	* Seems to have fewer NO DATA and other timing issues.
	* Very flexible ST filtering commands.
	* Automatic protocol detection works better than ELM327 clone for vehicles that use ISO 9141-2,
	   but don't fully conform to the OBDII standards -- eg, the '96-'98 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 
	   use of the ISO 9141-2 based keyword D3 B0 protocol (KWPD3B0).
	* It seems to display KWPD3B0 responses immediately even without use of ATSR 13 or ATRA 13.
	* Provides more diagnostic info via its ST commands.
	* Faster software, more program memory, more RAM, etc, as described in:
		https://www.scantool.net/scantool/downloads/102/stn1110_vs_elm327.pdf
	* Did I mention free firmware updates?
	* Enhanced ISO 9141-2 support, including greater control over timing parameters.
	* Smarter KeepAlive algorithm for ISO 9141-2 and ISO 14230 
	   when several unsupported requests are sent in a row.
	* Supports wider range of protocols.
	* Probably works better at higher CAN speeds.
	* When using ATMA mode to monitor new ISO 9141-2 inits,
	   bytes #5-6 are recorded, in addition to bytes #2-4 (55 D3 B0).
	   Whereas, the ELM327 clone will only display the 55 D3 B0.
	   [Caveat: This capability requires the STN1130 v4.0.1 (or newer) firmware update.
			  ATMA mode did not successfully detect new ISO 9141-2 inits
			  with my OBDLink SX r2.2 using the official (as of 2014-07-09)
			  STN1130 v3.3.0 firmware available on the ScanTool.net firmware
			  download pages.  The v4.0.1 firmware is now (as of 2017-06-22 or sometime prior)
			  available as an official ScanTool.net download.]
	* Oh, by the way, OBDLink SX also has free firmware updates.  :-)

The ScanTool.net OBDLink LX BT shares most of the advantages of the OBDLink SX USB.
To my knowledge, it's latest firmware update is STN1155 v4.0.0 (as of 2017-06-22).

The advantages of the ELM327 USB clone [and many ELM327 Bluetooth clones] are:

	* It costs significantly less -- 25% - 50% as much.
	* ATBD may be used immediately after an ISO 9141-2 init in order
	   to see all  6 bytes that are exchanged during the ISO 9141-2 init --
	   including the byte #1 target ECU # which is issued at 5 baud, and 
	   the remaining bytes #2-6 which are exchanged at 10400 baud.
	   The OBDLink SX/MX/LX will not display these bytes during normal ISO 9141-2 inits.
	   However, those OBDLink devices can at least display bytes #2-6 
	   when the OBDLink SX, etc is used in ATMA mode to monitor an 
	   ISO 9141-2 initialization on the 2nd line of an OBDII Y connector.
	   So this is only a minor advantage of the ELM327 clones
	   [assuming the OBDLink SX USB firmware STN1130 v4.0.1 (or newer) is installed,
	   or OBDLink LX BT firmware STN1155 v4.0.0 (or newer) is installed].
	   If, however, the v4.0.x (or newer) firmware is not installed, then
	   this ATBD capability is a major advantage of the ELM327 clone
	   when performing ATMA monitoring of KWPD3B0 communication.]


Q. My OBDLink SX can not use ATMA mode to successfully detect new ISO 9141-2 connections.  Is there a solution?

A. Yes.  It requires the OBDLink SX v4.0.1 (or newer) firmware update.  See the following link for details on this now solved problem:

	https://www.scantool.net/forum/index.php?topic=9601.0

The STN1130 v4.0.1 (or newer) firmware update is now available as an official ScanTool.net download.

For OBDLink LX BT devices, just upgrade from the v3.4.1 firmware to STN1155 v4.0.0 (or newer).


Q. How to detect fake ELM327 devices that can not talk KWPD3B0?
How to detect fake ELM327 devices that can not talk with '96-'97 850?                 ***UPDATED!!!***
How to detect fake ELM327 devices that can not talk with '98 S70/V70/XC70?     ***UPDATED!!!***
How to detect if a scan device is falsely claimed to be ELM327-compatible?

A. WARNING -- Some purported ELM327 devices are incapable of KWPD3B0 communication!!!

The main way to detect if an ELM327 device can talk KWPD3B0 so that it can communicate with the 1996-1998 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 is to...

Step 1 -- Check for required v1.0 thru v1.2 commands.  Check if the bold-ed ELM327 commands listed for v1.2, v1.1, and v1.0 in the answer to the What version of the ELM327 is required to communicate with 1996-1997 Volvo 850 and 1997-1998 Volvo S70/V70/C70/XC70 cars? question produce the expected response -- which is most typically an "OK" response, and should **never** be a "?" response.

Step 2 -- Check that the Receiver address can equal 13.  Ensure that either: a) ATSR 13 responds with "OK", or b) ATRA 13 responds with "OK".

Detailed steps to detect fake (or partially incompatible) ELM327 devices
To save some time in isolating fake ELM327 devices, I suggest you use the following detailed sequence:

If you've already bought your purported ELM327-compatible device, then skip to step 1d.

1a. Verify with vendor **before** purchasing that following 6 commands respond with "OK".

	ATSP 3
	ATAL
	ATKW0
	ATIIA 51
	ATWM 82 51 13 A1
	ATSH 83 51 13

If your claimed ELM327-compatible device does *not* respond to all of those 6 commands with an "OK" response, then do *not* buy that device, since it can *not* be used to read the vehicle mileage (and it probably can *not* be used for any KWPD3B0 communication, eg, it would not be able to read/clear ABS and SRS DTCs).

1b. Verify with vendor **before** purchasing that at least 1 of the following 2 commands respond with "OK".

	ATSR 13
	ATRA 13

If your claimed ELM327-compatible device does *not* respond to at least one of those 2 commands with an "OK" response, then do *not* buy that device, since it can *not* be used to read the vehicle mileage (nor to perform *any* KWPD3B0 communication, eg, it would not be able to read/clear ABS and SRS DTCs).

1c. Verify with vendor **before** purchasing that following 5 commands do not respond with "?".

	ATH1
	ATPPS
	ATSW CC
	ATST 2C
	ATAT 0

Furthermore, if your claimed ELM327-compatible device responds to any of these commands with a question mark (?), then do *not* buy that device, since it will likely be a waste of your time to try using this site's info to communicate with your 1996-1998 Volvo 850/S70/V70/XC70.

1d. Issue ATZ, then ATL1, then ATE1 to get the line spacing and echo setup.

The result of the last command should look like:

	>ATE1
	OK

1e. Check the ATPPS response.

The most typical responses from the ATPPS command are the following, which are almost always seen in ELM327 v1.5 clones:

	>ATPPS
	00:FF F  01:FF F  02:FF F  03:32 F
	04:01 F  05:FF F  06:F1 F  07:09 F
	08:FF F  09:00 F  0A:0A F  0B:FF F
	0C:68 F  0D:0D F  0E:9A F  0F:FF F
	10:0D F  11:00 F  12:FF F  13:32 F
	14:FF F  15:0A F  16:FF F  17:92 F
	18:00 F  19:28 F  1A:FF F  1B:FF F
	1C:FF F  1D:FF F  1E:FF F  1F:FF F
	20:FF F  21:FF F  22:FF F  23:FF F
	24:00 F  25:00 F  26:00 F  27:FF F
	28:FF F  29:FF F  2A:38 F  2B:02 F
	2C:E0 F  2D:04 F  2E:80 F  2F:0A F

The second most typical responses from the ATPPS command are the following which comes from both an OBDLink SX USB cable and an OBDLink LX BT (Bluetooth) device:

	>ATPPS
	00:FF F  01:FF F  02:FF F  03:19 F
	04:01 F  05:FF F  06:F1 F  07:09 F
	08:FF F  09:00 F  0A:0A F  0B:FF F
	0C:23 F  0D:0D F  0E:5A F  0F:FF F
	10:0D F  11:00 F  12:00 F  13:F4 F
	14:FF F  15:0A F  16:FF F  17:92 F
	18:00 F  19:28 F  1A:FF F  1B:FF F
	1C:FF F  1D:FF F  1E:FF F  1F:FF F
	20:FF F  21:FF F  22:FF F  23:FF F
	24:00 F  25:00 F  26:00 F  27:FF F
	28:FF F  29:FF F  2A:00 F  2B:02 F
	2C:E0 F  2D:04 F  2E:80 F  2F:0A F

The main thing you are looking for from your ATPPS response is to see that you get 12 lines of responses.  We're not focusing right now on their values -- just the fact that there are 12 lines of response.  

If instead your ATPPS command responds with "?", like this:

	>ATPPS
	?

then get a refund for the purported ELM327-compatible device, and buy from some other vendor.

This "ATPPS response = ?" check will weed out every fake ELM327 device that I've seen so far.

1f. Check commands which are essential for reading the '96-'98 850/S70/V70/XC70 vehicle mileage.

If your claimed ELM327-compatible device does *not* respond to all of these 6 commands with an "OK" response, then it can *not* be used to read the vehicle mileage (and it probably can *not* be used for any KWPD3B0 communication):

	ATSP 3
	ATAL
	ATKW0
	ATIIA 51
	ATWM 82 51 13 A1
	ATSH 83 51 13

For example, if your requests and responses do *not* look like the following:

	>ATSP 3
	OK

	>ATAL
	OK

	>ATKW0
	OK

	>ATIIA 51
	OK

	>ATWM 82 51 13 A1
	OK

	>ATSH 83 51 13
	OK

then get a refund for the purported ELM327-compatible device, and buy from some other vendor.

1g. Check again that ATIIA 51 responded with "OK" instead of "?" or instead of an ELM327 version #.

For example, if the "ATIIA 51" command responded with one of these forms:

	>ATIIA 51
	?

	>ATIIA 51
	ELM327 v1.3

	>ATIIA 51
	ELM327 v1.3a

	>ATIIA 51
	ELM327 v1.3 compatible

	>ATIIA 51
	ELM327 v1.4

	>ATIIA 51
	ELM327 v1.4b

	>ATIIA 51
	ELM327 v1.5

	>ATIIA 51
	ELM327 v2.1

	>ATIIA 51
	ELM327 v2.2

then get a refund for the purported ELM327-compatible device, and buy from some other vendor, since you will not be able to physically address the COMBI.

1h. Check some ELM327 v1.0 and v1.2 commands which are either required for KWPD3B0 communication, or are highly advised for reliable KWPD3B0 communication with volvo850diag, or are used extensively at jonesrh.info.

Furthermore, if your claimed ELM327-compatible device responds to any of these commands with a question mark (?):

	>ATH1
	?

	>ATSW CC
	?

	>ATST 2C
	?

	>ATAT 0
	?

then get a refund for the purported ELM327-compatible device, and buy from some other vendor, since it will likely be a waste of your time to try using this site's info to communicate with your 1996-1998 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 reliably, and since your device is falsely claimed to be ELM327 compatible so it likely has other broken features.

2. Check that the Receiver address can be specified as 13 -- with either "ATSR 13" or "ATRA 13".

If your claimed ELM327-compatible device does *not* respond to at least 1 of these 2 commands with an "OK" response, then it might  *not* be used to read the full length of some ECUs' KWPD3B0 messages which are longer than the ATBD buffer, eg, the ABS B9F0 messages containing the ECUs' Hardware Version/Rev and Software Version/Rev (and it probably can *not* be used for some other KWPD3B0 communication):

	ATSR 13
	ATRA 13

For example, if your requests and responses do *not* look either:

	>ATSR 13
	OK

or:

	>ATRA 13
	OK

then get a refund for the purported ELM327-compatible device, and buy from some other vendor, since it will likely be a royal pain and a waste of your time to try using this site's info to communicate with your 1996-1998 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 reliably, and since your device is falsely claimed to be ELM327 compatible so it likely has other broken features.

In fact, if it were me, I'd demand a refund if either one of them responded with a question mark ('?').  Since many examples on the net use "ATRA 13", it is convenient to have that command working.  And since this jonesrh.info site is being converted to standardize on (the more generally applicable in a greater number of ELM327 versions) "ATSR 13" command, it is also convenient to have that command working.

3. Demand ELM327 v1.4 functionality as the minimum and complete the checks using elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html list.

To make the remainder of this detailed "how to avoid fake ELM327 devices" explanation as simple as possible, I suggest you set your sights higher than v1.2 (and v1.2a) and demand a minimum of (ISO 9141-2 / KWPD3B0 related) ELM327 v1.4 command functionality -- regardless what ELM327 version that the ATZ and ATI commands report.

As mentioned in Step 1, absolutely none of the ELM327 commands (listed in this question/answer) should respond with "?".  If they do, then get a refund for the purported ELM327-compatible device, then buy another one.

As mentioned in Step 1, most of the ELM327 commands should respond with "OK".  Going down through the v1.4 thru v1.0 lists in this FAQ's What version of the ELM327 is required to communicate with 1996-1997 Volvo 850 and 1997-1998 Volvo S70/V70/C70/XC70 cars? question, the following are some exceptions to that "OK" rule for the bold-ed commands:

	ATSI
	ATKW
	ATPPS
	ATZ
	ATI
	ATDP

Those commands will respond in various ways that are not just a simple "OK" response.  Typical examples for ATSI, ATKW, ATZ, ATI, and ATDP responses are displayed at:

	https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html#elm327_ecu_51_cmds_rsps_example

along with many of the "OK" responses, and along with responses for some of the commands that are not bold-ed.  The easiest thing to do is type the examples on that page into the terminal emulator that you are using to talk with your ELM327 device.  Type them in the same order that you see them listed in that "ELM327 ECU 51 commands & responses example (with links)" section.  That should be a "good enough" way to complete performing Step 1 and Step 2 mentioned above.

Insufficiently compatible and/or fake ELM327 devices to avoid...

The following devices would best be avoided if your goal is to read the '96-'98 Volvo 850/S70/V70/C70/XC70 mileage, 
and perform other KWPD3B0 communication:

	* One supposed ELM327 v1.3 compatible device was seen in 2015-03, but was unable
	   to perform any KWPD3B0 connections necessary to read the vehicle mileage.  
	   That device had an ATI response of "ELM327 v1.3 compatible".  
	   However, it was *not* ELM327 v1.3 compatible because:

		- It did not respond to these ELM327 v1.0 commands: ATAL, ATWM 82 51 13 A1.
		- It did not respond to this ELM327 v1.1 command: ATPPS.
		- It did not respond to this ELM327 v1.3 command: ATRA 13.

	   The following commands returned "?" indicating they are not supported: 
	   ATPPS, ATAL, ATRA 13, ATWM 82 51 13 A1.  
	   The latter 3 are very important for KWPD3B0 communication.

	* One supposed ELM327 v2.1 device was seen in 2015-06, which was even worse.
	   That device had an ATI response of "ELM327 v2.1".   
	   However, it was *not* ELM327 v2.1 compatible because:

		- It did not respond to these ELM327 v1.0 commands: ATAL, ATWM 82 51 13 A1, ATSW CC.
		- It did not respond to this ELM327 v1.1 command: ATPPS.
		- It did not respond to this ELM327 v1.2 command: ATKW0.
		- It did not respond properly to this ELM327 v1.2 command: ATIIA 51, 
		  but instead responded to it as if it was an ATI command.
		- It did not respond to this ELM327 v1.3 command: ATRA 13.
		- It did not respond to this ELM327 v1.4 command: ATTA 13.

	   The following commands returned "?" indicating they are not supported: 
	   ATPPS, ATSW CC, ATAL, ATKW0, ATTA 13, ATRA 13, ATWM 82 51 13 A1.  
	   4 of the latter 5 are very important for KWPD3B0 communication.  
	   The following command is not supported: ATIIA 51.  It is instead misinterpreted as ATI,
	    thereby totally destroying the ability to connect for KWPD3B0 communication.

	* One supposed ELM327 v1.5 device was seen in 2015-07 which was yet even worse
	   (if you can believe it).  That device had an ATI response of "ELM327 v1.5" -- just like the
	   ubiquitous Chinese-made ELM327 clones that are so common (and that work reasonably well).
	   However, this device was not compatible with any ELM327 version because:

		- It did not respond to these ELM327 v1.0 commands: 
		  ATAL, ATWM 82 51 13 A1, ATSH 83 51 13, ATSW CC, ATST 2C.
		- It did not respond to this ELM327 v1.1 command: ATPPS.
		- It did not respond to these ELM327 v1.2 commands: ATIIA 51, ATKW0, ATAT 0.
		- It did not respond to these ELM327 v1.3 commands: ATRA 13, ATS1.
		- It did not respond to these ELM327 v1.4 commands: ATTA 13, ATSI.

	   The following commands returned "?" indicating they are not supported: 
	   ATPPS, ATSW CC, ATS1, ATAL, ATKW0, ATTA 13, ATRA 13, ATAT 0, 
	   ATST 2C, ATIIA 51, ATWM 82 51 13 A1, ATSH 83 51 13, ATSI.  
	   6 of the latter 10 are absolutely crucial for KWPD3B0 communication.
	   It's ludicrous to claim that this is an ELM327-compatible device.
	   I feel sorry for the person who bought this piece of con-man garbage.  
	   It's unfortunate that someone is maligning the name of the ELM327 v1.5 clones, 
	   since every ELM327 v1.5 clone that I've seen [I'd estimate ~40 by mid-2015]
	   has included all of the commands above and has included the vast bulk of ELM327 v1.4 
	   functionality -- including everything that elm327_reads_volvo_850_svc70_mileage.html 
	   uses and most everything that volvo850diag uses.

Daaren Fonloil / applagapp's "ELM327 Identifier" Android app...

Checkout this wonderful, free, extremely functional and easy-to-use Android app to help identifier the real capabilities of your purported ELM327-compatible device:

	https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.applagapp.elm327identifier

and my brief introduction to:

	https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo_850_diag_links.html#applagapp_elm327_identifier_android_app


Q. When does ATPP 06 have to be used to set KWPD3B0 Tester address as 13?

A. Probably never (for most people).  ATPP 06 should no longer be necessary when using an ELM327 v1.2 thru v1.3a tool.  Usually, the ATWM and ATSH commands -- in conjunction with the use of ATSR 13 -- will suffice to establish the Tester address.

However, if your pseudo-ELM327 implements the 4-byte ATWM command, but does not implement the 3-byte ATSH command or ATTA 13 command, then you'll have to resort to ATPP 06 to set the Tester address.  In that situation you'll have to force the Tester address via ATPP 06 SV 13 / ATPP 06 ON when enabling KWPD3B0 communication, then swap the Tester address back to F1 via ATPP 06 SV F1 / ATPP 06 ON / ATWS / ATL1 / ATE1 when returning to OBDII communication.  Of course, the wiser choice is to just buy a more compatible ELM327 tool that at least implements complete v1.2 functionality.

volvo850diag v0.8 is the latest version of any program I'm aware of which can use ATPP 06 when automatically switching the Tester address back and forth from F1 to 13, then back to F1 as the need arises.

For reference info on ATPP 06, see the "TA hh" command and "Programmable Parameters" sections of the "ELM327 data sheet",
which can probably be found by following either the v1.4b link or the v2.2 (or higher version) link at:

	https://jonesrh.info/volvo850/volvo_850_diag_links.html#elm327_data_sheet


Q. What is the protocol necessary to build a microcontroller-based SERVICE light reset tool for a '96-'97 Volvo 850 or a '98 Volvo S70/V70/XC70?

A. Follow these steps if your microcontroller will be communicating on the serial line by sending / receiving binary data:

Step 1. Complete a KWPD3B0 5-baud 10400-baud initialization sequence, very similar to a standard ISO 9141-2 style 5-baud 10400-baud initialization (Slow Init) sequence, using the exact same ISO 9141-2 timing constraints, except that the 6 bytes used in the Slow Init exchange are as follows:

					Binary bytes 
Sender		(represented by hex in this list)		Description of byte
tester = microcontroller acting as the "tester"
car

tester		51								ECU address in the 1st byte (51 for COMBI ECU).
											* This is the only byte which is sent at 5 baud.
											* Note: If the ECU address is in even parity, 
												    then the high bit will be toggled to force odd parity.

car			55								ISO 9141-2 style Sync byte.
											* Sent by ECU 51 at 10400 baud.
											* Informs tester (microcontroller) what the baud rate is
											  and to establish ?? timing parameter.

car			D3								1st key byte.
											* Sent by ECU 51 at 10400 baud.

car			B0								2nd key byte.
											* Sent by ECU 51 at 10400 baud.

tester		4F								Inverse of B0, ie, inverse of 2nd key byte.
											* Sent by ECU 51 at 10400 baud.

car			AE								Inverse of ECU address (51) sent as 1st byte.
											* Sent by car at 10400 baud.
											* This should always be the inverse of 1st byte,
											   regardless if the 1st byte had its high bit set
											   to force odd parity.

Note that no checksum is used in either direction.
The total KWPD3B0 Slow Init exchange is 6 bytes from start to finish.

Step 2. Send the following request to begin the SERVICE Light Reset sequence (where all bytes are transmitted at 10400 baud):

					Binary bytes 
Sender		(represented by hex in this list)		Description of byte
tester		83								Length after 3-byte header, plus "physical addressing" flag.

tester		51								Target ECU address (51 = COMBI).

tester		13								Tester address (13 = presumably like a VST, 
											   ie, Volvo Scan Tool, or Volvo System Tester,
											   and same as that used by 
											   rkam's "Diagnose and Communication" thread,
											   Vol-FCR Demo, Brick-Diag Free, and volvo850diag).
											* This byte completes the 3-byte KWPD3B0 header.

tester		B0								KWPD3B0 Input Output Control By Offset request type.

tester		30								KWPD3B0 Input Output Control By Offset request subtype.
											* This probably means something like:
											   "Prepare for Reset SRI (SERVICE Reminder Interval) Counters",
											   or "Prepare for Reset SERVICE Light".

tester		C7								Checksum.

This 1st message sent after the Slow Init sequence should be delayed between ??? ms and ??? ms before its 1st byte is sent.

The inter-message byte delay (between these bytes transmitted at 10400 baud) should probably be between 2 ms and 16 ms.  For greatest stability, I'd suggest trying to ensure the delays are in the 5-8 ms range, if that's possible.

Step 3. Wait for that message to send a response (if any).  I'd suggest waiting a maximum of 1 second.  If you do get a response, it should be in the following form:

					Binary bytes 
Sender		(represented by hex in this list)		Description of byte
car			83								Length after 3-byte header, plus "physical addressing" flag.

car			13								Tester address (13 = same as the sender of the request).

car			51								Sending ECU address (51 = COMBI).

car			F0								F0 is a positive ack response to a B0 request.

car			30								Should be same as the subtype used in the request.

car			07								Checksum.

Note: Some cars do *not* generate this ECU 51 F030 response to the ECU 51 B030 request.
	  Instead, they respond to the next request that we will be sending.  
	  We'll talk about these 2 scenarios later.

Step 4. Send the following request to begin the SERVICE Light Reset sequence (where all bytes are transmitted at 10400 baud):

					Binary bytes 
Sender		(represented by hex in this list)		Description of byte
tester		83								Length after 3-byte header, plus "physical addressing" flag.

tester		51								Target ECU address (51 = COMBI).

tester		13								Tester address (13 = presumably like a VST).

tester		B2								KWPD3B0 Control Routine By Offset (Activation) request type.

tester		30								KWPD3B0 Control Routine By Offset (Activation) request subtype.
											* This probably means something like:
											   "Reset SRI (SERVICE Reminder Interval) Counters",
											   or "Reset SERVICE Light".

tester		C9								Checksum.

This message should be delayed between ??? ms and ??? ms after the last byte of any previously received response before its 1st byte is sent, as per the ISO 9141-2 timing specs.

The inter-message byte delay, as previously mentioned, is suggested to be in the 5-8 ms range, if that's possible.

This is the "workhorse" part of the SERVICE Light Reset.  If you never issue this request, then the SERVICE Light Reset will *not* be performed.

Step 5. Wait for that message to send a response (if any).  I'd suggest waiting a maximum of 1 second.  If you do get a response, it should be in the following form:

					Binary bytes 
Sender		(represented by hex in this list)		Description of byte
car			83								Length after 3-byte header, plus "physical addressing" flag.

car			13								Tester address (13 = same as the sender of the request).

car			51								Sending ECU address (51 = COMBI).

car			F2								F2 is a positive ack response to a B2 request.

car			30								Should be same as the subtype used in the request.

car			07								Checksum.

Note: Some cars do *not* generate this ECU 51 F230 response to the ECU 51 B230 request.
	  Instead, they respond to the 1st B030 request which began the SERVICE Light Reset sequence.
	  We'll talk about these 2 scenarios later.

Notes:

    1.	Some cars do *not* generate the ECU 51 F030 response to the ECU 51 B030 request.
	Instead, they respond to the ECU 51 B230 request which finishes the SERVICE Light Reset sequence.  

	Other cars do *not* generate the ECU 51 F230 response to the ECU 51 B230 request.
	Instead, they respond to the ECU 51 B030 request which began the SERVICE Light Reset sequence.

	See Case #1, Case #2a, and Case #2b in the following linked post for a more detailed explanation 
	of these situations:

		https://www.matthewsvolvosite.com/forums/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=69777&start=20#p366255

	and just ignore the lines that include  the "^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^" and "vv vv vv vv vv vv", since they 
	just indicated "request" (to car) vs. "response" (from car).

    2.	You may find you can vary some of the above timings.  The above examples has been derived 
	from my observations while developing volvo850diag and other experimentation, and are believed
	to be good timings to start your microcontroller project with.

References:

    1.	A very useful introduction to the ISO9141 slow init sequence
	that begins at 5 baud and transitions into 10400 baud
	is on the top of p2 (of 5) in "Volkswagen Group of America K-line Communication Description",
	the "1278519259-K-line_communication_description_V3_0.pdf" file which is displayed or downloaded from:
		https://www.obdclearinghouse.com/Files/viewFile?fileID=1380
	Just substitute ECU 51 here for the emission diagnostic functional address 33 in the Volkswagen explanation,
	and, of course, substitute the complement of ECU 51 (instead of the complement of 33).


Q. What does VGLA mean?

A. Volvo Guard Lock and Alarm.  It is KWPD3B0-conversant ECU 2D on the '97-'98 S70/V70/C70/XC70.


Q. What does ECC mean?

A. Electronic Climate Control.  It is KWPD3B0-conversant ECU 29 on the '97-'98 S70/V70/C70/XC70.  

However, on the '96-'97 850, the ECC is communicated with using a "flashing LED" tool connected to pins 6 (signal), 16 (+12V), and 5 (ground) of the car's OBDII port.


Q. Can the 850 or S70/V70/C70/XC70 Fuel Level gauge be adjusted so the Low Fuel light comes on sooner?

A. For the S70/V70/C70/XC70, YES, there is a Fuel Level Adjustment parameter residing in ECU 51 B90D, which is controllable via the ECU 51 "B80D yy" command, which (apparently) can adjust as little as 0.056 US gallon or as much as 7.000 US gallons.

For the 850, NO, there (to my knowledge) appears to be no way to adjust the Fuel Level gauge.  On the 850, ECU 51 B90D appears to always = 00.

To illustrate the range of this adjustment, with an ELM327 compatible device which you've already been able to use to read
the vehicle milage in ECU 51 B903, and with an S70/V70/C70/XC70 with a 1/2 to 3/4 full tank of 9 to 13.5 gallons,
issue the following commands:

ATZ
ATL1
ATE1  or  ATE0            (optional, depending on your terminal emulator and the default ATPP 09 value for your ELM327)
ATI
ATSP 3
ATDP
ATH1
ATAL
ATKW0
ATSR 13
ATIIA 51
ATWM 82 51 13 A1
ATSH 83 51 13
B90D			    (Make sure you record your present S70/V70/C70/XC70 Fuel B90D Level Adjustment value -- typically 05 or 00,)
				    (and make sure you precisely record the position of your SVC70's Fuel Level gauge needle.)
ATSH 84 51 13
B80D 7D			    (Wait 6 minutes while the Fuel Level needle very slowly lowers.)
				    (It may take 2-3 minutes to see any movement at all.)
				    (During the 6 minute wait, if you like, you can perform the following commands periodically
				    (     to monitor the COMBI perceived Fuel Levels...)
A50201
A50301
A50701			    (Repeat these 4 commands every once in a while during the 6 minutes, or just repeat the A50701.)
A50801
				    (Once you've seen the 7 US gallon lowering, if you previously had B90D = 00,)
				    (or after you've seen the 6.?? US gallon loweriing, if you previously had B90D = 05,)
				    (issue the following commands -- choose either "B80D 05" or "B80D 00" based on what value)
				    (you had read earlier for B90D...)
ATSH 83 51 13
B90D
ATSH 84 51 13
B80D 05			    (Wait a few seconds until the needle suddenly jerks back upwards 6.?? US gallons)
     *or*
B80D 00			    (Wait a few seconds until the needle suddenly jerks back upwards 7 US gallons)
     *or*
B80D xx			    (Wait a few seconds until the needle suddenly jerks back upwards an amount corresponding)
				    (to the 7D to xx decrease, where xx = any value in the range 00-7D.)
ATSH 83 51 13
B90D
ATSH 84 51 13
A50201
A50301
A50701
A50801

More than you wanted to know about ECU 51 B90D discovery, testing, analysis, interpretation:

The following are my ECU 51 B90D notes that needed to be offloaded from the interpreter...

 On 2017-03-11, discovered this is Fuel Level Adjustment.

The Fuel Level Adjustment feature is not described in the OTP Volvo 850 DVD's
document on the 1996-1997 850 VDO COMBI document, yet it is described in the
DVD's 1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70 Yazaki COMBI document:

     "Combined Instrument, Yazaki S70/V70/C70 1998- (TP-3802201)"

That OTP Volvo 850 DVD's 1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70 Yazaki COMBI document basically says:

     * The values of the Fuel Level Adjustment are:

             -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +3, +4, +5

     * The range of metric Fuel Level Adjustments is -5 to +5 liters in 1 liter increments.

       The range of USA Fuel Level Adjustments is -2 to +2 US gallons in 0.5 gal increments.

     * Positive values (+1 thru +5) are used when the Low Fuel warning lamp lights
       when Fuel Level is too low -- ie, below 8 liters (2.1 US gallons).

     * Negative values (-1 thru -5) are used when the Low Fuel warning lamp lights
       when Fuel Level is too high -- ie, above 8 liters (2.1 US gallons).

     * Fuel Level Adjustment affects the dash's displayed Fuel Level and 
       the Trip Computer's "Range to empty fuel tank" function.

Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6 only displays Fuel Gauge pulldown list values of:

         -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, +1

Analysis of ECU 51 B90D data recorded via kwpd3b0_interpreter.html and
in my personal logs of using ELM327 devices on a '97 850 T5 and a '98 S70 GLT, reveal:

     1. As of 2017-03-19, all 850 have always reported ECU 51 B90D = 00.

     2. As of 2017-03-19, all SVC70 (besides my '98 S70 GLT) have always 
         reported ECU 51 B90D = either 00 or 05.

     3. As of 2017-04-24, my '98 S70 GLT's ECU 51 B90D has been 
         successfully reprogrammed (via B80D xx) as follows:

              05 -> 03
              03 -> 01
              01 -> 00
              00 -> 01
              01 -> 00
            
         Then successfully reprogrammed to all values 00-40, incrementing
         by 1 each time.

         Then several days later (on 2017-04-24), after filling the tank
         to 1/2 full, tested further to determine the maximum adjustment,
         while meticulously observing Fuel Gauge needle behavior
         (after incrementing and after decrementing):

              00 -> 05
              05 -> 00
              00 -> 10
              10 -> 20
              20 -> 30
              30 -> 40
              40 -> 50
              50 -> 60
              60 -> 70
              70 -> 78
              78 -> 7C
              7C -> 7D
              7D -> 00
              00 -> 05
            
In my experimentation, I've so far discovered SVC70 ECU 51 "B80D xx" programming:

     * completed successfully for xx = 00-40, 50, 60, 70, 78, 7C-7D,
       where 7D is the apparent maximum, and

     * failed with "7F B8 31" ("out of range" error) for xx = 7E-80, 90, A0, B0, C0, D0, E0, F0, FE-FF.  

And I've discovered 850 ECU 51 "B80D xx" is not possible, ie, "B80D xx" returned "7F B8 12" -- 
meaning "0D" subfunction not allowed for "B8" function -- for xx = 01, 05, 7D, 7F.

Increasing xx causes the S70 Fuel Level gauge needle to get closer and closer towards Empty.
Some extensive testing on 2017-04-24 revealed that 10 hex is nearly equivalent to 0.9 US gal,
but that does *NOT* seem to be consistent with the
OTP Volvo 850 DVD document for the 1998 S70/V70/C70 Yazaki COMBI!!

Conclusions drawn from the 2017-04-24 S70 testing:

     * For S70 ECU 51 "B80D xx", the max xx = 7D.

     * It appears that 0x7D is equivalent to 7 gal (or close to 7 gal).

       Also, it appears that 0x10 increments are slightly less than 1.0 gal.

     * So 0x10 is more like 0.9 gal or 0.95 gal.

       Let's do some calculations and check that idea...

            - 0x7D (=125) / 0x10 (=16) = 7.8125
  
            - 7 gal / 7.8125 = 0.896 -- let's call it 0.9.

       So 0x10 is assumed to be almost exactly 0.9 US gal.

     * Starting from the base facts of 0x7D max equivalent to 7 gal, we calculate that
        each increment of B90D is equivalent to 0.056 gal:

            - 7 gal / 0x7D (=125) = 0.056 US gal.

       That's probably the best foundation to begin calculations from.

     * So the difference between the only two values I've ever seen in SVC70 ECU 51 B90D -- 00 and 05 --
        is thought to be 0.28 gal:

            - 05 * 0.056 US gal = 0.28 US gal.

     * Sometimes it takes up to 6 minutes for the needle to lower to the
        position where it will not go any lower (for that B90D value).

     * The needle rises suddenly when decrementing the B90D value.

Since I originally didn't -- and still don't -- understand how the 
OTP Volvo 850 DVD document's -5 to +5 correlates to -2 to +2 gallons
(due to the fact that there are two (2) too many integers in the -5 to +5 
range compared to the number of 0.5 gallon increments in the -2.0 gallon 
to +2.0 gallon range), I originally decided to interpret the 00 and 05
cases like the OTP Volvo 850 DVD document seems to imply they should be
interpreted [knowing it was probably an incorrect interpretation], then 
I included a generic suffix to handle all the other hex values.

But on 2017-04-28, I noticed that:

     a) Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6 only shows the values
         +1, 0, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5 in its Yazaki Combined Instrument Fuel Gauge 
         pulldown list.

So:

     b) knowing that 1 US gal = 3.785411784 L (exactly)
         [hence 1 L = 0.26417205236 US gal (approximately)], and

     c) seeing that the 1 L = 0.26417205236 approximation is close to the 
         "ECU 51 B90D = 05 hex = 0.28 US gal" empirical observation 
         made from the 2017-04-24 testing,

it made me wonder if:

      +1 = 00 (for SVC70) = Fuel Gauge shows +1 L higher.
       0 = 05 (for SVC70), but 00 (for 850) = Fuel Gauge shows no adjustment.
      -1 = 0A (for SVC70) = Fuel Gauge shows -1 L lower.
      -2 = 0F (for SVC70) = Fuel Gauge shows -2 L lower.
      -3 = 14 (for SVC70) = Fuel Gauge shows -3 L lower.
      -4 = 19 (for SVC70) = Fuel Gauge shows -4 L lower.
      -5 = 1E (for SVC70) = Fuel Gauge shows -5 L lower.

That is a fairly good fit for all the info mentioned so far, but
there's a (0.28 - 0.26417205236) / 0.26417205236 = ~6% error between
my crude visual estimation of the Fuel Gauge readings vs. the theoretical 
"B90D increments of 0x05 = -1 L = -(1 / 3.785411784) US gal" hypothesis.
That in turn meant there was a 0.4 - 0.5 US gal discrepancy for the
B90D = 7D case which I observed was slightly > 7 US gal.

So I ruled out that "05 hex = -1 L = -0.264172 US gal" hypothesis.

Now let's consider using a modified approach that:

     a) prioritizes my empirical observation that 7 US gal equates to 
         a range of 0x7D (=125);

     b) assumes all 850 ECU 51 B90D will always = 00 and
         mean "no adjustment";

     c) assumes the only SVC70 cases ever observed -- 00 and 05 --
         relate to the Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6 pulldown values of +1 and 0;

     d) assumes the most frequently encountered SVC70 value (ie, 05)
         relates to the Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6 suggested value of 0,
         which indicates "no adjustment";

     e) assumes the Brick-Diag Free v0.0.6.6 values for -1 thru -5
         are very close to -1 L to -5 L adjustments, much like the 
         OTP Volvo 850 DVD Yazaki COMBI document says;

     f) utilizes the fact that 1 US gal = 3.785411784 L (exactly)
         [hence 1 L = 0.26417205236 US gal (approximately)], and

         uses 0.264172 as a sufficiently accurate representation of (1 / 3.785411784) US gal = 1 L, and

         uses 3.785412 as a sufficiently accurate representation of 3.785411784 L;

     g) assumes each increment of ECU 51 B90D above 00 is equivalent to
         a lowering of the Fuel Gauge needle by 0.056 US gal 
         (ie, 7 US gal / 0x7D (=125));

     h) arbitrarily [and possibly erroneously] assumes that the liters
         calculations can be derived from the empirical observations of my
         USA '98 S70 GLT;

     i) consequently, assumes each increment of ECU 51 B90D above 00 is 
        equivalent to a lowering of the Fuel Gauge needle by 0.21198 L
        (ie, 0.056 US gal / 0.264172 US gal/L);

     j) interprets B90D = 00 as:

             "none", if previously determined is 850,
             "+0.280 US gal = +1.060 L", if previously determined is SVC70,
             "none (if 850), else +0.280 US gal = +1.060 L (if SVC70)", if not previously determined if 850 or SVC70,

     k) interprets B90D = 05 as:

             "0.000 US gal = 0.000 L", if previously determined is SVC70,
             "Unknown (since non-zero B90D has never been observed on 850)", if previously determined is 850,
             "0.000 US gal = 0.000 L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850)", if not previously determined if 850 or SVC70,

     l) interprets all other B90D = xx, where xx = 01-04, as a positive value in both US gal and L:

             "+0.ddd US gal = +0.ddd L", if previously determined is SVC70,
             "Unknown (since non-zero B90D has never been observed on 850)", if previously determined is 850,
             "+0.ddd US gal = +0.ddd L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850)", if not previously determined if 850 or SVC70,

     m) interprets all other B90D = xx, where xx = 06-7D, as a negative value in both US gal and L:

             "-d.ddd US gal = -dd.ddd L", if previously determined is SVC70,
             "Unknown (since non-zero B90D has never been observed on 850)", if previously determined is 850,
             "-d.ddd US gal = -dd.ddd L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850)", if not previously determined if 850 or SVC70,

     n) 850 interpretations will look like this:

             00 = none
             xx = Unknown (since non-zero B90D has never been observed on 850).

         SVC70 interpretations will look like this:

             00 = +0.280 US gal = +1.060 L
             xx = +0.ddd US gal = +0.ddd L
             05 =  0.000 US gal = 0.000 L
             xx = -d.ddd US gal = -d.ddd L
             xx = -d.ddd US gal = -dd.ddd L

         Indeterminate 850_vs_SVC70 interpretations will look like this:

             00 = none (if 850), else +0.280 US gal = +1.060 L (if SVC70).
             xx = +0.ddd US gal = +0.ddd L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850).
             05 =  0.000 US gal = 0.000 L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850). 
             xx = -d.ddd US gal = -d.ddd L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850). 
             xx = -d.ddd US gal = -dd.ddd L (if SVC70), else Unknown (if 850).

     o) might (in the future) allow (S70) ECU 51 B90D reprogramming using the following values:

             00 = +0.280 US gal ~= +1 L [actually = +1.060 L]
             01 = +0.224 US gal = +0.848 L
             02 = +0.168 US gal = +0.636 L
             03 = +0.112 US gal = +0.424 L
             04 = +0.056 US gal = +0.212 L
             05 = no adjustment
             06 = -0.056 US gal = -0.212 L
             07 = -0.112 US gal = -0.424 L
             08 = -0.168 US gal = -0.636 L
             09 = -0.224 US gal = -0.848 L
             0A = -0.280 US gal ~= -1 L [actually = -1.060 L]
             0E ~= -0.5 US gal  ~= -2 L [actually = -1.908 L]
             13 = -0.784 US gal ~= -3 L [actually = -2.968 L]
             17 ~= -1.0 US gal
             18 = -1.064 US gal ~= -4 L [actually = -4.028 L]
             1D = -1.344 US gal ~= -5 L [actually = -5.088 L]
             20 ~= -1.5 US gal
             29 ~= -2.0 US gal

         as well as a general purpose mechanism for specifying the hex value.

         [Note: Rather than eating up volvo850diag GUI "ECU 51" real estate --
                   with a line (like the SRI limit reprogramming line) -- for
                   this low priority function (that only applies to SVC70 owners),
                   I'm inclined to implement this reprogramming inside
                   a new (might-be-implemented-in-future) Advanced section at the
                   end of the .html file, which can be jumped to from the 
                   Options box (or appended to the Options box), where this and 
                   other continuous scanning functions can be enabled.
                   This is something to consider doing in volvo850diag v1.0 (or later).]

I have no idea if this approach is a truly accurate interpretation, or
if it works for other '97-'98 S70/V70/C70/XC70, whether they are from USA or from elsewhere.
Once other data becomes available for other SVC70 owners, maybe I'll adjust the interpretation somehow.

The decision on how to interpret the B90D = 00 case depends on previous interpretations which gave a clue
as to whether an 850 or SVC70 data is being interpreted.  The same goes for any 850's B90D not = 00.


Q. How to overcome problem of COMBI unable to Clear DTCs?
How to overcome problem of COMBI responding with "7F AF 22" error when attempting ECU 51 Clear DTCs?

A. Apparently, the 1997-1998 S70/V70/C70/XC70 COMBI have to precede the AF01 (Clear DTCs) with not only AE01 (Read DTCs), but also AE05 (Read Historical DTCs).

There are several ways you could do that, but I'll mention three (3):

Solution #1: Use xiaotec "850 OBD-II" app V1.2.8 (or higher).  It will automatically precede the ClearDTC for COMBI to include the appropriate preparation.  It uses the sequence AE02 / AE01 / AE05 before performing the AF01.

Solution #2: Use volvo850diag "ECU 51 Full Scan" before the "ECU 51 Clear DTCs".

Solution #3: If using a terminal emulator, type the commands necessary to clear the ECU 51 (COMBI) DTCs, except between the AE01 (Read DTCs) and AF01 (Clear DTCs), insert the AE05 (Read Historical DTCs), eg, something similar to the following might be an acceptible sequence:

ATZ
ATL1
ATE1
ATI
ATSP 3
ATH1
ATAL
ATKW0
ATSR 13
ATST 2C
ATIIA 51
ATWM 82 51 13 A1
ATSH 83 51 13
AE01
AE02
AE05
AF01
AE01
AE02
AE05


Q. What do ECU 7A A50A and A50B mean?

A. The E50A response to the A50A01 request to ECU 7A, and the E50B response to the A50B01 request to ECU 7A, 
both contain a lot of information.

This question has been added to contain some rough notes made while analyzing the ECU 7A (Motronic 4.4)
A50A and A50B live data before adding their interpretation to kwpd3b0_interpreter.html.

The information here was derived from a combination of sources: 

- dilemma's "M44-scaling-RAM.pdf", 

- the OTP Volvo 850 DVD's documents TP-2318031 & TP-2318201 (ie, 1997 Motronic 4.4) and TP-2308032 (ie, 1996 M44),

- analysis of all the unique ECU 7A E50A and E50B responses that have been posted to kwpd3b0_interpreter.html,
 
- my own experience with my '98 S70 GLT and its M44 A50A and A50B live data in a wide variety of driving, idling, 
  and engine off conditions.
 
The following notes are ***NOT*** necessarily correct.  They are simply my understanding (as of 2017-04-17
when I pasted them here and began adding ECU 7A A50A and A50B processing into kwpd3b0_interpreter),
then modified with occasional updates thereafter (as late as 2019-11-13).

Hope these notes help in those cases where the interpreter is inadequate
(ie, when it only provides the hex values, or only says "Unknown" or "not seen before",
or when the interpretation is too terse, or seemingly inaccurate, or just plain non-existent).

The remainder of this answer is best viewed in full screen mode (or in landscape mode).
You might want to widen your page now...

    * ECU 7A A50A byte #1 (ie, offset 00) bits:
      - bit 0 (ie, 01) -- Driving cycle completed.
          1 = Yes = Fuel trim has started.
          0 = No  = Fuel trim has *not* started.
      - bit 1 (ie, 02) -- Trip complete.
          1 = Yes = All diagnostic functions performed at least once
                    during that trip.
          0 = No  = Not all diagnostic functions have been carried out
                    during that trip.
      - bits 2-3 (ie, 0C) -- Warmup cycle completed.
          00 (ie, 00) = Warmup Not Completed 
                        (ie, engine started with ECT < 40 C/104 F
                        and ECT is not yet > 84 C/183 F).
          01 (ie, 04) = Warmup Completed 
                        (ie, engine started with ECT < 40 C/104 F
                        and ECT is now > 84 C/183 F).
          10 (ie, 08) = Warmup Not Possible 
                        (ie, engine started with ECT > 40 C/104 F).
          11 (ie, 0C) = Unknown state [presumed reason for DATA ERROR].
      - bit 4 (ie, 10) = CEL/MIL request from TCM (for automatic transmission).
                         [This has not yet been observed.]
          1 = Yes = TCM has requested CEL/MIL illumination.
          0 = No  = TCM has *not* requested CEL/MIL illumination.
      - bit 5 (ie, 20) = CEL/MIL lit.
          1 = Yes = CEL/MIL is lit (assuming engine is running and 
                    CEL/MIL light is not burnt out).
                    * On cars with OBDII emission diagnostics,
                      the "03" request should show the OBDII DTC.
          0 = No  = CEL/MIL is *not* lit (assuming engine is running).

      A list of common values for the entire A50A byte #1
      (that avoids analyzing individual bits or bit groups):

          Terse  [Capitalize "Trim"  for 01 and 21 on 2019-11-13]
          -----------------------------------------------------------------
          00 = (null)
          01 = Drive cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).
          05 = Warmup Completed, Drive cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).
          07 = Warmup Completed, Trip Complete, Drive Cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).
          09 = Warmup Not Possible, Drive cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).
          0B = Warmup Not Possible, Trip Complete, Drive cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).
          20 = CEL/MIL.
          21 = CEL/MIL, Drive cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).
          25 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Completed, Drive cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).
          27 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Completed, Trip Complete, Drive Cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).
          28 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Possible.
          29 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Possible, Drive cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).
          2B = CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Possible, Trip Complete, Drive cycle completed (Fuel Trim started).

          Verbose
          -----------------------------------------------------------------
          00 = No CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Completed, Trip Complete = No, Drive Cycle Not Completed = Fuel Trim *not* started.
          01 = No CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Completed, Trip Complete = No, Drive Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started.
          05 = No CEL/MIL, Warmup Completed (> 84 C/183 F), Trip Complete = No, Drive Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started.
          07 = No CEL/MIL, Warmup Completed (> 84 C/183 F), Trip Complete = Yes, Drive Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started.
          09 = No CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Possible, Trip Complete = No, Drive Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started.
          0B = No CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Possible, Trip Complete = Yes, Drive Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started.
          20 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Completed, Trip Complete = No, Drive Cycle Not Completed = Fuel Trim *not* started.
          21 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Completed, Trip Complete = No, Drive Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started.
          25 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Completed (> 84 C/183 F), Trip Complete = No, Driving Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started,
          27 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Completed (> 84 C/183 F), Trip Complete = Yes, Drive Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started.
          28 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Possible, Trip Complete = No, Drive Cycle Not Completed = Fuel Trim *not* started.
          29 = CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Possible, Trip Complete = No, Drive Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started.
          2B = CEL/MIL, Warmup Not Possible, Trip Complete = Yes, Drive Cycle Completed = Fuel Trim started.

    * ECU 7A A50A byte #2 (ie, offset 01) bits:
      - bits 0-2 (ie, 00-07) -- Throttle bits 
        (in decimal or hex, not binary):
          0 = Closed Throttle (seen ??).
          1 = Closed Throttle (seen after foot off throttle pedal).
          2 = Partial Throttle.
          3 = Partial Throttle.
          4 = Not yet observed, but presumed to be Full Throttle.
          5 = Full Throttle 
              (observed while pedal to the metal while ignition at pos II,
              and in Adam G's benchtested M44 which had other flags 
              correlated w/ engine off and ignition pos II).
          6 = Not yet observed, but presumed to be Full Throttle.
          7 = Not yet observed, but presumed to be Full Throttle.
      - bit 3 (ie, 08) -- Fuel Cut-off.
          1 = Fuel cut-off system is activated. [see logs _322_, _410_, _411_]
              According to OTP Volvo 850 DVD document TP-2318201, p240,
              Scrolling Value #46:
              The ECM interrupts fuel injection if the vehicle speed
              is >= 250 km/h (156.25 mph), or the engine RPM >= 6200 RPM,
              or under engine braking conditions (eg, when applying brakes
              suddenly to avoid a wreck while driving at freeway speeds).
              * The last situation -- the one of engine braking due to
                applying brakes suddenly while driving at freeway speeds --
                is the only reason that I've observed setting this bit.
          0 = Fuel cut-off system is *not* activated.
      - bit 4 (ie, 10) -- Closed Loop vs. Open Loop.
          1 = Closed Loop (ie, using 1 or more O2 sensors for fuel control).
          0 = Open Loop (ie, one of the following: engine off,
                not yet satisfied conditions to go Closed Loop, 
                sufficiently strong fuel enrichment,
                sufficiently strong fuel enleanment, Fuel Cut-off).
              Has been seen clear in log _291_ when:
              * ignition at pos II, engine off,
              and when:
              * engine on and bit 5 is set to indicate an Active fault.
              Witness the log _291_ transitions of:
              * 41 (when engine off) -> 
              * A1 (when engine on and DTC 7B exists) ->
              * 91 (when engine on and -- even though DTC 7B exists --
                  apparently its active fault condition appeared
                  to have disappeared since A50A byte 2 bit 5
                  was cleared during this transition *and*
                  the radiator fan quit running (after it had started
                  running immediately after turning the engine on))
              Has also been seen in log _300_.  Witness its transitions:
              * 41 -> 81 -> 91 (when there was no Active Fault) and
              * 41 -> A1 -> B1 (when an Active Fault existed).
                - The A1 state occurred very soon after engine on
                  for long enough to interactively issue 5 sets of
                  A50A and A50B commands.  It is estimated to have
                  lasted maybe 20-40 seconds.
              Has also been seen in log _301_.  Witness its transitions:
              * 41 -> 81 -> 91 (when there was no Active Fault).
                - It took 71-104 seconds (after engine on) for bit 4 to be set.
          Was analyzed thoroughly in logs _411_ and _410_.
            Discovered that after bit 4 is set due to satisfying conditions
            to go Closed Loop, this bit is temporarily cleared during:
            a) sufficient fuel enrichment that also causes "Open loop"
               to manifest in OBDII 0103, eg, when accelerating hard
               (and suddenly) up a steep grade onto a limited access
               highway,
            or:
            b) sufficient fuel enleanment that also causes "Open loop"
               to manifest in OBDII 0103, eg, when decelerating hard
               (and suddenly) off a limited access highway.
          [In the future, might want to add a list of the most common
          transitions here when the engine is running and Open Loop
          occurs due to fuel enrichment or fuel enleanment.]
      - bit 5 (ie, 20) -- Active fault / DTC status.
          1 = Motronic 4.4 has registered an active (permanent) fault
              and a DTC has very likely been stored, and a freeze frame
              will be created for most DTCs.
              * On cars with OBDII emission diagnostics, the "03" and "07"
                requests will reveal any OBDII DTC or Pending DTC,
                respectively.
              * When there is(are) only OBDII Pending DTC(s),
                this ECU 7A A50A byte #2 bit 5 being set
                while ECU 7A A50A byte #1 bit 5 being clear
                indicates any ECU 7A DTC(s) will manifest only as
                OBDII Pending DTC(s).
              * However, if this ECU 7A A50A byte #2 bit 5 is set
                when ECU 7A A50A byte #1 bit 5 is also set
                indicates there is at least one OBDII DTC
                which has triggered the CEL/MIL to be illuminated.
              * Sometimes, this ECU 7A A50A byte #2 bit 5 is set
                when ECU 7A A50A byte #1 bit 5 is clear, yet
                there are 0 ECU 7A DTCs, and 0 OBDII DTCs, and
                0 OBDII Pending DTCs.  The reason for this seeming
                contradiction is not yet understood.  What is known
                is that turning the engine off then back on seems 
                to cause this Active Fault flag to then be clear
                (ie, ECU 7A A50A byte #2 bit 5 is then clear).
              [These explanations need further verification.]
          0 = There is not an active (permanent) fault.
              * This most commonly happens when there are 0 ECU 7A DTCs.
              * However, note that this flag can also equal 0
                when the CEL may still be lit and/or
                when one or more ECU 7A DTCs may still exist.
                When that occurs,
                **none** of those DTCs are Active faults.
                DTC(s) can likely be cleared and those (not-Active)
                DTC(s) will remain gone (at least in the near term).
      - bit 6 (ie, 40) -- ??unknown??, but highly correlated w/ engine off vs. on.
          1 = ??Engine probably off??
                  *or*
              (probably) Engine off
                  *or*
              (highly correlated w/) Engine off
              [Has been seen set in logs _290_ and _291_ and elsewhere when ignition at pos II].
          0 = ??Engine probably on??
                  *or*
              (probably) Engine on
                  *or*
              (highly correlated w/) Engine on
              [Has been seen clear in logs _290_ and _291_ and elsewhere when engine is running].
      - bit 7 (ie, 80) -- Fuel Pump Relay.
          1 = On  = ECM has activated the Fuel Pump Relay.
          0 = Off = ECM has *not* activated the Fuel Pump Relay.

      A list of common values for the entire A50A byte #2
      (that avoids analyzing individual bits or bit groups):

          Terse  [Updated on 2019-04-16]
          -----------------------------------------------------------------
          40 = (extremely likely) Engine off.
          41 = (extremely likely) Engine off.
          42 = (extremely likely) Engine off, Partial Throttle.
          43 = (extremely likely) Engine off, Partial Throttle.
          45 = (extremely likely) Engine off, Full Throttle.
          80 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Open Loop, Closed Throttle.
          81 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Open Loop, Closed Throttle.
          82 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Open Loop, Partial Throttle.
          83 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Open Loop, Partial Throttle.
          88 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Open Loop, Fuel Cut-off, Closed Throttle.
          90 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Closed Loop, Closed Throttle.
          91 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Closed Loop, Closed Throttle.
          92 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Closed Loop, Partial Throttle.
          93 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Closed Loop, Partial Throttle.
          95 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Closed Loop, Full Throttle.
          A0 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Open Loop, Closed Throttle.
          A1 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Open Loop, Closed Throttle.
          A2 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Open Loop, Partial Throttle.
          A3 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Open Loop, Partial Throttle.
          A8 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Open Loop, Fuel Cut-off, Closed Throttle.
          B0 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Closed Loop, Closed Throttle.
          B1 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Closed Loop, Closed Throttle.
          B2 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Closed Loop, Partial Throttle.
          B3 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Closed Loop, Partial Throttle.
          B5 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Closed Loop, Full Throttle.
          B8 = Fuel Pump Relay on, (probably) Engine on, Active Fault, Closed Loop, Fuel Cut-off, Closed Throttle.

          Verbose  [Updated on 2019-04-16 and 2019-05-03]
          -----------------------------------------------------------------
          40 = M44 *not* activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine off, Active Fault = No, Closed Throttle.
          41 = M44 *not* activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine off, Active Fault = No, Closed Throttle (seen after foot off throttle pedal).
          42 = M44 *not* activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine off, Active Fault = No, Partial Throttle.
          43 = M44 *not* activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine off, Active Fault = No, Partial Throttle.
          45 = M44 *not* activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine off, Active Fault = No, Full Throttle.
          80 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Open Loop, Closed Throttle. [has been seen in strong deceleration situations]
          81 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Open Loop, Closed Throttle (seen after foot off throttle pedal). [has been seen in "soon-after-engine-on" situations, in between some Warmup Not Complete -> Warmup Complete transitions, and in a fuel enleanment case]
          82 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Open Loop, Partial Throttle. [has been seen in strong acceleration situations]
          83 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Open Loop, Partial Throttle.
          88 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Open Loop, Fuel Cut-off = Yes, Closed Throttle. [been seen when "engine braking"]
          90 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Closed Loop, Closed Throttle.
          91 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Closed Loop, Closed Throttle (seen after foot off throttle pedal).
          92 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Closed Loop, Partial Throttle.
          93 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Closed Loop, Partial Throttle.
          95 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = No, Closed Loop, Full Throttle. [not yet seen]
          A0 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Open Loop, Closed Throttle.
          A1 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Open Loop, Closed Throttle (seen after foot off throttle pedal).
          A2 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Open Loop, Partial Throttle.
          A3 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Open Loop, Partial Throttle. [not yet seen]
          A8 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Open Loop, Fuel Cut-off = Yes, Closed Throttle. [been seen when "engine braking"]
          B0 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Closed Loop, Closed Throttle.
          B1 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Closed Loop, Closed Throttle (seen after foot off throttle pedal).
          B2 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Closed Loop, Partial Throttle.
          B3 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Closed Loop, Partial Throttle.
          B5 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Closed Loop, Full Throttle.
          B8 = M44 activated Fuel Pump Relay, (highly correlated w/) Engine on, Active Fault = Yes, Closed Loop, Fuel Cut-off = Yes, Closed Throttle. [not yet seen, "engine braking" while Active Fault]

      After interpreting A50A, if A50A byte #2 bit 5 = 1 and A50A byte #1 bit 5 = 1,
      then add an additional line that says something like:

          "A50A byte #2 bit 5 = 1 and A50A byte #1 bit 5 = 1 implies: OBDII DTC exists.".

      After interpreting A50A, if A50A byte #2 bit 5 = 1 yet A50A byte #1 bit 5 = 0,
      then add an additional line that says something like:

          "A50A byte #2 bit 5 = 1 yet A50A byte #1 bit 5 = 0 implies: OBDII Pending DTC exists.".

      After interpreting A50A, if A50A byte #2 bit 5 = 0 yet A50A byte #1 bit 5 = 1,
      then add an additional line that says something like:

          "A50A byte #2 bit 5 = 0 yet A50A byte #1 bit 5 = 1 means 'CEL lit, yet no Active Fault' which implies: CEL can be cleared now.".

    * ECU 7A A50B byte #1 (ie, offset 00) bits:
      - bits 0-1 (ie, 03) -- Engine Cooling Fan [see logs _290_ and _291_].
          00 (ie, 00) = Off.
          01 (ie, 01) = Low.
          10 (ie, 02) = Unknown (and not yet seen), but probably On [might mean Medium (if there is such a setting) or High].
          11 (ie, 03) = High.
      - bit 2 (ie, 04) -- SAS Pump / PAIR Pump.
          1 = Yes = SAS Pump running. [see logs _324_ and _374_]
          0 = No  = SAS Pump *not* running.
      - bit 3 (ie, 08) -- EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve. [see log _277_]
          1 = Closed = EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve closed.
          0 = Open   = EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve open. 
                       Normally, the EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve is 
                       always open.  It is only closed when a 
                       leak diagnostic is being performed
                       [certain markets only].

      A list of common values for the entire A50B byte #1
      (that avoids analyzing individual bits or bit groups):

          Terse
          -----------------------------------------------------------------
          00 = (null)
          01 = Fan on low.
          03 = Fan on high.
          04 = SAS Pump running.
          08 = EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve closed.

          Verbose
          -----------------------------------------------------------------
          00 = EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve = Open, SAS Pump = Not Running, Engine Cooling Fan = Off.
          01 = EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve = Open, SAS Pump = Not Running, Engine Cooling Fan = Low.
          03 = EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve = Open, SAS Pump = Not Running, Engine Cooling Fan = High.
          04 = EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve = Open, SAS Pump = Running, Engine Cooling Fan = Off.
          08 = EVAP Canister Shut-off Valve = Closed, SAS Pump = Not Running, Engine Cooling Fan = Off.

    * ECU 7A A50B byte #2 (ie, offset 01) bits:
      - bits 0-1 (ie, 03) -- Ignition Retard from TCM. [needs testing]
          0 = No retardation requested.
          1, 2, 3 = Requested retardation level.
              TCM requests retardation from ECM to reduce torque
              just before a gear change.  Torque limiting can be performed
              at 3 different levels: 1, 2, or 3.  ECM retards timing
              for a maximum of 1 second.
          [Only non-0 case observed (as of 2017-04-08) is in A50B byte #2 = 86 of 2017-03-24 04:37:22 POST.]
          [NOTE on 2017-04-13: 
           A previous analysis said 86 means level 3,
           but that assumes the bits used were bits 1-2 to obtain the level, 
           and that assumption conflicts with M44-scaling-RAM.pdf.
           So for the time being, this will be fuzzily translated, 
           since this 6 of 86 has bit 2 set, and
           bit 2 is not defined in M44-scaling-RAM.pdf.
           Else I could translate all 4 of the bottom bits and
           say TCM requested retardation level = 3 or 6 in our example
           or generically using bits 1-3 or bits 0-3,
           or just say -- using the 6 or 86 example --
           * 2 (using bits 0-1)
           * 3 (using bits 1-2)
           * 6 (using bits 0-2)
           * 6 (using bits 0-3)]
      - bit 4 (ie, 10) = Gear selector position for automatic transmissions.
          0 = Park or Neutral.
          1 = Reverse, Drive, 3rd, or Low.
          [See thorough test in _291_ log.  Only one example in 850comm log as of 2017-04-08 -- namely 2017-02-06 15:11:53.]
      - bit 5 (ie, 20) = Unknown.
          0 = Unknown.
          1 = Unknown. [see log _373_ (a few seconds after brakes applied), and see 2018-05-11 16:34:09 POST (when Battery Voltage = 7.67 V)]
      - bit 6 (ie, 40) = Unknown.
          0 = Unknown.
          1 = Unknown. [see 2018-05-11 16:34:09 POST (when Battery Voltage = 7.67 V)]
      - bit 7 (ie, 80) -- ??not understood??, but is highly correlated w/ turbo vs. non-turbo.
          0 = (highly correlated w/) non-turbo vehicles (and nothing else that I could tell).
          1 = (highly correlated w/) turbo vehicles (and nothing else that I could tell).

      A list of common values for the entire A50B byte #2
      (that avoids analyzing individual bits or bit groups):

          Terse
          -----------------------------------------------------------------
          00 = (probably) is non-turbo, Gear = Park-or-N.
          10 = (probably) is non-turbo, Gear = R-Drive-3-or-L.
          60 = (probably) is non-turbo, Unknown, Gear = Park-or-N.
          80 = (probably) is turbo, Gear = Park-or-N.
          86 = (probably) is turbo, Gear = Park-or-N, Unknown, TCM Rqst Ignition Retard = ??2 or 3 or 6??.
          90 = (probably) is turbo, Gear = R-Drive-3-or-L.
          B0 = (probably) is turbo, Unknown, Gear = R-Drive-3-or-L.

          Verbose
          -----------------------------------------------------------------
          00 = (highly correlated w/) is non-turbo, Gear Selector Position = Park or Neutral, TCM Requested Ignition Retardation = none.
          10 = (highly correlated w/) is non-turbo, Gear Selector Position = Reverse, Drive, 3rd, or Low, TCM Requested Ignition Retardation = none.
          60 = (highly correlated w/) is non-turbo, bit 6 = 1 = Unknown, bit 5 = 1 = Unknown, Gear Selector Position = Park or Neutral, TCM Requested Ignition Retardation = none.
          80 = (highly correlated w/) is turbo, Gear Selector Position = Park or Neutral, TCM Requested Ignition Retardation = none.
          86 = (highly correlated w/) is turbo, Gear Selector Position = Park or Neutral, Unknown, TCM Requested Ignition Retardation (to Unknown level) = ??2 or 3 or 6??.
          90 = (highly correlated w/) is turbo, Gear Selector Position = Reverse, Drive, 3rd, or Low, TCM Requested Ignition Retardation = none.
          B0 = (highly correlated w/) is turbo, bit 5 = 1 = Unknown, Gear Selector Position = Reverse, Drive, 3rd, or Low, TCM Requested Ignition Retardation = none.

Note #1:	There are two formats for displaying the interpretations of ECU 7A A50A and A50B:

			- a 1-line Terse format,
			- a 2-line Verbose format.

		The interpreter uses both formats (at present) for clarity sake.
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